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mExecutive Summary
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) issued a delivery order to The University
of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). The primary objectives of the study were to characterize
the solid waste stream for MSFC facilities in Huntsville, Alabama, and to evaluate their
present recycling program. The purpose of the study W_to de_er_ne if improvements
could be made in terms of increasing quantitiesofthe present Commod[t|es Collected, adding
more recyclables to the program, streamlining or improving operational efficiency.
In conducting the study, various elements were implemented' These included sampling and
sorting representative samples of the waste stream, visual inspecting each refuse bin, recycle
bin, and roll-off, interviewing emp|oyees_and re-Cych_ _in_to_0r other companies,
touring local material recycling facilities, contacting experts in the field and performing a
literature search.
A field investigation and visual inspections of waste and recycle bins revealed a number of
inconsistencies or differences between a list provided by MSFC and actual findings. These
differences included bins in differen[ i_tl_o_ns and siz_,nulss[dg blns,an¢l buildings with
refuse bins that were not included on the listing. The visual sort revealed somewhat large
quantities of relatively homogenous materials. Those categories present in the largest
quantity, by volume, were found to be cor_gated cardboard boxes, resir_m paper t0weis,
and food and drink waste.
Six bins were selected as being typi_ of MSFC w_testre_i_.- Th_ bins were hand
sorted into fifteen categories and represented about 17 percent of the trash collected for any
one day at MSFC. Building 4203 bin, containing the largest square footage of office space,
had the largest Weight percentage of white paper (37.4 percefi-0-0f%he_ix buildings:
Building 4471, which houses a receiving area for MSFC contained 31 weight percent
corrugated cardboard. From the composition of these bins, potential recyclable quantities
were computed indicting that white ledger paper could be inci:eased_fr0m _i: tO 7_ tons
per annum, aluminum cans from 9.5 to 23.5 tons per annum, and corrugated cardboard
from 39 to 143 tons per annum. In addition, it appears that there are about 54 tons of
newspaper availabie for recycling, plUS ab6ui 50 tonsof restroom towels and 26 tons of
shredded paper available for recycling or composting. In addition, there are other
commodities listed in the report forwh_ch there al:e-known markets, but th_ecommodities
may be present in quantities too small to warrant addition to the recycling program at this
time. Preliminary data indicate that MSFC should consider an on-site center for processing
their recyclables.
The report includes a number of ideas and suggestions for possible improvement of the
present recycling program at MSFC. Also included are program evaluations by twenty
randomly selected MSFC personnel and descriptions of recycling programs at a number of
private companies or public agencies.
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Section 1
Introduction
Purpose of the Study
On November 1989, a pilot recycling program for white paper was initiated in four George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) buildings. (See Figure 1) From November 1989
until June 1991, 236 tons of white paper were collected. In July of 1991, a center-wide
program to recycle white paper or ledger, aluminum cans or used beverage cans (UBC),
and old corrugated containers (OCC) was implemented. From July 1991 until September
1994, 1,304 tons of white ledger, 20.5 tons of UBC, and 85.6 tons of OCC were collected for
recycling. After the program started, additional commodities were added. Presently
MSFC's interest is in formulating new approaches-to increase recycling, in a cost effective
manner, and to divert more waste from their solid waste stream per Executive Order 12780,
and in the interest of promoting good business practices. (Note: Executive Order 12780
has been superseded by Executive Order 12873.)
The MSFC Facilities Office, which is responsible for disposing of all waste generated by
MSFC, issued a delivery order to the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) to
. characterize_c_u_rent MSFC waste streams and to evaluate their existing recycling program.
.... __e-::-C:on-tract DO #121, NAS8-38609, __tachment ]_) ........_The resui6-of the work
performed per the delivery order are contained herein. A purchase order was also issued
to UAH requesting that the MSFC yard/wood waste and food service waste also be
analyzed. These latter results are contained in a separate report.
The purpose of the study was to define the nature, quantity, and types of waste produced
and to generate ideas for improving the present recycling program. Specifically, the
following tasks were to be performed:
1. Identify various surplus and waste materials--as identified by the Contracting
Officer's Technical Representative (COTR), Mr. Cedreck Davis--by source, location,
and type.
. Analyze MSFC's current methods for handling, storage, transport, and disposition
of waste and surplused materials.
. Determine the composition of various surplus and waste materials as to type and
quantities from various sources and locations.
. Analyze different methods for the disposition of various surplus and waste materials,
including quality, quantity, preparation, transport cost, and value.
7
IFigure 1. MSFC Redstone Arsenal Facili[7
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g Study possible alternatives to current methods of handling, storage, transport, and
disposition of surplus and waste materials to improve the quality and quantities
recycled or sold and to reduce and minimize the quantities of surplus and waste
material currently being disposed of or stored.
. Provide recommendations for source and centralized segregation and aggregation of
materials for recycling and/or disposition.
0 The analysis could include identification and laboratory level evaluation of methods
and/or equipment, including capital costs, operating costs, maintenance requirements,
life cycle and return on investment for systems to support the waste reduction
program mission.
The specific waste and surplus materials identified by the COTR for study included general
office and laboratory waste, excess "flight" hardware, and scrap metal. MSFC currently
has a program in place for recycling white ledger paper, laser printer cartridges, telephone
books, corrugated cardboard, aluminum cans, grass and leaves, wood waste, scrap metal,
electrical wire, tires, waste cooking oil, used motor oil, and used lead batteries. As these
items are presently being recycled, the objective here was to analyze the present system to
determine ways to improve project participation and to streamline and economize on
operations. In addition, analyses was made of the solid waste stream to determine if
additional items or components presently being disposed of at the RSA inert landfill, the
Huntsville landfill, and the Huntsville incinerator could be recycled.
Those individuals who participated in performing the analyses and preparing the report
included Mr. James Colebaugh, Ms. Lavonne Crews, Dr. Michael Eley, Mr. Ben Johnston,
and Mr. David Lee.
Elements of the Study
Specifically, the study was to look at ways to improve the quality and quantity of present
recyclables and to, concurrently, reduce the amount of solid waste disposed of at the RSA
and Huntsville landfills and the Huntsville incinerator. The elements incorporated to do
this are described below. (Note: Refer to subsequent sections in the report for more
detailed information.):
. Analysis of Waste Stream. In order to determine, as closely as possible, the
composition of waste generated, various analyses were performed. Initially each bin
was inspected visually. A volume percentage of ten components was recorded as well
as percent full for each bin. Next, six bins were selected based on high volume and
what was considered to be a representative sample of typical waste generated. The
trash from these six bins was sorted manually by project participants with a weight
obtained for each of fifteen components. These same six bins were reinspected
visually at a later date and the visual and manual results compared. Available total
9
and individual tonnage were obtained from the MSFC COTR and from others
involved in hauling and disposition of waste and recyclables.
The number of personnel per building at MSFC was compared to published
literature giving expected generated waste. These comparisons along with the
findings and quantification of the waste stream are included in Section 3 of this
report.
2. Meetings were held with those individuals involved in recycling and waste handling
to discuss the functions and methodology of their operations. This included trash
and recycling hauling, housekeeping, and disposal of excess equipment and supplies.
In addition, the housekeeping operations of three employees were observed in the
performance of their duties. A tour was made of Building 8025 and the adjoining
fenced area c0ntaining MSFC surplused supplies, equipment, and furniture. An
overview of current waste/recycling handling is included in Section 2 of this report.
3. 1"ours were made of thr_ local material recycling facilities (MRF's): BFI, South
Central Recycling, and Huntsville Recycled Fiber. Information on operations and
equipment was obtained from these private, profit making centers with the idea that
a possible on-site center would be similarly staffed and equipped. Buyers of recycled
and scrap materials were contacted to obtain current prices and quality used in the
on-site feasibility study. The results of the tours and conversations along with
costing information is provided in Section 5 of the report.
.
.
.
A face-to-face employee survey was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the
current recycling program and to garner suggestions for improvement. Twenty
employees located in nine separate buildings were questioned. A summary of the
findings is contained in Section 4 of the report with the actual surveys in Appendix
A.
The recycling coordinators of ten private companies and public institutions were
contacted to discuss the elements and successes of their respective programs. A
summary of the findings, with emphasis on those elements that appear to be
adaptable to MSFC, is included in Section 4 of the report with the complete content
of the surveys in Appendix B.
A literature review of waste handling and recycling was performed. As this field has
undergone significant changes in recent years, few references dated prior to 1990
were consulted. Local and out-of-town experts were contacted for specific
information. The books, articles and communiques from which sections of the report
were generated are contained in the "References" section of the report.
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State of Solid Waste and Recycling
Municipal Solid Waste in the United States
There were 20,000 active landfills in the U.S. in 1978, but by 1991, the number of landfills
had decreased to 600 [81]. An additional 900 landfills were closed by 1993 [88]. Prior to
implementation of 40 CFR 257 and 258 (containing new design criteria for landfills of solid
municipal waste) with an effective date of October 9, 1993, there were over 90 landfills in
Alabama. Presently there are 27. When state laws restricting vertical expansion of landfills
become effective on October 9, 1995, it is anticipated that an additional five or six landfills
will close. (Note: The Huntsville landfill is in full compliance with the federal and state
regulations. The existing landfill was expanded to include lined cells with leachate collection
system.) [94]
In 1960, annual solid waste generation in the U.S. was an estimated 82 million tons. [18]
In 1990, Americans generated 195 million tons of municipal solid waste ( 4.3 pounds per
person per day), an eight percent increase over 1988. [87] In 1992, 87 million tons of
commercial trash were produced in the United States [19] Consumer trash for the same
year was 116 million tons [19]for a total of 203 million tons. Without additional source
reduction, the amount of waste generated in 1995 is expected to reach 208 million tons. By
the year 2000, this figure is projected to reach 222 million tons, or 4.5 pounds per person
per day.[14]
In 1990, offices in the United States generated 15.5 million tons of waste (excluding
restroom and cafeteria waste). This consisted of [13]:
Printing/Writing Paper - 8.1 million tons
Old Corrugated Containers - 1.2 million tons
Old Newspapers - 1.6 million tons
Other (glass, metals, plastics, general trash) - 4.6 million tons.
By 1995, this figure is estimated to reach 17.8 million tons. [13]
Recycling in the United States
The national recycling rate in 1988 was 13 percent (with 73 percent of all municipal solid
wastes landfilled). [87] The amount of yard debris that was collected for composting was
2 percent in 1988. [87] For 1990, figures show that 17 percent of our solid waste was
recovered for recycling with 12 percent composted (67 percent ending up in landfills with
about 16 percent incinerated). [14, 82, 87] In 1993, the national recycling rate reached 19
percent. [88]
In 1992, commercial recycling totaled 22.9 million tons. Curbside collection accounted for
5.1 million tons and consumer drop-offs, buybacks, and paper drives 8.3 million tons. [19]
11
EPA projects that while the amount of wastegeneratedin the U.S.will continue to increase
during the 90'S, it will do so at a slower rate. Per capita waste generation is expected to
reach 4.5 pounds per person by 2000. EPA also projects recycling scenarios of 20 -30
percent in 1995 and 25:r35 percent in 2000. [87] Thls p|us Com_ting isesfimated to reduce
the per capita generation of MSW from 4__ to 3.5 pounds per person per day. [14]
Municipal Solid Waste and Recycling in the State and Locally
In a 1993 survey, Alabama generated 5,200,000 tons of municipal solid waste, recycled 12
percent, incinerated 8 percent and landfilled 80 percent. [82, 88 ] In addition, the survey
indicated that Alabama had 30 curbside programs serving 656,000 people, 12 MRF's taking
in commingled recyciables with one mixed waste MRF, and 12 yard trimming composting
programs. [88]
There is currently only one MSW incinerator in the state of Alabama--which is located on
Triana Boulevard in Huntsville. It has a current tipping fee of $39.90 and a capacity of
700 tons/day. The incinerator allows the Solid Waste Disposal Authority for the City of
Huntsville and Madison County (S_A)to reduce the volume requiring landfilling by 90
percent. The Huntsville landfill has a tipping fee of $39.90 as well. [93]
The SWDA contracts _th _Browning-Ferris Industries (BFr) forthe collection, processing,
and marketing of recyclable commodities. The recycling program consists of a curbside
collection system serving 50,000 single family homes in Huntsville and 17,000 homes in
Madison County. The program also includessix unmanneddrop-off sites. For this service,
BFI receives $1.45 per home per month for Huntsville residences, $1.70 per home for
Madison County residences, and $300 per drop-off center per month. In addition, BFI
retains revenues from the sale of all materials collected. [93]
General Information, Trends, and Projections
Waste Paper
Waste paper is bought and sold on the basis of grade, as generally defined by the Paper
Stock Institute of America (an association representing waste paper dealers) varying from
low grade such as newspaper to high grade such as computer paper. [69] The Paper Stock
Institute lists 51 paper grades and also gives standards for maximum allowable prohibitive
materials (unusable) and total outhrows (unsuitable). [18] Mixing different grades lowers
the quality, with the secondary fiber dictating the grade into which the paper falls. Paper
and paperboard products make up 32% of the discards to landfills by weight and by
volume. [14] About 30 to 40 percent of the wastepaper stream is so mixed with nonpaper
materials such as metal foils, household wastes, and plastics, that it cannot be economically
recycled back into paper products. [78] It takes 50 percent less energy to remanufacture
paper. [81]
12
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Office Paper
Office waste paper generally falls into two distinct categories: high quality such as white
ledger and low quality such as mixed office paper. [69] It is estimated that the federal
government purchases 300 million tons of paper per year or about 2 percent of the national
paper market. [69]
In December 1992, recycled paper consumption totaled nearly 26.5 million tons, or 28.3
percent of all industry fiber in the country. In 1995, it is predicted that consumption of
recovered paper at paper and paperboard mills should approach 31.5 million tons, or 32.8
percent of total fibers used. [73]
Office waste paper (OWP) is expected to be the commodity of the future. During 1995,
eight new deinking mills, six new tissue mills, and 12 new market pulp mills are expected
to come on-line creating one million tons of demand on the east coast. [46] Eventually the
recovery rate for OWP is projected to reach 67 percent. [74] By 1998, another 56 paper
recycling ventures--including 40 new or expanded deinking mills--are expected to come on-
line. [75]
Corrugated Cardboard
Old corrugated containers (OCC) represent the single largest category of waste paper
collected for recycling. In the U.S., OCC comprises 40% of all waste paper recycled. [69]
Projected demand for OCC, based on present patterns (September 1994), are expected to
exceed the economically available supply. To meet the increasing demand for OCC,
recovery from all sources of supply will be increasing, specifically from small generators.
[68] Currently mills are spending millions of dollars to retrofit their facilities in order to
accept greater percentages of secondary fiber--corrugated cardboard. [69] The EPA has
recommended that corrugated containers have 40 percent total recycled content, of which
post-consumer materials must account for 35 percent, which will continue to spur demand.
[69] The eventual recovery rate for OCC is projected at 70 percent. [74] Mead Corporation
is planning on expanding their mill in Stevenson, AL in anticipation that demand for
corrugating medium will grow 3 percent annually through 1993. [147]
Newspaper
Over the next five years (1993-1998), it has been projected that old newspaper (ONP)
demand will grow significantly as new or retrofitted mills come one line. [69] The eventual
recovery rate for ONP is projected to reach 59 percent. [74]
u
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Magazines
Recovery of magazines lags behind other types of paper. It is estimated that magazines are
recycled nationaHy _a rate of about 15 to20 percent. _in iiiid]993, the_:e were 20 nulls
consuming large amount of old magazines (OMG). (OMG consists of newsstand returns
and postconsumer mag_nes.) It is est|_ted thai by i995, the number of---OMG mills will
increase to 30, and a recycling rate of 35 percent will be needed to meet this demand. [79]
The demand for magazines is predicted to increase as new newsprint facilities which utilize
floating deinking technology come on-line. This new technology requires 20 to 50 percent
coated magazine stock to aid in the process. [69] Indeed, a new $40 million deinking
facility in Claiborne, Alabama came on-line in the latter half of 1993. it processes
approximately 160 tons per day of old newspapers and old magazines [72]
Glass
The price paid for glass containers is generally determined by color, quality, and the extent
to which it has been prepared (crushed or whole). The price is also influenced by the
proximity to glass manufacturing facilities. The primary markets for recycled glass
containers are the 75 glass container manufacturing plants in the U.S. Secondary markets
include road construction, the fiberglass industry, and manufacturers of reflective paints,
abrasives and foam glass.[69] It takes 30 percent less energy to remanufacture glass. [81]
..... _ -_ '_:_L:_ _Z :: _- _=_ _ _= : .... i _ _= _: =_ ....
The use of cullet (reclaimed ground gl_) in the manufacture of glass h_ increase from 22
percent in 1988 to 31 percent in 1991. Thirty-five percent of all glass containers sold to
American consumers were recycled in 1993. [75] _: ::_
In 1993, the largest U.S. glass container manufacturer ceased processing cullet due to its
unreliable delivery and varying quality. Cullet prices are headed down. This plus the labor:
intensive, time consuming and safety _ncerns of :processing :glass, h_ lead :_ny
communities and recyclers to consider removing glass collection from their programs. [5,
95, 69] An obvious problem worthy of further study is the economical recovery and
recyciing of glass at MSFC.
Aluminum Cans
Recycled aluminum has been the highest-valued commodity of all the secondary materials.
[69] Recycled aluminum takes 5% of the energy that producing virgin material from
bauxite does. The aluminum can, commonly called UBC (used beverage can) dominates the
beverage can market with an average share of over 95%. Alcoa Aluminum and Reynolds
are the two largest recyclers of aluminum beverage cans and prefer to receive the cans loose
and flattened. The recycling rate for aluminum beverage cans remained the highest for
all types of packaging in 1993. In 1992, almost 68 percent of aluminum UBC's were
recycled, totalling nearly 63 billion cans. [90] A 63.1 percent nationwide recycling rate was
14
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reported for 1993. (This equates to a post-consumer rate of 51.6 percent.) The 1993 figure
was the first decline in the number of cans collected since record keeping began in 1972.
[74] In 1993, aluminum prices hit an all-time low. More than 400,000 tons of aluminum
were imported to the U.S. from Russia in 1993. Adding to the fluctuating prices is the light
weighting of the can. Currently 29.5 UBC's equal one pound of aluminum. Within the next
five years, it is expected 32 cans will equal one pound of aluminum. [46]
About 80 percent of aluminum UBC's that are recycled pass through buy-back centers.
Around 15 percent result from deposit laws, and the remaining 5 percent coming from
curbside programs.
Steel Cans/Scrap Metal
Two types of metals are commonly recycled as scrap: ferrous and nonferrous. Scrapped
autos are a major source of ferrous scrap. A substantial portion of total tonnage of
shredded ferrous scrap is exported. In 1992, the total scrap metal recycled in the United
States consisted of 41,764 thousand metric tons (tmt) of iron and steel, 2,757 tmt of
aluminum, 1,276 tmt of copper, 917 tmt of lead and 366 tmt of zinc. In 1992, the quantity
of iron and steel recycled in the United States from purchased scrap nearly equaled that
of all other materials combined (nonferrous metals, paper, glass, and plastics). The ratios
of metal recovered from old scrap as a percent of apparent consumption for 1992 was 28
percent for aluminum, 24 percent for copper, 70 percent for lead, and 10 percent for zinc.
[90] The steel industry currently has an overall recycling rate (including appliances, cans,
cars, and industrial scrap ) of 66 percent. [71]
Ferrous cans are made up of three general types of containers: the tin-plated steel food
container which is coated on the inside with a thin film of tin to preserve freshness of food,
steel cans that do not have the tin plating, and a bimetal can that has a steel bottom and
sides with an aluminum top. The steel industry prefers the tin-plated steel container after
the tin and other contaminants are removed in a detinning facility. In the residential waste
stream, the tin-plated steel food can is the largest volume ferrous metal product discarded.
Presently, there is no economical way to separate the metal of the bimetal cans, resulting
in little potential to recycle them. Steel producers lead the market for recyclable steel cans.
This industry is in a slump due to the decrease in demand from auto makers who are
tending to replace steel with plastics. [69] Another problem worthy of further study is the
separation of bimetal can components.
In 1993, more than 34 billion steel cans were produced. Of that amount, almost half or 48
percent--more that 1.3 million tons--was recycled. There was an increase of 7 percent from
1992 to 1993. In most communities, 2-percent of municipal solid waste (MSW) by weight
will consist of steel cans. Steel cans make up more than 90 percent of the food can market,
and more than 100 million steel cans are used in the U. S. every day. The recycling rates
in 1992 were 50 percent for steel beverage cans, 44 percent for food cans, and 15 percent
for general line cans. [90]
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The energysavingsfrom usingrecycledmetalscomparedwith virgin materials isas follows:
aluminum -95 percent; copper-85percent; steel-74percent; lead-65 percent; and zinc-60
percent. [90] : : _r ......
Plastics .... , _:: :
It takes 90 percent less energy to remanufacture plastics. [81] Plastics account for 10
percent by weight and 21 percent by volume of the discards to landfills.J14] _:
Today more than 200 different types of resins are used to produce plastic products within
the United States. The five primary types, which comp_ roughly 98 percent 0f the plastic
containers manufactured in the U.$. today (with the first three representing nearly 94
percent of the plastics market) are 1-PET-polyethylene terephthalate , 2-HDPE£high-density
polyethyiene, : 3-PVC-polyvlnyi _ chloride, 4-PP-polypropylene, 5-LDPE-Iow-density
polyethylene. [69]. PET and HDPE are the two usually included in most recycling programs.
For the most part, collected plastics are still manually sorted, also limiting the types
collected.. ..... _: ' :_
Production of resin from post-consumer recycled plastic totaled 1.52 billion pounds in 1993,
increasing 12 percent from 1992. [89] More than 50 percent of this amount consisted of
PET and HDPE bottles.[70] PET is about 13 percent of all the rigid plastic packaging.
HDPE is almost 70 percent. [85] It is projected that almost 1.9 billion pounds of virgin
resin, or about 8 percent of the total forecast demand, will be displaced by recycled
materials in 1998. [70] Beverage bottles make up 25 percent of plastics packaging,
nonbeverage bottles, 25 percent, other rigid containers 30 percent, and film 20 percent.
The recycling rate for PET soda bottles was 41 percent in 1993. The 900 million pound
demand for the bottles is twice that of current supply. Used soda bottles are being
remanufactured into containers, carpeting, clothing, sleeping bags, athletic shoes, etc.
Projections set PET demand at more than three time the current supply by the year 2000.
[30] PET recyciers have depended primarily on the 10 states that require deposits on
beverage containers for their supply of used PET drink bottles. [30]
Historical Pricing Trends
Historical pricing trends of ONP, OCC, high grade office paper, glass containers, scrap
metal, aluminum beverage cans, and HDPE plastic containers which have been paid by
processors over the years are contained on the following figures (Figures 2-8). These figures
were included to indicate the volatility of recyclable commodity prices and do not indicate
absolute prices.
In addition, Figures 9-13 show national averages for 1993 for end users and processors for
white ledger paper, ONP, OCC, PET and HDPE, aluminum beverage cans and steel food
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cans have been included to indicate the relative difference between these two markets.
Processors are dealers, brokers, and recycling centers. End users are manufacturers, mills,
foundries and smelters. As can be seen from the figures, processors typically pay less than
half and often only one third of current end user prices.
Legislation
Recvclin2
On October 31, 1991, President Bush signed Executive Order 12780 requiring Federal
agencies to recycle materials from wastes generated by Federal Government activities (part
3, Section 301, refer to Appendix C). Federal regulation, 40 CFR 246 (in Appendix C) sets
forth requirements and recommended procedures for source separation of recyclable
commodities.
In Alabama, recycling is one of the industries targeted for financial incentives in the
Alabama Development Office. Alabama gives tax incentives, grants and in 1993 passed
legislation creating a task force to promote market development. [86] In 1989, Alabama
set a 25 percent recycling/reduction goal with a legislated 1995 deadline. [18] ADEM
compiles information of public schools, universities, and state agencies to track their
recycling efforts. The exact percent recycled varies by commodity and the particular group
involved. However, for all groups, office paper is the commodity with the highest recycling
volume, ranging from 33.8 percent to 58.9 percent. [143]
Purchasing Recycled Products
RCRA (Resource and Conservation Recovery Act), Subtitle F (Solid Waste Disposal Act
Subchapter VI, Section 6962, see Appendix C) requires Federal agencies to give purchasing
preference to products made from recycled materials. In 1993, President Clinton signed
Executive Order 12873 (see Appendix C) requiring that each Executive agency incorporate
recyding in daily operations and expand markets for recovered materials through
procurement preference. Per Section 504 of the Order, the federal government, sets
minimum postconsumer content standards for printing and writing paper.
Landfills
In 1965, the Solid Waste Disposal Act was passed to improve solid waste disposal methods.
It was amended in 1970 by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), which
was amended in 1980 and 1984. Subtitle D of RCRA gives standards for the safe operation
of solid waste management facilities. Subtitle D also established a voluntary program in
which states may develop and implement solid waste management plans, siting the federal
standards as a minimum.
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Figure 2. Pricing Trends for Old Newspaper [69]
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Figure 3. Pricing Trends for OCC [69]
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Figure 4. Pricing Trends for High Grade OMce Paper [69]
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Figure 5. Pricing Trends for Glass Containers [69]
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Section 2
Background
This section contains an overview of solid waste and recyclable handling methods currently
in pr_-ai _ E£ti_total quantities are confined in Section 3. Table 1,
following the narrative, contains a complete bin listing.
Current Solid Waste and Recvciab!es Contracts :
Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI) located on Commercial Drive in Huntsville presently has
a contract with MSFC to collect their white ledger paper, aiUm|num cans, and cardboard
for recycling. BFI pays MSFC a percentage of the market value received. Under the
current contract, this percentage is: 25% for white ledger paper, 95% for cardboard, and
for aluminum: American Metal Market's average street price plus $.02/pound. [2]
The solid waste from the MSFC facilities is collected and hauled by Mr. Rick Hopkins of
Mark Dunning Industries 0VIDI), who has an on-site office located in Building 4241. The
U.S. Department of the Army located at the RSA has a contract with the Solid Waste
Disposal Authority of the City of Huntsville and Madison County (SWDA) who operates the
incinerator l_ated on Triana Blvd,-Per this cohtra__m_y_b_ys the st:_ generated
by the incinerator. (The army is obligated to buy all steam generated, even that not used
and vented to the atmosphere.) The army supplies MSFC with steam for building heat.
As part of the contract with the city, the army is permitted to dispose of up to 50 tons of
waste per day at the incinerator at no cost. The army presently generates between 30 and
38 tons per day of waste. [3] The MSFC facilities generate 5 to 6 tons per day of waste. [1]
Thus, combined, the 50 ton per day limit is not reached. MSFC pays the army for its
utilities, and waste disposal at the Huntsville incinerator is considered a part of the utility
costs.
Office and Laboratory Waste
Each office employee is provided with two waste receptacles: one for depositing regular
trash and the other for recyclable white ledger paper. The white paper bin is labeled with
a list of acceptable items (computer paper, bond and copier paper, white paper with any
color printing, white tablet paper, the company newsletter (Marshall Star), newsletters (if
white), white stationary, white envelopes with no windows, plus post-it notes, routing slips,
adding machine tape, and card stock, as long as these items are white. Paper clips and
staples do not have to be removed but other clips/fasteners (alligator, bulldog, or binder
type) are to be removed before depositing white paper in the receptacle. (It is doubtful that
clips would be left on as most employees save and recycle these.) The label states that only
1% of non-white debris is allowed by recycling companies. Newer labels have a phone
number listed if the employee has a question. The older labels and those on most of the
current bins are missing this contact number. (However, a number is listed in the back
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of the MSFC phone book under "Recycling.")
are available.
Two sizes of the white paper recycling bins
Each employee is responsible for taking his/her aluminum cans from soft and fruit drinks
purchased from vending machines and cafeterias to special aluminum can receptacles.
Normally these receptacles are located by the vending machines. Some, however, are
located near elevators or in hallway corners. Some employees take their cans home where
they collect and recycle them on their own.
Housekeeping employees (trashers) are responsible for emptying the receptacles from three
times per week to a daily (Monday - Friday) frequency. Sometimes the same individual
empties both the regular trash and the white paper bins, sometimes different individuals
perform these functions. The larger buildings have segregated work; for the smaller
buildings, the same personnel will collect trash, dean rest rooms, and mop/clean floors.
Generally the trash and white paper are emptied into separate bins on a push cart(s)
maneuvered office-to-office by the housekeeper assigned that particular building and/or
floor. When these cart bins or bags are full, the housekeeper empties the contents into an
outside refuse bin (trash) or into a larger container in the building (white paper). Each
night, one individual collects the white paper from the buildings for deposit into the BFI
recycle bins.
There are twelve 6 cubic yard and two 8 cubic yard gray recycle bins located at various
MSFC buildings--locations as given on Table 1 and on Table 4--for the collection of white
paper. The white paper is picked-up every Wednesday by BFI via a front-end loader. The
truck, upon returning to the BFI facility located on Commercial Drive is weighed, first with
its load of paper and then empty, on certified scales. BFI performs limited hand picking
to remove obvious contaminants from the white paper prior to baling. The biggest problem
BFI has encountered in the MSFC paper collection is mixing in of plastic material; such as
overhead viewgraphs and drafting mylar and vellum. (Plastic material will plug the drains
at the pulp mill causing a shutdown of operations, ultimately resulting in the mill refusing
to accept any more paper from that dealer.) [5]
All "bin" trash is collected in a front-end loader vehicle and hauled by MDI to the
Huntsville incinerator. Bin sizes and locations are listed on Table 1 and Table 2.
Collection schedules vary from one to five days per week (Monday - Friday) depending on
fill rate. MDI is responsible for cleaning the bins on an as needed basis.
The housekeepers have some freedom in adapting certain specifics of the work as they wish.
For example, some do not empty the white paper bin every day, but wait until it is full.
The housekeepers may empty all the trash bins, then go back and collect the white paper.
However, all three housekeepers that were observed as part of this study perform both
operations simultaneously. The housekeepers have the option of sorting as they empty
trash; that is, they may pick out recyclable white paper if they discover it in the regular
trash receptacle or pick out nonwhite paper or contamination from the white paper
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receptacle. They were instructed to perform this extra function if time permits. [4] It
appears that some housekeepers have taken it upon themselves to do this extra sorting while
others elect not to, (It is, however, each omce employee's responsibility to place his trash/
white paper in the proper receptacle.) Each of the regular trash receptacles are lined with
a plastic bag. It was observed that one housekeeper attached a plastic liner to each
receptacle w_th a rubber band. The other two did not. Two housekeepers removed the
plastic bag from each receptacle regardless of amount of trash (unless, of course, the
container was empty). The other housekeeper was observed to empty the container even
if the trash was minimal and the plastic liner clean. It was noted that cross contamination
of the white paper bins was minimal (however, refer to Section 3 concerning the visual
inspection of the recycle bins), but that potentially recyclable paper was often inadvertently
placed in the tr_h bin. Even though there was an alum|num can recycle bin at the end of
the hallway, twice it was observed that recycle receptacles contained soft drink aluminum
cans. Where this happened, one of the housekeepers picked the cans out, emptied the
contents into the regular trash and collected the cans in a separate bag on his cart, to be
dumped into the recycle bin later. The other housekeeper dumped the cans into the
regular trash. Only one employee was found not to have a white paper receptacle at his
desk. (When employees move from one building to another, some take their recycle bins
with them, while others do not.) It was reported that a separate bin was kept on each floor
of Building 4201 for departing employees--to receive the paper from cleaning out of desks.
It appears that the housekeepers are often familiar with methodology/peculiarities of their
coworkers and can adapt any of these methods, if desired. (The only suggestion made when
asked by the observer, was a desire to improve the number of recycling participants. One
housekeeper estimated that as much as 25 percent of white papel: is put into the regular
trash.) It was observed that some copy machines did not have recycle bins. A bin was
observed at a paper shredder.
If there is a large amount of cardboard collected on a daily round, then that housekeeper
is expected to deposit the cardboard into the designated roll-off bin. MSFC has onIy _ne
20 yard bin for recycling 0fcardboard, It is iocatedat BUilding _71. The cardboard is
collected by BFI on an as needed basis, the company being notified when the bin is full.
Service is usually same day.
In addition, there are thirteen 20 yard roll-off bins for large trash items, such as scrapped
building materials (partitions, filters, piping), wood (studs, damaged and unusable pallets),
foam, construction and decommissioning debris. Corrugated cardboard that is not recycled
is also tossed into the ron-offs. The location of these bins is contained on Table 4.
Generally, Mr. Hopkins of MDI monitors these bins and empties them on an as needed
basis. The 20 yard bins containing the foam and the one used for cut grass and leaves is
emptied at the RSA inert landfill located to the east of the East Marshall Test Area. [7, 9]
The remaining 20 yard roll-off bins are taken to the Huntsville landfill located at Leeman
Ferry and Airport Road. [9] (Mr. Hopkins does limited sorting before loading a bin on the
truck; that is, he will take metal inadvertently placed into one of these bins and place it into
a metal recycle bin. He will likewise remove wood or other trash from a recycle metal bin
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and place it in the proper container. [9])
In addition to the above, laser printer cartridges are recycled. Normally each spent
cartridge is deposited in specially marked bins or stacked in copy rooms. When returned,
MSFC gets a rebate to offset the cost of purchased "refilled" cartridges. The MSI
contractor is responsible for this program. However, it was reported that they must
consistently purchase ~30 percent new cartridges due to no returns. [8]
Paper shredding of sensitive documents occurs at various centrally located buildings
throughout the MSFC facility. Surrounding buildings will deliver their shredded paper to
these designated buildings for pick-up every first and third Wednesdays. A mobile truck
collects the shredded paper for delivery to the Huntsville incinerator. [7]
In addition, there is a 2 cubic yard bin located under the sawdust discharge on the south
side of Building 4471. The contents of this bin (which frequently contains refuse other than
sawdust) is transferred to the MDI front-end loader and hauled to the Huntsville
incinerator with the other "bin" trash. [9]
Scrap Metal
MSFC presently has a program in place for the recycling of scrap metal. Metals recycled
indude, mainly, aluminum, AI Li, irony aluminum, light and heavy steel, and mixed. There
are nine outside bins used for the recycle of metals. Refer to Table 1 and Table 4 for
locations, types and sizes. (Note: There are numerous smaller bins located inside various
shop buildings. However, all material collected here is deposited into the larger outside
bins. [7])
The scrap metal is transported by the MDI hauler to the Redstone Arsenal DRMO to be
sold as scrap. Proceeds from this sale go the U. S. Treasury; they are not returned to
MSFC. [15] Quantities of scrap metal are contained in Section 3.
In addition, Building 4728 has a 2 cubic yard bin and Building 4650 a 4 cubic yard bin for
used insulated wiring. All such wire is taken by MDI to Building 8025 for processing as
surplus. [9]
Office and Flight Surplus
Surplus MSFC office equipment, supplies, furniture, and flight hardware are processed
through Building 8025 and stored there or in an adjacent fenced area until disposed of. A
portion of Building 8025 is also used as a storage area for usable office furniture and
incoming supplies. Initially any "non flight" item received is placed on a surplus list for
circulation at MSFC. (Flight hardware or artifacts are discussed separately below.) A
listing is also kept of surplus items at other centers. The MSFC employees have thirty days
to request a surplus item. If the item goes unclaimed, it is placed on a list for circulation
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wamong other federal and state government agencies. If still unclaimed, it is disposed of in
a number of ways. Any electronic equipment thought to contain gold, silver or other
precious metals is sent directly to the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO)
for extraction of the metal. _hether or not an item contains precious metals is a judgment
call.) Of the remaining items, those deemed salable, are tagged for resale and moved to
the rear of the building [15]. _
Resales are conducted by the General Services Administration (GSA). Most items are
auctioned off tO the general publ]cat Building 8025 in large i0ts. Some (mostly unique,
individual items) are sold by sealed bid. There are three to four such auctions per year.
" " _ : _2= : .... -
If the item is deemed not salable, it is sent to DRMO for disposal. (Salability is determined
by consulting published stock class listings. The item must also be in relatively good
condition.) Also, if no bid is received on an item or lot, it too is sent to DRMO for disposal.
However, this is rare. For the last sale, only two of the 216 lots did not receive a bid. [16]
(There is no reserve or minimum bid requirement.) Proceeds from GSA sales are returned
to MSFC. Any proceeds on items disposed of by DRMO go to the U.S. Treasury. [15]
Excess "flight" hardware has historical significance and is deemed an artifact. The artifacts
are processed through Building 8025 as are all excess items. The Smithsonian Institute is
given fi_t refusal of all artlfacts. For example, ali m|ssii_ presently on display at RSA
actually belong to the Smithsonian and are on loan. Such missiles are demilitarized per
stringent EPA regulations. If another facility wishes to have the artifact (such as AMES),
these two agencies decide between themselves where the artifact will go. [15]
Spent solid rocket boosters are reused if possible. If damaged, they are usually sent to Hill
Air Force Base to use for target practice. If Hill AFB does not want the boosters, they must
be cleaned out before being disposed of. Sometimes schools or others request the boosters
for special exhibits. If not, the boosters are sold to scrap dealers. Most MSFC missile and
space shuttle contractors, such as the Thiokol Corporation and Martin Marietta, have
contracts with local scrap dealers to dispose of unusable metal missile components. The
proceeds from contractor sales to scrap dealers is credited to their MSFC contracts. [15]
No accounting is kept of the amount or type of items processed through Building 8025. The
only information that is available are GSA sale proceeds. An estimate of proceeds is in
Section 3 of the report. However, a tour by project participants revealed a large number,
~75 percent, of the items in Building 8025 to be surplused (dumb) computers and computer
peripherals. The outside fenced area contained such items as metal gratings, trunks,,
cabinets, computer cases, satellite disks, an ice machine and refrigeration compression
system. The type ofitems are often received in stages; i.e., if the center is upgrading their
Cray computers, Building 8025 will receive a large number of excessed Crays around the
same time frame.
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The following items are handled by separate contracts and were not considered part of this
study. The items are listed to provide as complete a picture as possible of MSFC waste and
current recycling practices for the reader.
Hazardous Waste. The hazardous waste is under the NASA Environmental Management
Office. It is collected, segregated and shipped by the MSI Contractor. A study has already
been completed by CH2M Hill analyzing the various hazardous wastes at MSFC. [7]
Motor Oil. Used motor oil from the motor pool, Building 4483, is collected and transported
to Auburn University where it is burned as fuel for building heat. [1]
Tires and batteries. If possible, tires are recapped and reused. Unusable tires and batteries
are disposed of by the DRMO. [1]
In September 1993, The University of Alabama, Huntsville undertook a study [17] for the
United States Army Missile Command to analyze the RSA waste stream involving all
buildings with the exception of those designated MSFC and restricted areas. This consisted
of 376 buildings with 431 adjacent dumpsters plus single family housing units. About 7244
tons per year of solid waste is collected from these facilities and transported to the
Huntsville incinerator and Huntsville landfill for disposal. The study indicated that about
3360 tons per year of this amount would be office waste. At the time of the study, there
were four recycling programs being operated by the Department of Army at the RSA:
.
2.
3.
4.
Office paper; ~ 250 tons of white/computer paper recycled in 1993.
Aluminum cans (office); ~10.8 tons recycled in 1993.
Corrugated Cardboard (commissary); ~120 tons recycled in 1993.
Curbside Materials (for Residential area);~73.5 tons (newspapers, glass, plastics, steel
and aluminum cans, #1 and #2 plastic) recycled in 1993.
This is in addition to the material and items sent to DRMO and subsequently recycled (used
oil, lead acid batteries, meat, fat and bones from the Commissary, and scrap metals.)
(Note: Per the DRMO, ~ 1500 tons of various scrap metal were processed by them for
recycling in 1993. The DRMO collects materials from not only the RSA, but also from
MSFC, Arnold Air Force Base in Tullahoma, TN, and the Ammunition Plant in
Chattanooga, TN. [17])
A listing of bins by pick-up schedule was provided by MSFC. It was resorted by building
number to facilitate the visual inspection portion of the study. Table 2.1, indicates
discrepancies found in the original list. "List" data found to be different during the visual
inspection has been crossed out with "visual" information indicated in bold italics. Also,
information that had been missing from the MSFC list was added and is so indicated in
bold italics. Per the listing, 95 MSFC buildings have a total of 172 bins. The visual
inspection indicated 112 bins with different or incomplete data from that supplied. These
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differencesincluded location or bin size,bins not found at the buildings indicated (13bins),
and bins found at buildings not listed (sevenbins). It should be noted that this inspection
was carried concurrently with the visual sort. An attempt was made to insp_t the bins _
prior to their scheduled pick-up. Therefore the inspection was done bin'by-bin and not
building-by building. Because of this, there could exist buildings with bins that were not
on the MSFC-supplied bin list, and therefore, were never inspected. However, the
likelihood of this is considered small. Also the pick-up schedule (days on which the bins are
emptied) supplied by MSFC was not verified.
It is especially important to note that refuse c°llecti°nis a dynamic situation; that is, bins
are frequently moved based on current need. [4] This is especially true of roll-off bins,
which are often relocated to current construction or deco/nm|_ioning sites as the need
arises then returned to their assigned buildings. The visual inspection portion of the study
took place over a three month period Every effort was made to provide an accurate list
and to account for every bin, even to the point of inspecting select bins/buildings a second
and third time. Even so, this list may not reflect the current situation.
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Table 1.
Building Number
4189
4194
4200
4201
4202
4203
4207
4241
4244
4249
4250
4251
4306 (2)
4312
4313
4347
MSFC Corrected Listing of Solid Waste Refuse and Recyclables (1)
Location of Bin Bin Type Siz..._ee
North Refuse 4 2
West Refuse 6 8
North Refuse 8 2
South (Dock) Refuse 8
Dock-SW Comer Recyclables-white paper 6
East Refuse 8
East Refuse 8
East Somheast Refuse 6
North Southeast Refuse 8
Northeast Refuse 8
North Recydables-white paper 8
North Recydables-white paper 6
South ParMng Lot RoB-off-grass and leaves 20
East North Refuse _ 6
Nor4heast North Refuse _ 6
soetheast O) Refese S
South Refuse _ 6
West Recyclables-white paper 6
West (13) Recydables aI: .--.'.-.::.--...¢._-._"
while paper 8
West Recydables-aluminum cans 8
East Refuse 6
West Refuse 8
_g/est (3) Refuse 8
West Refuse 6 4
East Refese
East West Refuse 6 4
East Refuse 6
North Refuse 2
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Building Number
4348
4353
4436
4466
4471
4475
4476
4481
4482
4483
4485
4487
4491
Location of Bin
North
North
North
Bin Type
Refuse
Refuse
Roll-off-metal
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Northeast
North
West
North East
South
South North
South
North
got_ North
South
South (4)
South
South
Northeast
L
East
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Roll-off-cardboard & wood
- cardboard Roll-off
Recyclables-wMte paper
Refuse
South
West (3)
North
Northeast
Refuse
ttefese
Refuse
Recyclables-white paper
South Refuse
South
Southwest (5)
Refuse
Refuse
Northeast
Southeast
Refuse
Refuse
(s) West
A.-W4ag-W._ Southeast
• p._ ..._-. _r_.., Northeast
C .. :.':" _" East
Northwest
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
Refuse
(3)
East Northwest
Northwest
Refese
Refuse
Recydables-white paper
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Siz...__e
6
6
2O
6
6
2
2
2
8
6
6
6
6
2
20
2O
6
4
8
8
6
8
48
4
6
4
86
46
_,4
a6
2
4
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4492
4494
4495
4498
4524
4531
4539
4549
4551
4553
4561
4570
_72
4582
4596
4605
4610
Location of Bin Bin Type Siz._.._e
NoP, hwest East Refuse 6
North (3) Refuse
_Imsth Northeast Refuse 2
North Refuse 2
East West Refuse (6) 8
1, ,, a, ._k -_ _.... -_ (3) _0
East Refuse 3
Northwest Refuse 6 2
Northwest Refuse _32
West Refuse 6 4
South Refuse 6 2
East Northeast Refuse 8
• -R_344 TRL 4561A (3) Refuse 2
South Refuse 6 4
East Refuse 6
(14) k •'1_v"^_tl.,., q_^...lw A _^._ D ^_--_1_lkl,, .... "* ...... i" IF
South Refuse 6 4
East Refuse 8
South Refuse 8 6
North Refuse 6 4
(10) Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20
Roll-off-metal 20
Northeast Refuse _; 2
North Refuse 4
South Refuse 8
Southeast Refuse 6
Trailers Refuse 6
South Recyclables-white paper 6
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Building Number
4612
4614
4619
4623
4626
4628
4629
464O
4646
4647
4648
4649
4650
4653
4654
4655
4656
Location of Bin
East
East
East
West
South
South
South
East
South
East
South
Southeast (3)
North
Northeast
*_.":h==-_ Southwest
=.
North
Southwest
_Jest South
_est North
West (7)
West
West
West
Southwest
West
North
South
East
4O
Bin True Siz.....ee
ill
Refuse _, 8
Refuse " 4 =
Roll-off-metal 4 2 I1
Refuse 8 4 =
II
Refuse 6
Refuse 4
Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20 l
Refuse _ 6
Refuse 6
Refuse 2 I
Refuse 2
Refuse 4
geit.-off--met_ (9) 8 20 i
Refuse 4
i
Refuse 2 m
Refuse 2 S
l
Refuse 4
Refuse 6 --
Refuse 4
Refuse 6 Z
Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20 m
Roll-off-metal 20
Recyclables Roll-off-wire 8 4 ------
J
Refuse 6
Refuse 2 _
Refuse • 4
Refuse 4 2 u
Refuse 2
I
m
mn
m
Building Number
4659
4663
4666
4667
4671
4674
4678
4702
4705
4707
4708
Location of Bin
North
seem (3)
V_ath West
South
Southwest
Southwest
Soatlvwest West
West
South
South
East
South
South
Southeast
West
West
West
West
West
East
East
East
East
East
East
East (12)
East
_East
Southwest
•k " West81 vvt.,pv b _.._,
Northwest
West (15)
Northeast
Bin Type Size
Refuse 8
Refuse 6
Recyclables-white paper 6
Refuse 8 4
Refuse 8 6
Recyclables-white paper 6
Refuse 2
Refuse 8
Refuse 2
Refuse 8 6
Refuse 2
Refuse 4
Refuse 8
Roll-off-metal shavings 20
Roll-off-metal 20
Recyclables-aluminum 2
RoB-off.metal shavings 20
Refuse 4
Refuse 6
Refuse 8
Roll-off-wood & cardboard 20
Roll-off-foam 20
Roll-off-foam 20
Roll-off-foam cardbrd/box brd 20
Recyclables-white paper 6
Refuse _ 8
Refuse 6
Refuse 6
Refuse 6
Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20
Recydables-white paper 6
41
Refuse 2
Refuse 4
Building Number
4711
4712
4718 (3)
4723
4727
4728
4732
4746
4747
4750 .....
4752
4755
4774
4775
4777
_17
_23
Location of Bin Bin Type Siz_.._e
North Refuse 8 6
North (3) Refuse 8
North Recyclables gell-cg-metal scrap 2
North Recyclal_les _alu_umpla_ 2
North Recyclables __u_um _aH_ 2
North Recyclables.aluminum shavings 4
NoMh Refuse 8
South_ Refuse 8
No_ Refuse _ 4
North Refuse 4
South Refuse 8
South Recyclables-electric wire 2
W_ Refuse 4
_mtlcm_ West Refuse 2
W_ Refuse 2
Sand-Blast Picnic Area Refuse 2
South Refuse _ 4
West Refuse 8
West Refuse 8
D^. ^,,_ ..... _ & .... J
........ =."__----r ..... (3) at
Reu-eff-met_ (3) at
West R_dables-w_ paper 6
W_ Refuse 2
_¢st (3) Refuse
(3) Refuse 6
West Refuse 4
North (11) Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20
_gest South Refuse 6
North Refuse 8
North Roll-off_dboard & _ 20
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8025 Southeast Roll-off-cardboard & wood 20
1D_II ^_'_IP _.k v .I Po ii
........ _._ _^a.-_ ...... (3) gO
Archery South Refuse 2
Club
Huntsville Police East Refuse 4 6
Department
.
0
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Data found during the visual inspection to be at odds with the MSFC supplied listing have
been crossed out with "visual" information supplied in bold. Missing information is also
shown in bold. It was assumed that the MSFC listing showing multiple bins of the same
size, type and location were assumed to be the same bin with different pick-up dates.
Listings showing more than on pick-up on the same day (i.e., bins listed as Friday pick-up
and every day pick-up) were assumed to consist of two bins although this may have been a
misprint. - .-
No refuse or recycle bin found. This building is udder construction.
Bin is missing and presumed removed or relocated.
Located beneath sawdust discharge. Contained general refuse.
Non-standard open bin located behind MDI refuse bin.
Bin not being used by building.
This bin could be assigned to Building 4663.
As it was not possible to discern building wings, locations where bins were located have been
added.
This recycle bin was not found. Per Mr. Hopkins of MDI [9], this building no longer has
a metal container.
These two roll-off bins were located south of 4557/455&
This bin is attached to a large tank and is covered.
An initial inspection revealed three foam roil-offs. A recent inspection indicated one of the
foam roil-offs was being used for cardboard/box board recyclables.
When these bins were inspected initially, there were two aluminum can and one white paper
recyclable bins. When checked recently, there were one aluminum can and two white paper
bins.
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14.
15.
When this building's bins were initially inspected, it included one white paper recycle bin.
When rechecked recently, the recycle bin was missing.
When this building was initially inspected, it had tow 20 yard roll-off bins. However, a
recent inspection indicated only one roll-off.
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Section 3
Data Collection and Analysis
Options Considered and Methods Selected
There are two primary methods for conducting a waste characterization study. [14] First
is a source-specific method in which the individual components of the waste stream are
sampled, sorted, and weighed. This is the method usually used in analyzing local waste
streams. The second is a material flows method which is based on production data, product
lifetimes and other information (much like a mass balance in which raw material minus
product equals waste). This study used the first method to arrive at an estimate of waste
stream composition.
In addition, there are numerous options that could be employed in the source-specific
method of analysis. The options selected were based on maximizing the probability for an
accurate composition, while keeping within the time frame required for completion of the
report and manpower available to help in the visual and manual sorts. These options
included: visual inspection of each bin or of preselected or random bins or of preselected
or random trucks; manual sorting of a limited number of preselected bins; or of random
bins; or manual sorting of a grab bag taken from a random sampling of bins.
It was determined that time and manpower permitted a visual inspection of each bin at
least one time. This was done as opposed to visually inspecting preselected bins or random
bins as this would allow project participants to verify the bin and container listing supplied
by MSFC concurrently with the visual inspection. The visual inspection, although
providing only gross estimates of garbage composition, would indicate the major
contributors to the waste stream, and it would flag those unique bins and containers that
had abnormally high components of one or two potentially recyclable materials. A random
sorting may have missed these. Also, the visual inspection would provide information to
be used in preselecting the bins for manual sorting. The visual inspection indicated that a
grab bag sampling would not have been too effective as the bins often contained large bags
or stacks of the same type of refuse. (Note: Most residential trash contains smaller, more
mixed waste, resulting in good results obtained from sorting a random number of grab
bags.)
The bins for manual sorting were preselected to ensure selection of what was considered a
typical or "normal" waste stream. It was also felt that this would concurrently identify
those components that had the maximum recycling potential in terms of quantity and price.
For example, office waste was predominantly selected for sorting; it typifies MSFC
buildings and also produces commodities for which there are known markets. The number
of bins sorted was impacted by the personnel available to perform this task. Even so, it was
thought that seasonal, weekly, or monthly fluctuations would be minimal, and that any such
changes would not significantly affect the composition of the waste stream. (Note: 1994
45
Itare receipts for solid waste refuse were obtained. The monthly totals were computed as
follows: Feb: 91.8 tons, Mar: 1113 tons, Apr: 94.8 tons, May: 116.9 tons, Jun: 121.4 tons,
Jul: 85.2 tons, Aug: 118.8 tons, Sep: 116 tons, Oct: 105.6 tons, Nov: 101.7 tons, Dec: 92.9
tons for a monthly average of about 105.13 tons or about 1261.5 tons per year.)
In addition, information was available from "truck" receipts and a log concerning content,
weight, and number of trips over a specified time span. There was also available published
information [12] on number of personnel per building, along with usable floor space (which
is broken down into office, la_ratory, technicai fa_ii_,, conference room, shop, storage,
and miscellaneous). This information was also used in analyzing the waste stream and in
evaluating the accuracy of the visual and manual sorts.
Visual Sort
Each of the 172 MSFC building bins were visually inspected for content. Table 2 gives a
breakdown of garbage components by volume percentages. (For example, the bin for
Building XXXX contained 35 percent office paper when visually inspected.) By the nature
of this inspection, these volume percentages are gross values. Al_,:items such as magazines
and aluminum cans could very well have been hidden from view, and, therefore, would have
gone unreported. This is substantiated by the manual sort which indicated a significant
amount of aluminum cans are ending up in the general refuse. The visual inspection
revealed a relatively homogenous mix (as compared to residential trash). In addition, the
garbage was often segregated into plastic bags; that is, one or two bags would contain
almost all restroom paper towels, almost all paper plates and cups, or large quantities of
office waste. Although one inspection is inadequate to make conclusions, it is suspected that
certain buildings would consistently have higher volume percentages of certain types of
trash. In general the bins were highest in food and drink waste (mainly containers and
wrappers), corrugated cardboard, and restroom paper towels. In fact, paper towels were
added as a separate item when initial inspections revealed how abundant they are.
Noticeably absent was computer paper, due, no doubt, to the increasing popularity of PC's
and laser jet printers.
The "% Full" column of Table 2 sometimes contains two numbers. The first number gives
the percentage full when visually inspected. The second number is the normal volume of
the bin when emptied. These latter numbers were supplied by the MDI contractor. [9] If
in agreement, only one number is given.
In only one of the refuse bins inspected were the cardboard boxes broken down or flattened.
Therefore, although this constituent appeared extremely high in some cases, it would have
a high volume to weight to ratio. It was found that the density for the boxes as they were
found in the bins would be about eigh[ pounds per cubic yards, compared to a density of
about 150 pounds per cubic yard for flattened and stacked boxes.
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Food and drink waste, by and large, consisted of Styrofoam and paper containers and cups,
plastic cups and utensils, fast food wrappers, and lunch bags. Very little actual food or
organic matter were noticed, although in some cases the food stuffs would have been
wrapped. If packing Styrofoam was present in the bin, but not in significant amount, it was
included with this number. Approximately fifteen bins were empty or nearly so during the
initial inspection. Those bins were inspected a second time. If found empty on the second
inspection, this was so indicated on the table.
Manual Sort
During the week of December 12, 1994, six bins were delivered to a tractor barn located
north of Building 4348 for manually sorting by four project participants. Large bins with
frequent pick-ups were selected from buildings thought to provide a representative sample
of the waste. The buildings and bins are described below. Fifteen waste components, as
given in Table 3, were sorted by placing each piece of trash in separate 22 gallon trash
containers. The containers were then weighed, and subtracting the weight of the container
itself, the weights of each component per bin were recorded. The weights are given in
Table 3 along with the percentage by weight that each component constituted.
Scheduled
Building Pick-Up DescriDtionl of Buildinl_
4203 Every Day Six story office building plus a basement with
131,651 square feet of usable floor space, of which 80,250
square feet is office space. [12] This building houses 705
personnel [12] and contains a travel office, cafeteria, heritage
gallery, gift shop, and barber shop.
4250 MTWF A one story building with 23,929 square feet of usable floor
space, of which 19,158 square feet is for offices. It houses 147
personnel. [12]
4471 Every Day A one story building with 82,122 square feet of usable office
space, of which 23,048 square feet are offices and 34,598 square
feet is for storage. It houses a cafeteria and 193 personnel. [12]
4666 Every Day A three story building with basement. It contains 43,943
square feet of usable floor space, of which 35,705 square feet
are offices. It houses 236 personnel. [12]
4705 Every Day A four story building with 175,378 usable square feet of floor
space, of which 111,788 square feet contains a metal fabrication
shop. It houses 173 personnel. [12]
55
4708 Every Day A two story building with basement,with 178,211square feet
of usable floor space,of which 66,444square feet are offices,
56,_22square feet contains a shop, and 21,722 square feet is
laboratory space, It houses 520 personnel. [12]
Buildings 4203 and 4250, which are mainly offices, had large percentages of white paper
(37.4 and 17 percent respectively). It should be noted, however, 50 percent of the white
paper reported for Building 4250 was blueline drafting sheets, which cannot be recycled as
white paper. Buildings 4471 and 4708 had large quantities of cardboard (31 and 24,9
percent respectively). These two buildings house a receiving area (4471) and a fabrication
shop (4708). In fact, cardboard boxes constituted a large percentage of the bin volume as
they are discarded whole (unfla]teded), (It is interest_m-gt6note that _he 0iily designated
recycle corrugated cardboard container for MSFC is stationed at Building 4471.) Overall,
colored paper turned out to be only a fraction of that for white paper (15.6 to 2.5 percent).
Computer paper, afihough_a pre_um commo_ty, w_ s_rCe as not to warrant a
separate column. Much of the plastic film reported was from the bags used in the employee
trash bins and in the larger housekeeping containers. Restroom towels, although not a
significant percentage of the Overall weight, coi_s_'_tu_ed a fairly large amount of the vol@me
of the trash and was usually found in segregated bags. The opposite could be said of the
magazines; i.e. high weight-to-volume ratio. There was a surprisingly low volume of food
stuffs found. The column t|tled "Other" contained unique, one of a kind items, or items
so commingled with other trash as to not make separation feasible. Refer to the table
footnotes for a more complete description of the "Other " category.
The weight of the bins sorted was computed to be 1577 pounds. As the bin trash collected
for the Huntsville incinerator was computed at approximately 4.7 tons per day, this
represents about 17 percent of the trash collected for any one day.
Additional Bins
MSFC already recycles a number of commodities. These "recyclable" bins are shown on
Table 4 in bold type. Twelve 6 cubic yard and two 8 cubic yard white paper bins were
accounted for during the visual |nspection, as well as one 20 yard corruga[ed _rdboard l_in _
and fourteen various metal and insulated wiring bins, including one specifically for
aluminum cans. (Note: In addition to these items, MSFC also recycles waste oil, used tires,
lead batteries, and motor oil, surplus office equipment and supplies as well as flight artifacts
[see Section 2], plus the facility composts grass and leaves and chips of small tree limbs for
mulch.) This table also lists the 20 yard "foam" roll-off bins and the one "grass and leaf'
roll-off which are hauled to the RSA inert landfill. [7, 9] (It is interesting to note that many
of these container contents are landfilled even though the containers are designated for
specific types of trash only.)
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The table lists the destination of the recyciable, roll-off contents in the footnotes. However,
it is unclear what happens to the product that is piped to the bin for Building 4777. This
roll-off appears to be permanently in place. It was empty when visually inspected. It is not
handled by MDI. [9]
An additional comment is warranted concerning the f(_am bin for building 4707. The
footnote refers to a type of foam designated MSA-3. This information was supplied by the
waste hauler. Further discussions, however, revealed that MSFC has switched to a different
type of foam, designated MCC-1, which is manufactured on-slte [141] It was reported that
other types of foam may be used, but in very small quantities.
Under the "Comments" column is an indication if nonspecified items or contamination of
other waste found in the bins. The visual inspection revealed that often this was the case,
although most contamination found was minimal and should not pose a problem with
acceptance of material by the buyers (either BFI or DRMO)_ However, this was not the
case with Building 4708, in which a large amount of vellum was spotted in the white paper
bin.
Overall quantities of roll-off waste and recyclables are contained in a following section of
the report.
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Summary of Findings
Current Recyclables
Table 5 is a listing of the white paper, aluminum cans, and cardboard quantities picked-up
by BFI and taken to their Huntsville plant for baling and shipping to mills and buyers.
Quantities for over a three year period were obtained. [1] In addition, line graphs were
constructed to indicate any overall increase or decrease or anomalies. As can be seen in
Figure 16, aluminum can recycling was erratic month to month. Figure 14 shows a small
overall increase in quantities from 1991/1992 to 1992/1993 and an overall decrease from
1992/1993 to 1993/1994. It appears that 1994/1995 will be lower yet. One explanation for
this decrease was a small attrition in employment. Also, there have been efforts to
minimize paper usage. It's now standard practice to make double-sided copies for multi-
page reports. [7] This plus the increasing popularity of e-mail has reduced paper usage.
The cardboard collection follows the same overall pattern as the white paper with the
exception of a large spike in February and March of 1993. It was during this time that
around 800 employees were being moved into the newly constructed 4203 Building. The
designated cardboard bin was relocated to this site. The movers used cardboard boxes for
the relocation until the boxes were no longer serviceable, at which time they were discarded
into the recycle bin. [7]
Table 5 gives an average of tons per year. In addition, averages per year have been
computed and are listed below, to give a clearer picture as to whether collections are
tending up or down:.
DATES
7/91 - 6/92
7/92 - 6/93
WHITE LEDGER UBC OCC
(Tons) (lbs.) (Tons)
33.2 1104.2 1.2
37.5 954.2 3.0
7/93 - 6/94 30.9 1223.0 2.4
Table 6 is a listing of scrap metal quantities taken to DRMO for processing and sales to
scrap metal dealers. These bins are monitored by MDI and are emptied when full. The
MDI contractor keeps a log of trips. [9] The trip information is contained in Table 6.
DRMO [21] provided a listing of the scrap metal that was turned into them by MSFC for
the last six months. (They only retain six months of records on their computer.) They
segregate this material into eight separate categories or bays. Thus their listing does not
match that of MDI. Even so, all scrap metal they have received from MSFC is included
in one of these eight categories with the exception of some minor, incidental, metal
composites that had to be broken down or items they located themselves. When a bay
becomes full, DRMO will place an ad in a national sale roster; therefore, ail scrap metal
is sold on a nationwide basis. Insulated wire is sold, by the tub or hopper, in local sales.
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nDATE
*Nov 89 thru Jun 91
Jul.91
Aug-91
Sep-91
Oct-91
Nov-91
Dec-91
Jan.92
Feb -92
Mar-92
Apr-92
May-92
Jun-92
Jui-92
Aug.92
Sep.92
Oct-92
Nov-92
Dec.92
Jan-93
Feb-93
Mar-93
Apt-93
May-93
Jun-93
Jui-93
Aug-93
Sep-93
Oct-93
Nov-93
Dec-93
Jan-94
Feb-94
Mar-94
Apr.94
May-94 r
Jun-94
Jui-94
Aug-94
Sep-94
TOTALS
Ave. tons per annum
Ave. tons per month
*Not included in totals.
Table 5. MSFC Recycling Quantities
WHITE LEDGER ALUMINUM CANS
(tons)
235.74
19.1
37.43
37.22
34.05
29.77
32.04
40.8
31.19
33.63
31.165
29.77
41.94
41.16
38.28
40.72
43.175
47.13
36.27
28.985
33.428
42.757
36.63
33.29
28.45
27.93
34.92
24.46
28.1
37.64
34.46
22.5
33.3
30.94
39.25
28.06
29.82
26.71
30.98
26.52
(pounds)
o
1510
46O
380
740
320
920
........ i020 .....
1900
1300
1280
1700
1720
+ 1260
1+000
1840
1340
370
800
II80
820
720
300
960
860
1140
1866
740
800
880
1300
880
920
1100
880
1170
820
1160
860
1880
1303.94
401.2
33.43
41096
9.5
0.8
66
CARDBOARD
(ton 
0
0.575
1.58
2.77
0.85
1.18
1.9
1.07
1.42
1.14
0
1.11
0.23
1.76
2.55
2.29
1.25
2.56
0.62
0.59
8.85
7.74
2.53
2.71
2.7
4.02
2.76
2.24
2.53
4.36
2.13
3.23
1.17
1.19
1.36
1.98
1.64
2.76
2.72
1.51
85.575
39
3.25
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Table 6. MSFC Recycling Quantities " Scrap Metal and W'we
8
a. Quantities Obtained from MDI.
BLDG
BIN AVERAGE APPROX APPROX
SIZE COMMODITY _/MO CU YDS/MO CU YDS/YR
4588 20 scrap metal 2 40 480
4612 2 scrap metal 4 times !yr 0.67 8
4650 20 scrap metal 2 40 480
4 scrap wire 6fimes/yr 2 24
4705 20 AI shavings 1 20 240
20 AI Li 1 20 240
20 scrap metal 2 40 480
2 AI scrap 5 60
4711 2 AI plate 2 1 "12
2 AI shavings 2.5 ave. 5 60
2 Scrap metal 6 times/yr I 12
4 AI Li 2.5 ave. I0 120
4728 2 scrap wire 2 4 480
COMMODITY
b° Quantities Obtained from DRMO.
POUNDS/6 MO APPROXIMATE
TONS/YR
ElK (Light steel that is 119,000 120
baled.)
AI Li Solid Pieces 480 0.5
AI Li Borings and Turnings 3,700 4
Regular Irony Aluminum 13,240 13
(-90% AI with some iron)
Heavy Steel 165,000 165
Mixed Metal 12,900 13
Light Steel 2,500 2.5
Wire 8,100 8
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wSurplus equipment and supplies are processed through Building 8025. No records are
maintained of the items received or of their final disposition. [15,16]. Records are kept of
the proceeds received from auctions. There are three to four sales per year. The last sale
garnered $92,000, which was considered to be larger than normal. [16] Based on this, it was
estimated that the proceeds would range between $200,000 to $350,000 per year. (More
specific information was not available.)
Potential Recyclables
Table 7 gives yearly tonnage of the MSFC waste stream with disposal destination. The
footnotes list the sources from which the information was obtained or explains how it was
computed.
Table 8 is a listing and quantification of specific items present in the waste stream.
Referring to the visual sort data, Table 2, four components appear to have (additional)
recycle potential: mixed office paper, corrugated cardboard, newspaper, and brown paper
restroom towels (as compost). From the manual sort data, were added aluminum cans and
magazines. It was decided not to include certain categories: glass, rigid plastic, box board,
food stuff, and steel cans. This is not to say that these items do not have recycle potential.
Rather, it was felt that the data collected under this part of the contract does not give an
accurate indication of quantities present in the waste stream. These items are mainly food
service wastes and are discussed in a separate report. Also film plastic was not included.
Although it is felt that "sort" quantities were representative of total waste stream, this
commodity would not be considered a recyclable. The film was in the form of bags used
to collect building trash and would be too contaminated for effective recycling. From the
manual sort, it was also evident that most of the mixed paper in the solid waste stream is
composed of paper that can be recycled as white ledger stock (13.6 percent of a total 18.1
percent). Therefore, a total of eight categories were considered for potential additional or
new recycling. Others could possibly be recycled at specific locations only.
The column in Table 8 labeled "absolute quantity" is based on quantities present. From
Table 3, the percentages of these commodities by weight were multiplied by the total refuse
bin tonnage (1260 tons/year--Table 7) to obtain a yearly tonnage that could potentially be
recycled. Then these amounts were multiplied by various capture rates to give a "realistic
quantity" or an estimate of additional quantities that MSFC can reasonably expect to
achieve. The capture rates were based on literature (see Section 1), engineering judgment,
plus MSFC's current practices. The capture rates used were 70 percent for paper, 70
percent for OCC, 70 percent for aluminum cans, 85 percent for restroom paper towels, 100
percent for shredded paper, and 35 percent for magazines.
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Table 7. MSFC WasteStream_dDisposal Quantifies
I
M
E
DISPOSAL
DESTINATION
Huntsville Incinerator (I)
RSA Inert Landfill
Foam(2)
MSA-3 (2)
Grass and leaves
Humsville Landfill (3)
.i
COMPUTED
AMOUNT
1156 Tons/lImonths
-140 cubicyards/month
-. 20 cubicyazds/month
(.D
28.8tons/3weeks
YEARLY AMOUNT
i_bO
-:1:_0 Tons/year
-1680 cubicyards/year
- 240 cubicyards/year
=
-500 tons/yem"
I°
2.
.
This includes all bin refuse hauled in MDI track 007 (front-end loader). The tonnage was .
computed by tallying "truck" receipts for Februaw- _mber 1994 ..... _ ....
This is the foam from Building 4707. MSA-3 is a special type of foam material, also fi'om this
bu/]ding.(Note:Itwas thatMSFCnowus s a new type foam :MCC.i
manufactured on-site. [141 ] These bins are monitored by the MDI contractor and emptied
when fidl.Estimatesof cubicyardswere computed from trips/monthobtainedfrom tim
MDI contractorwho keeps a recordoftrips.[9] .....
This refuse consists of the roll-offbins with the exception of those used to contain recyclable
metal (refer to Table 3.5), foam, and grass and leaves. This bins are monitored by _
MDI co_r and emptied when full. _tffnn_ v_--compu_-_:_n_"_xuck _ receipts
giving box number, date and tare wrights. There are me _ _ _ (_er tO
Table 3.3). The bulk of the refuse contained the.rein consists of cardboasd and
(Although the contents would vary somewhat from bin to bin, on average, they
50% wood, 30% cardboard, with 20% metal and other miscellaneous. [9]) Refer to Part II
for specific wood quantifies. Only receipts since Janua_ i995 w_ av_ble.
Information was requested from the p_ons conw_or but was not pm_&d.
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Table 8. Potentially New Recydables from'Current Waste Stream
COMMODITY
Mixed Office Paper (I)
White Ledger Paper (1)
Aluminum Cans (1)
Newspaper (1)
Restroom Towels (1)
Corrugated Cardboard
Refuse Bins (1)
RoiI-Offs (2)
Shredded Paper (3)
Magazines (1)
EST. YEARLY AMT. EST. YEARLY AMT.
(Absolute Quantity) (Realistic Quantity)
232 tons 162
174 tons 122
20 tons 14
77 tons 54
59 tons 50
96
137 tons
11 tons 8
26 tons 26
83 tons 29
lo
go
o
Quantities for these commodities were computed from the volumes found via the manual
sort for the six refuse bins by taking percentages of each commodity (by weight( times
overall yearly tonnage.
Quantities for these commodities were computed from estimate of percent volume, on
average, that these items constitute of the total roll-off bin containers--50% wood and 30%
cardboard--times the container fill rate per month. [9] A conservative density of 8 lbs/cu
yd was used for unflattened cardboard.
Quantity obtained from Mr. Mike Wilson [7], based on January - December 1994
amounts.
!
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Comparison of _ta
Visual Versus Manual Sorts
Table 9 shows a comparison of the manual and visual sorts. The six bins that were hand
sorted were also visua!i_ inspected. Initi_ visua! _da_ (yisual- !)for four of these bins
were taken from Table 3.1. They were then reinspected a second time. However, for two
buildings, 4250 and 4471, it was necessary to perform two additional visual inspections as
it was unclear which of the building bins had been delivered for hand Sorting. Once the
precise bins had been identified [9], they were then visually inspected on two separate
occasions.
It was originally hoped that a conversion could be made from percent volume to percent
weight to give a more meaningful comparison, using appropriate density figures.
Unfortunately, the density figures computed were in obvious error (refer to Section 6)
rendering this pointless.
Both the visual and manual sorts indicated computer paper to be in such small quantities,
that this commodity was not included on the table. The manual sort bad five additional
categories; it would not have been feasible to break the visual sort into that many
categories. Therefore, certain "manual" categories were combined. The mixed office paper
reported for the manual sort on Table 3.8 includes both white and colored paper. Food and
drink waste on Table 3.8 consists of food stuffs, aluminum (most aluminum was in the form
of beverage cans or tin foil used to wrap food), glass (most glass was in the form of
_beverage bottIes_,, Steel-cans, and that portion of the "other" category in the manual sort
that consisted of food and drink waste.
This type of comparison can only be used to indicate obvious anomalies in the visual sort.
For example, OCC could comprise a large section of a bin by volume and be relatively low
in weight percentage as almost all cardboard boxes are deposited in the bins unfiattened.
The opposite would be true of magazines: high weight'to-volume ratio. Therefore, trying
to compare the volume and weight percentages of the different commodities is futile.
However, it does indicate that the visual sort was not an accurate indication of the presence
or quantity of magazines. This was also true for aluminum cans. Both these items are
hard to spot intermingled with office trash. This discrepancy in magazines is indicated on
the table for BuRd|ng_ 4203, 4250,_4666, and 470._. Office paper, corrugated cardboard,
film plastic, food and drink waste, restroom towels and newspapers Were thought to be
fairly easy to spot visually. Almost all trash was deposited in clear plastic bags. However,
film plastic weighs very little; therefore, as indicated by the table, a high volume percentage
would result in a low percentage by weight.
A better check of the accuracy of the visual inspection sort would have been to make a sort
of each bin visually before it was hand sorted. Unfortunately, this was overlooked. (See
Section 6.) Only the percent full of each bin was noted.
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Findings Versus Published Data
Paper accounts for 40 percent of all solid waste and 77 percent of government office waste,
according to a White House statement issued at the signing of the October 20, 1993
Executive Order requiring all federal purchases of printing and writing paper containing
20% post-consumer material. The U.S. government uses 300,000 tons per year of printing
and writing paper, approximately 2 percent of the total market. [92] (The American Paper
Institute estimates that as much as 85 percent of an office building's waste stream by weight
is high-grade recyclable paper. [18]) The waste composition of a commercial waste stream
in Fullerton , CA [91] indicated 42.06 percent by weight of paper (corrugated, mixed,
newspaper, ledger and other paper). (It also indicated 7.7 percent plastics (hard and film),
3.15 percent glass, 9.48 percent metals, 9.57 percent yard wastes, and 12.61 percent of
other organics (food waste, tire/rubber products, wood, and manure). [91])
Per Reference 77, it was suggested one assume a generation rate of 0.5 pounds white ledger
per employee per day for general offices, with a 60-70 percent recovery rate. Reference 12
obtained from MSFC, contains a summary of "personnel requiring office space" of 5,960.
Therefore, this computes to 2,980 pounds per day of white ledger generated or
approximately 393 tons per annum. Adding the present amount being recycled of 401 tons
(Table 5) to the waste amount of 174 tons equals 575 tons. Since the present amount being
recycled (as obtained from BFI) is 1 1/2 times the value assumed as being typical, one can
only conclude that MSFC office employees generate considerably more than the typical
office worker; in fact, almost double.
Review of Sampling Procedures
This section gives an overview of sampling procedures described in various manuals and
books. The actual approach used and the reason why it was chosen was previously covered.
Per Reference 69, there are three basic methods of waste stream analyses: 1)waste stream
sampling/sorting/weighing, 2) field surveillance or visually estimating the volume for each
selected category of waste and then multiplying volume by density factors, and 3) combining
field surveillance with scalehouse data to estimate percentages of substreams. Field
surveillance is considered to be well suited for commercial or industrial waste when the
loads are homogenous in nature.
Reference 77 details a waste composition sampling procedure. First one is to separate a
representative mixed waste sample of about 50 pounds. Next the sample is to be weighed
and the volume estimated. The density is to be computed. Next the sample is to be divided
into components, the separate components weighed and the percentage of total weight that
this component constitutes is to be computed. By multiplying the average density and
composition of the cubic yards disposed of each month will yield an estimate of total
monthly solid waste generation. Using composition percentages, the total can be broken
down into individual material groups. [77]
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Reference18statesthat in order to achievea completeunderstanding of the waste stream,
one must determine how much waste is being generated and where it is coming from , as
well as what it is made up of. It states =that sampling must provide for_onal and
geographical fluctuations. It also states that waste composition prog_rfims must provide
information on waste flow by generator type. Preplanning must include understanding
study objectives and knowledge of faci_i|ty operations including identification and
quantification of incoming waste, routes, scheduling, and hauler information. The reference
gives a layout for sorting activities and a procedure for manual sorting including laboratory
analysis to determ|ne h_ting vaiue or eremental analysis_if desired.:Per:the reference, a
visual inspection, although not as reliable as the manual sorting process, is a recommended
addition. Two phases of visual study are given: a hauler interview and waste
characterization via observation of Waste as it =is d|sCharged.
The reference also discusses alternate methods of characterizing _mmercial waste other
than traditional manual soi:ilng: One such metho¢lcon-siS_ 0frevie_ng avaiiable
information from waste composition studies conducted within other regions of the U.S,
conducting surveys of the commercial business community, conducting limited sampling and
conducting interviews of private haulers. One county in New York state used this app_6ach
to characterize their commercial waste stream. Generation rates per square foot of
occupied floor space were chosen as the variable to estimated waste production , since it was
stated that commercial waste is generally a function of the type of business and not
necessarily number of employees. In addition, the criteria used to establish reasonableness
in the waste quantity determination was the selection of an estimate which could be
supported by at least two other estimating methods such as interviews with waste haulers
and generators. [18]
An article in _ [91], discusses a waste study conducted in Fullerton, CA. The
residential, commercial and industrial waste generators were divided into nine
subpopulations. Random samples were collected from each subpopulation. Samples were
sorted into eight waste categories, and these were further subd|vided into 36 types. The
sampling program was divided into three seasons to account for seasonal variations. For
commercial and industrial streams, samples were collected from randomly selected
generators in three cubic yard bins. Selected bins were then hand sorted. Characterization
of wastes in roll-off containers began with an initial visual assessment. If the contents were
relatively homogeneous, the load was dumped, surveyed to estimate the percent of the waste
types. In cases where wastes were mixed or where it was not possible to visually discern
the contents, the container was taken to a transfer station and unloaded. A subsample was
then extracted and hand sorted. [91]
ASTM Standards, Draft Number 2, October 21, 1988, "Method for Determination of the
Composition of Unprocessed Municipal Solid Waste" provides proposed procedures for
measuring the composition of MSW by manual sorting. [18] This method allows the user
to estimate the mean composition of solid waste based on sorting of samples over a period
of time, usually 1 or 2 weeks. During the waste stream charac_erizati6n,:so_ing samples,
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which are approximately 200 to 300 pound portions of a solid waste disposal vehicle load,
determined to be representative of the entire load, are taken and manually sorted into the
various waste components. The number of sorting samples required to achieve the level of
confidence desired so that the samples are representative of the entire solid waste stream
is a function of the solid waste constituency. The proposed ASTM equation for determining
the number of samples n is:
n = (ts/ex)^2
where t is the Student t characteristic that corresponds to the desired level of confidence,
s is the estimated standard deviation, x is the estimated mean, and e is the precision value.
Since the number of samples varies by component, the sample size is controlled by the
component from which the total number of samples to be taken was derived. If sorting for
four components, n would be computed for each component with the largest n dictating
sample size. [18]
The proposed standard lists t values as a function of the number of samples and confidence
intervals of 90% and 95%. The standard also lists values of mean x and of standard
deviation s based on field test data for MSW samples during weekly sampling periods at
several locations around the U.S. This procedure is iterative. For example, the standard
deviation for mixed paper is given as 0.05, with a mean of 0.22. A sample size of I0 is
selected with a desired confidence level of 90% and a precision of 20 percent. Per the
standard, t is 1.833. Therefore, solving for the number of samples, n equals 4.34. Picking
an n of 5 yields 5.86. Picking an n of 6 yields 5.24. Therefore a sample of 6 will yield a
90% confidence level. These steps are then repeated for each component to be measured,
with the largest n determining number of samples. This procedure, because it is based on
municipal solid waste streams or combination residential, commercial and industrial waste
is not applicable to this study; that is the standard deviations and means would not apply,
as commercial waste streams typically consist of large fractions of recyclable materials. [18]
w
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Section 4
Summary of Employee Survey
Surveys :_
During the latter part of December 1994, twenty employees from nine buildings and of
varying occupations were interviewed. They were asked to evaluate the present MSFC
recycling program and to suggest ways/ideas for improvement. As one or more questions
per survey elicited unique responses, and because it w_ felt tha t the MSFC Facilities Office
who commissioned this study would find the actual responses interesting and informative,
it was decided to include the actual surveys--questions and responses--in the report
(Appendix A).
All twenty employees were aware of the recycling program and participate in it, some more
diligently than others. Only one individual did not have a white paper bin, even though this
individual did recycle her white paper by putting it into another bin. Three individuals felt
that the bins for the aluminum cans were not conveniently located, making them remiss in
recycling them: ..... Most_0f the resp0nden_ d]dnot knowWho to con_ct if_heyhad a
question, problem, or suggestion for improvement, but no one felt this was cause for
concern; i.e., if the need arose, they could find out with minimal effort. Most participants
were not aware that white _t-its are available, but Eli knew to remove the ye|iow pOst-its
before placing their white paper in the recycle bin. Removing the post-its was not
considered an inconvenience. The employees were split concerning the need for education.
Some felt education is needed for new employees only or if there is a change in the
program. Others felt a need to _ucate people concerning the broader consequences of not
recycling. One individual thought it would be beneficial to provide recycling i_nformation
for th_=empioyees that _sh i6_d0 more than curbside Or county drop'off centers provide.
These and other practical suggestions have been included in Section 6.
Summary. of Company Survey
Six local companies and four out-of-town government installations were contacted to query
their recycling coordinators about the recycling programs in place at their
companies/organizations. The survey indicated various level of recycling involvement in
terms of number of commodities collected as well as level of participation. There are
recyclables common to all the companies. For example all collect paper, but not all recycle
the same grade. All recycle aluminum cans. However, at one company, this is done entirely
by the employees. [112]
Only one of the ten contacted reported mandatory recycling. It also reported the highest
(95 percent) participation rate. However, of the remaining nine voluntary programs, only
one reported poor participation (as low as 30 percent).
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Many of these companies stated that the return on their recycling investment was in the
form of avoidance costs; the more they recycle, the less that needs iandfilling, and thus
tipping and hauling fees are reduced. In fact it is not unusual for these companies to
donate part of their recycling proceeds to charity or to allow a local charity to collect and
process a recyclable commodity. For one company "recycling" savings comes in the form
of reduced custodial personnel. [113] A unique aspect of one of the programs was the use
of free inmate labor. A more complete summary was not included here as detailed
descriptions of these programs are included in Appendix B. Those aspects deemed
applicable to MSFC have been included in "Discussion, Recommendations, and
Conclusion."
w
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Section 5 ......
Evaluation of an On-Site Processing _ler .... _ :
One of the options to be considered in evaluating MSFC's waste and recycling programs
is consideration 0f constructing a recydable proc_ing cent_er on the Redstone Arsenal. By
processing its own commodities, MSFC would garner 100 percent of the proceeds (in
comparison with receiving a percentage of market value--their present contract with BFI).
In return, MS]_C Would have to pay the cap|_i Cost of Sucl_a :facUlty plus upkeep,
maintenance, and the labor required to collect and process the recyclables. There are many
forms that such a facility could take, as discussed below.
Generally, a contract that follows the market is advantageous to the seller. This has been
especially true recently, due to dramatic increases in the prices of aluminum, cardboard,
and white paper in the past few months. Therefore, a system that allows for flexibility and
frequent bidding should garner the best prices. MSFC presently goes out for bid for its
recyclables: white ledger paper, aluminum beverage cans, and old corrugated cardboard.
The contract is presently held by BFi. It was Signed July 1991, extending for three years,
with two 1-year extensions. BFI provides the containers. They collect and transport the
recyclable materials to their facility in Huntsville where they perform limited hand picking
before baling the commodities and Sh|pp|ng to their buyers, it can be assumed that the
bidding process ensures the best price for sale of loose commodities to local companies with
minimum outlay by MSFC for equipment and labor. Therefore, no investigation into
transferring this contract to other local buyers was done..
Types of Waste processing Facilities
Historically, solid waste was collected in "packer" garbage trucks and delivered directly to
landfills. The closing of landfills, the scarcity and increasing value of land space, and
d_ndling raw materiais have given rise to recycling. Processing facl2hles deveIoped in
response to the need to handle the growing quantities of recyclables. These facilities serve
the functions of a broker, collecting from several haulers and distributing to several
markets. [18]
Several types of processing facilities have evolved. These facilities, defined in order of
increasing ¢ompiexity, are listed_iow. (Note: These definitions vary throughout the
literature, and from one state agency to another. For example, there is considerable
disagreement on what constitutes a MRF.)
Drop-off Facility or Center - These facilities accept materials, ensure that they are
separated correctly and then send them to other processing facilities or to buyers or mills.
They have no processing equipment. [18]
Buy-back Center - A drop-off center that pays for recyclables.[18]
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Intermediate Processing Center (IPC) - These facilities have equipment for preparing
material for markets by baling, crushing, and flattening, but no equipment for
separation.[18]
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) - A facility that receives commingled recyclables and
has equipment for separating as well as equipment for preparing the materials for sale. [18]
Most of these facilities separate items only, not fibers or parts of larger commodities.
MRF's vary greatly on the amount of incoming materials which it sorts. [62] Generally
there are two types of collection streams associated with MRF's: totally commingled in
which all recyclables are collected in one container and source-separated commingled which
is typically a two stream mix with glass, plastic and metal containers in one stream and
papers in the other. [63] A MRF might divert between 10 and 25 percent of the waste
stream to recycling.J58]
Mixed Waste Processing Facility (MWPF) - A facility that receives unprocessed waste or
raw garbage--there is no preparation or sorting of material by the generator--for removal
of recyclables. (These facilities are sometimes titled "dirty" MRF's. [62]) MWPF's divert
between 5 and 20 percent of the waste stream to recycling. [58]
(Note: A review of literature indicates the trend in the solid waste field is toward capturing
more of the waste stream via technologically advance material recovery facilities, with fewer
of the expensive mixed waste processing facilities. [57, 58, 59, 65] More private companies
are becoming involved with the various types of MRF facilities. [58,60] There is also a trend
toward joint ventures between such companies as scrap dealers and trash haulers,
combining of source-separated MRF's with transfer stations to achieve economies of scale,
and locating MRF's at disposal facilities. Combining source separation with mixed waste
processing is a very effective way to achieve a high diversion rate.[58] MRF's and MWPF's
can employee a host of sophisticated equipment: debaggers, glass crushers; metal can
densifiers, crushers, blowers, magnetic separators, flatteners, and shredders; plastic sorters,
granulators, shredders, and densiflers, paper, magazine, and cardboard shredders, including
animal bedding equipment; wood chippers, shredders, and grinders; cable strippers; metal
shears; sorting and separating conveyors. Research is also being done into automatic
separation of paper by type, glass by color, and plastic by resin and color. [65,66])
Tw_e of Facility Selected for Consideration
Per the direction of the COTR, this section of the contract was given low priority as the
likelihood of constructing an on-site processing center is low with current funding for
recycling. Therefore, only one type of facility was evaluated as a possible initial operational
approach. Because there are little available funds to invest in such a center, it was decided
to consider a low-technology intermediate processing center (IPC) with minimum investment
required. (Using a low-technology approach, the capital cost is minimized, but the recovery
is usually labor intensive although a small business contractor may find it profitable. This
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approach enablesthe systemto more readily respondto fluctuations, suchas discontinuing
collection of a commodity if the market price drops enoughso it becomesuneconomicalto
collect and process it. [69] A high-technology system would be more capital intensive,
relying more on mechanical equipment to process materials than on manual labor, it is
estimated that only large-scale operation (10 tons or more) can justify costly high-tech
equipment except for research and demonstration purposes. [18])
Proceeds received for products go up the more the sourc e processes the commodities to fit
the specifications of the buyer (broker, dealer, mill, foundry, Or other end user). For
example, more will be received if commodities are cleaned, baled, or flattened, are loaded
by the facility or even transported to the buyer's dock. The more the buyer has to do,
naturally, the less will be received by the MRF. The downside, is that the source must have
process facilities to do this.
Although following a low technology approach tends to increase labor, it was thought that
by augmenting the source separation system now in place, hand-picking and sorting would
be minimized. The source-separation system would be augmented by increasing the number
of buildings to act as collection points and to increase the number of building pick-ups. *_
Buyers that receive commodities from BFI buy in large quantities (by the truckload). Some
require that commodities be baled, others accept gaylords: three foot high boxes that fit on
4-foot pallets. Also, shipping costs are such to preclude the need to compact or bale
commodities. (Although there are many available markets for these products, it seemed
logical to assume that BFI would be selling to those buyers that provide them with the
highest overall price, subtracting for transportation.)
Tours were made of three local processing centers: l)Huntsville Recycled Fiber, 2)South
Central Recycling, and 3)BFI. All three could be considered low technology. The three
centers are briefly described below. Also refer to the photographs contained in Appendix
D of the report. - :: _
lo
2.
Huntsville Recycled Fiber is I_ted on Whole_le Avenue in north_t Huntsville.
The facility consists of one prefabricated metal building, with two small offices, plus
an outside truck scale. Inside the building is one (sided) conveyor and one baler,
purchased in 1979, a tipping area and a large area for temporarystoring of bales.
The center owns one semitruck for picking up recyclables in addition to roll-off bins
that are collected and transported to the facility by BFI. The center is owned by
Rock-Tennessee. The center buys cardboard, newspaper, Office paper (white bond,
white ledger, colored and computer grades) from local and area businesses and
private individuals. Most of the commodities are sent to Rock-TN mills. [148]
South Central Recycling is located on Vermont Road SW in south Huntsville.
(Photographs were not permitted of this facility.) The center consists of a
prefabricated metal building with offices. One baler is located inside; a Second one,
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with an attached conveyor, is outside. This center processes white paper, general
office paper, computer paper, aluminum cans, cardboard, limited film plastic, and
soft covered books.
. The BFI processing center is located on Commercial Drive NW in Huntsville. This
facility is in a prefabricated metal building and includes a multi-story office and
three-sided canopy under which is housed a cardboard/plastic baler. The facility has
a can processing area located under a separate canopy. Plastic contaminants are
picked out by hand. An electromagnet separates the tin and aluminum from steel
cans. The cans are then crushed. There is an adjoining asphalt pad containing a
certified truck scale, individual storage areas for loose recyclables, plus space of
parking trucks, trailers and roll-off bins.
The proposed center for MSFC was patterned after 1. and 2., although these facilities have
certain advantages over the proposed MSFC facility. They collect from a number of
sources; they have the advantage of the economics of scale; larger quantities that justify
expensive balers, fork lifts, trucks, and full time employees. Some would say they have the
advantage of having this as their primary business; thus being current of the latest trends,
technology, and prices.
The equipment for the on-site [PC was conservatively sized for processing maximum
potentials. The size allows for storage space for stockpiling commodities until sufficient
quantities are obtained for baling, plus room for stockpiling bales until a full truckload is
attained. (Typical truck loads run from 40,000 to 48,000 pounds of material. [17] The
industry standard for OCC is 45" x 45" x 50" bales, weighing approximately 980 pounds.
For newspaper, the same size bales apply, but weighing approximately 1175 pounds. [18])
Refer to Table 10 for a materials list, specifications, and prices for the on-site 1PF. Two
configurations of recycle bins were selected for pricing. One would consist of four separate
compartments, each one adjustable to accommodate varying volumes of commodities. The
second type would consist of one compartment only, to be used, mainly for OCC. A hook
lift loader that can be attached to the chassis of a standard 3/4 or one ton pick-up truck was
specified for loading and unloading the bins. This device can pick up the bins, individually,
transport them to the IPC, rotate and dump the contents on the floor of the IPC. It can
then return the bins to their assigned building and unload them in place. The hoist can also
be used to pull up and secure a flat bed unto the truck chassis allowing it to be used for
general hauling. A multipurpose horizontal baler was selected for pricing. The baler is
capable of accommodating cardboard, paper, or cans. However, most end users prefer cans
flattened and loose. Therefore, a can crusher was also added to the materials list.
It should be noted that lower cost options that could be considered include renting the
baler, procuring a fork lift attachment for use on an existing front-end loader, converting
an existing building for use as the IPC, using blue collection bags in place of bins, collecting
via an existing flat-bed truck, spreading cans in the IPC driveway for crushing, forgoing
the IPC office.
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Table 11 lists yearly amounts (original plus additional) recyclables, recent prices quoted
for commodities,and location of markets. It should be noted that commodity prices can
fluctuate dramatically month-to-month (seeSection1),and most have, in fact, beenrecently
increasing.
Transportationcosts from the 0n-site _C to end users were obtained from Reference 17.
Rates of local and long distance trucking companies indicates that rates are about $1.00 to
$1.35 per round-trip mile, which includes 2 hours for loading and unloading. Location of
potential buyers are given in Table 11 with the mileage to their plants or facilities in
parenthesis.
If one considers white ledger only, MSFC currently receiy_ 25% of market value for this
commodity from BFL At recent prices, MSFC stands to collect about $250,000 from the
sale of this item if it were to process it, versus $62,000 from BFI or a difference of about
$188,000' Transportation costs are estimated at $10,000. Gross operational and
maintenance costs of operating MRF's were reported to average around $53/ton with
facilities having under 100 tons per day of throughput and around $40/ton for those over
100 tons per day of throughput. [60] However, these figures would not be considered
applicable here. Rather a cost of two full time employees, plus $15,000 for O & M would
be more appropriate. If this expense is conservatively estimated at $80,000, a profit of
$100,000 would be realized on a return on investment of 33 percent.
Other Low Cost Ideas ....
There is an expanding market for small throughput MRF's, called mini-MRF's, or small
MRF's--or SMRF's, geared toward lower-volume facilities. These systems process
commingled materials with a minimum of labor. The process usually incorporates product
size separation, magnetic separation of aluminum and steel, air separation of plastics, with
a final visual inspection. They generally cost between $75,000 and $300,000, depending on
equipment. [18] One such system, a scaled down version of a high technology MRF called
a McMRF is manufactured by Count Recycling Systems. The standard design costs $99,500
and can be added on to. However, even this scaled down version is capable of processing
10 to 20 tons per shift of commingled curbside residential waste. [60]
One article previewed a MRF at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, showing how innovative •
thinking and bargain hunting _pr_uced a 10W cost recycling program.J61] The university
has 16,000 students. A solid waste characterization analysis found that over 40 percent of
the campus refuse was recyclable. TWO approaches were adopted: MRF separation for the
offices and source-separation for dorms. Source separation is done in residence halls in
which students place paper, newspaper, beverage cans, plastic and glass in stacked bins.
To process office waste, a MRF was constructed consisting of a 24 foot by 48 foot metal
building. Adjacent to the building is a concrete loading dock. A conveyor system inside
the building transports the waste through a series of sorting stations where personnel
remove recyclable materials. (Note: In another article it was reported that the means of _::
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Table 10.
ITEM
Prefabricated Metal
Building [145]
Pick-Up Truck
[105]
Hoist
[135]
Can crusher
[136]
Conveyor
[137]
Fork Lift
[138]
Horizontal Baler
[139]
Recycle Bins
Recycle Bins
Materials List for On-Site Intermediate Processing Center
DESCRIPTION
Size: 80 feet by 100 feet constructed on concrete pad.
Two restrooms, one office (10 feet by 12 feet),
both tiled, with HVAC. Building to have one personnel
door and two 10 feet by 12 feet truck doors on front
and side.
One ton, cab and chassis only, white, V-8, 350cc, five
speed.
Hook lift loader for loading recycling bins. Capable of
unloading, rotating, and dumping bins. Also
adaptable for loading fiat bed.
Bulk crusher of aluminum drink cans.
Thirty feet, one level, flat top, slider bed, 31" wide,
no side rails, travels at 60 feet/minute.
Double stack, standard fork.
Horizontal, high density, multi-purpose.
Four compartments, adjustable, 14 feet long.
Cost $4,000 each. [140] (1)
One compartment, $2,500 each. (I)
COST
$120,000
$19,365
$ 9,000
$ 4,000
$ 2 00
$15,500
$26,000
$120,000
$12,500
L _
Office furniture
and equipment
One desk/chair, four file cabinets, one PC
with laser printer, miscellaneous office items
$5,000
1
TOTAL: $334,265
Presently there are 95 MSFC buildings with refuse containers. However, many of
these buildings are located close enough to be able to share recycle bins. The
estimate is for 30 four-compartment bins and 5 one-compartment bins
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sorting commingled containers should become more complicated as quantities increase.
Between zero and five tons per day, the use of elevated or floor manual sorting is seldom
cost-effective. For quantities above 15 tons per day, more automated, elevated systems
become economically viable. [64]) The MRF includes a machine that sorts bimetal from
aluminum beverage cans, compacting the aluminum. A baler is used for cardboard, HDPE
and PET, and a high volume paper shredder processes newspaper and confidential paper.
Most of the equipment at the MRF is secondhand and modified. The total cost for the
MRF was $102,909. A polystyrene recycling operation is located at a central meeting place
for students. A parts washer from an automobile factory was reconditioned to wash plastic
utensils and plates. A granulator was purchased to produce polystyrene flakes for resale.
The recycling center is heated with used motor oil and waste hydraulic fluids from
elevators. In addition to the residence bins and MRF, two converted beverage trailers are
used as drop-off centers. The trailers contain eight bins on each side with roll up doors.
Holes have been cut in each door to accept only specific recyclable materials; rubber flaps
were placed over the holes to seal out moisture. Vending machines were modified to allow
customers to use their own cups.
A second low cost MRF was built in Wilmington NC, a city with 50,000 residents. The
MRF is a pole barn structure built for $50,000. They use one ton flat bed trucks with
portable bins to pick up recyclables. The MRF processes recyclable materials according
to buyer specifications. Aluminum is flattened, glass crushed, plastic baled and newspaper
compacted. Yard waste is composted at a site adjacent to the MRF where windrows are
turned once a month with a front-end loader. [67]
A low tech approach to recycling, solid waste processing, and composting was used for a
village (2,500 residents) in Vancouver Island. About five tons a week of MSW is generated
half residential and half commercial. Residents put all metal, glass and plastic packaging
and newsprint into blue bags, designating them as recyclables. All waste is taken to a
recycling facility: a 80 feet by 160 feet prefabricated metal building with adjacent 60 feet
by 160 feet composting facility. Two people work at the recycling center on a sorting
carousel. Composting is done by an aerated static pile system. (A perforated pipe draws
air through the compost pile facilitating breakdown and reducing order.) Capital costs for
the plant, built in the early 1990's, were about $1 million. [104]
_=_ _.
w
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ISection 6
Discussion, Recommendations, and Concl_on
This section summarizes =findings i n literature on recycling products, practices , and
programs, It includes practical suggestions and ideas which are felt to have potential for
implementation at MSFC. It also includes ideas that were considered but were rejected as
being too costly, having a poor return, or counter to employee productivity. The section
concludes witha d]-scussi0n on l_ns learned in conducting this Study:
Review of Literature - What is Happening in the Recyclin_ Industry
A review was made of newspaper, newsletters, books, and periodicals published within the
last few years to discover some of the research, business practices, and production vis-b-v!s
recycled comn:tod[t[e_S_presentiy being d0n_ :It was rep-0_ed that over_2,000 domestic
companies make new products from recycled materials, with forecasts for faster growth in
the future. [31] Most of these recycling programs/ideas are not practical to implement at
MSFC at this time. However, _me 'of those reported are included here, along with the
reference notations, to provide information of cutting-edge technology and current business
practices.
1. Research is presently being done to recover plastics from scrap vehicles. Typically,
it costs 11 to 55 cents per pound to recover plastics from autos. It costs about 30
cents to produce one pound of virgin resin. Currently less than 1 percent of all
plastics from scrap cars is being recycled. Car manufacturers currently have pilot
projects in the works for using recycled plastic to produce plastic car headliners and
various reinforCements, plus proj_ts involving r_yci|ng_bumpers and bus seats.
[26]
:i
2. Certain residential curbside recycling programs have found profit in adding milk
cartons and drink boxes to their recycling mix. In 1990, 500,000 milk cartons were
generated. Milk cartons and drink boxes together comprise approximately 0.33
percent of municipal solid waste by weight. End markets for these materials range
from $90 per ton to $150 per ton. [27]
. A number of small entrepreneurial companies are using junk yard and scrap license
plates, soda and food cans, bottle caps, tires, pop and beer caps, etc. to fashion belts,
purses, bags, notebooks, backpacks and the like. (Possibly there could be potential
to fashion space paraphernalia into similar quirky fashions.)
. Used PET soda bottles are being remanufactured into carpeting, clothing, sleeping
bags, and athletic shoes. Celanese uses recycled PET beverage containers to blend
with virgin polyester to produce a fabric used in shopping bags, grocery totes, lunch
bags, aprons, and briefcases. [30] A manufacturing company in New Hampshire
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makes 100 percent recycled underwear from soda bottles. A company in California
makes 34 products from recycled plastic bottles, including sweaters, jackets, hats,
gloves, and other outdoor clothing. [40] A company in New Jersey makes high loft
fiberfill for use in quilts from recycled PET fiber. [31] A manufacturing firm in
Missouri makes flat and corrugated sheet, dimensional lumber, and molded products
from scrap HDPE. [31]
A wood fiber company in Wisconsin repairs wood pallets. It processes over 5,000
pallets per week. A similar firm manufactures high added value products (such as
home and office furnishings and jewelry boxes) from wood waste--old pallets and
shipping dunnage. [31]
A company in South Carolina uses a pelletizing system to turn waxed corrugated
scrap into fuel pellets. The pellets are reported to burn as efficiently as coal,
produce less ash and discharge less sulfur and nitrous oxide into the atmosphere.
[32]
A small buyer of recydables located in Michigan collects scrap fiber from furniture
manufacturers and shreds it into "shoddy." The shoddy is used as insulation in
automobile door panels.
BeliSouth Telecommunications now makes all of their customer bill envelopes from
100 percent recycled paper of which at least half comes from old telephone
directories. [39]
A county in New Jersey has been recycling mixed paper (85 percent newspapers and
15 percent other paper) since 1982. (The county does not make a profit on the
paper; this is done to keep it out of the landfill.) One of the firms the paper mix is
sold to turns it into a variety of items such as construction fiberboard, sidewalk
sheathing, roof and floor decks, insulating and decorative panels, expansion joints
for concrete, and industrial packaging. [41]
A company in New Jersey has been manufacturing building products from 100
percent recycled newsprint since 1909. Their products include underlayment for
carpeting and concrete construction, structural board for noise deadening, fire-proof
roofing panels, insulation, subflooring and roof decking. It uses around 350 tons per
day of recycled newsprint. [42]
An article in BioCycle previewed three businesses established in the last three years
to process construction and demolition debris (C&D)and wood waste. One of the
¢0mpanies, which is located in Colorado, collects about 100 tons per day of C&D
debris and yard waste. An initial market was a cogeneration power plant, until it
shut down. Now the company sells wood chips to a fiberboard manufacturer, to a
wastewater district which mixes the chips with Biosolids in an aerated windrow
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compostingoperation. Low grade C&D that it receivesis mixed with manure from
a nearby dairy farmer and added to eight compostingwindrows at their site, each
300 to 400 feet long. Turning is done with a front.end loader, producing about
25,000 cubic yards annually. Additional wood chips are sold to the Colorado School
of Mines which it processes with heat to produce a highly absorbent material for
cleaning up oil spills,
2e
13.
A second wood recycler, in Massachusetts, processes C&D material, via a
hammermill and a series of magnets and screens. Metals are sold to scrap dealers,
aggregate rock and dirt is sold as fill, clean wood chips were sold to a cogeneration
plant, but now go to a wood fiber plant that turns the chips into automobile door
panels, fiberboard, and ceiling files. Both these companies charge a tipping fee, but
it is considerably less than the local landfills, thus encouraging contractors to dump
their C&D material at their facilities.
A company in New York manufactures a mobile processing unit for gypsum
wallboard. (Construction of a 2,000 square foot home generates about 1.5 tons of
wallboard.) Prime markets for the product are wallboard factories and agriculture.
(Drywall has an effect similar to agricultural gypsum on soil properties.) [43]
The Institute for Self-Active Education launched a National Schools Recycle
Network in 1981. Along with materials exchange Centers in school gymnasiums and
old warehouses in nearly a dozen states, this organization organizes workshops
encouraging teachers to develop classroom uses for industrial waste products. A
typical center has such items as colored paper, cellophane, wood scraps, plastic
bottles, foam, wire, and punch-outs.
Possible uses for recycled glass include sandblasting metals, making stained and
colored glass for the art market, and as a lubricant to take hot products out of
molds. [46] _
14. A company in Chicago recycles office furniture. The market for refurbished office
furniture has been growing by 20 to 25 percent annually. This company
disassembles and reassembles desks and chairs by hand. It gets from five to 25
semitrucks a week of old office furniture. About 5 percent of what they receive
cannot be refurbished and is sold to scrap metal dealers. [49]
Ideas and Suggestions for Possible Implementation
MSFC already has in place an active and successful waste reduction and recycling program.
The list of commodities they presently recycle, as given in Section i, is commendable. Their
program to capture used White paper; that is, supplying every employee with a separate
white paper trash bin is optimal. MSFC has also instituted steps to not only reduce the
waste stream and conserve resources, but to switch from products that cannot be recycled
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to appropriate "recyclable" substitutes where possible. This includes purchasing white
post-its and white legal pads to be used in place of colored ones, switching from blueline to
photostatic copies for drawings, printing the in-house phone book on white paper only. In
general, MSFC has been switching, as much as practical, from dyed to white paper supplies.
Even more significantly is a proposal presently being considered to construct a recycling
research and information center at MSFC. [7]
Proceeds from the sale of employee recycled commodities are returned to the employees;
these funds are used to offset the cost of the company picnic. Per the present contract, the
recycle program must, at least, break even, as there are no other funds available to support
it. [7] The only proceeds that MSFC presently has at its disposal for its recycling program
is from the sale of surplus items from Building 8025. It is estimated that the proceeds
range between $200,000 to $350,000 from these auctions. Since funds are limited,
improvements or new programs instituted at this time must, therefore, require little capital
investment. Hopefully, proceeds garnered from modest improvements and fine tuning of
the program now will yield added revenue that can be invested into more expensive and
expansive options that will capture even more of the waste stream.
It is important that any suggestions not come at the expense of product efficiency, including
research and intellectual pursuits in support of the Space Shuttle/Space Station programs.
Approximately 7,281 individuals [12] are employed at MSFC, with an estimated 50 percent
of those (NASA or contract personnel) being scientists and engineers. [7]
Review of literature and conversations with experts on recycling revealed a number of
salient points that should be considered before implementing any suggestion. Of primary
importance, before collecting or processing a product for recycling, is to have a market.
A lack of markets for recycled materials is the greatest barrier to increased recycling in the
country. The second largest barrier cited is the high cost of collecting recyclables. Other
barriers listed in order of severity include: inadequate market prices for recyclables;
processing costs; transportation cost; the need for additional public education; and low
recydability of products or low participation rates. [44, 48] A number of sources were
revealed during the study as contacts for possible markets or as providing information on
possible markets. Specifically, refer to References 113, (National Recycling Coalition of
Washington DC), 111, 47, 142. and 147.
A nationwide public opinion poll revealed why some people do not participate in recycling:
thirty percent said it takes too much time; nineteen percent asked, "Why should I?"; twelve
percent said they didn't know how; eight percent said it was too messy; another eight
percent said it was because curbside collection was not provided; 23 percent cited other
reasons. [18]
Motivation in general can be influenced by a number of factors: the credibility of a source
of information or request; the context in which information is delivered; the frequency with
which information is delivered; the relativity of a request for action; the degree to which
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an incentive is social or monetary in nature; and the extent to which an individual is
already attitudinally disposed to a desired behavior. [18]
One Of the most important factors underlying conservation behavior is an individual's
ability to identify a reasonable justification for such behavior. Studies suggest that an
individual's sense of community involvement can play an important role in motivation,
Therefore, messages that depict a dual appeal (individual and community) may be more
effective. Many people recycle because they consider it an environmental responsibility; i.e.,
they are intrinsically motivated. Oihers need monetary reward, "prizes or other extrinsic
motivation. (On criticism of extrinsic incentives is that once the incentive is withdrawn, the
increase in recycling may cease.) Studies have found that involvement with a conservation
activity Can be-seen as satlsfylng ini_o_ _ght. It is al_=i-hough_=tliat individuals _re
more likely to respond when they believe others are participating in the same or similar
activity. [18]
The implementation of mandatory recycling has offered mixed results. Research has found
that attempts to mandate behavior change through disincentives and punishments
frequently elicit negative attitudes. [18] A survey showed a higher participating rate (70
percent) in one California city where participation was not mandatory than in a New York
city (30 percent) where participation was mandatory. [18]
Having containers provided seems unequivocally to increase participation. In one city,
residents supplied with containers had participation rates of 50, 75, and 85 percent. For
those routes with_t confiners, participation was only 25 percent. [18] When AT&T in
New Jersey started their paper recycling program, each employee was given a folder. When
it was full, they were expected to take the paper to a central recycling bin. Unfortunately
many of the employees were not making the trip to the bin. An extra receptacle was placed
at each desk and paper recovery doubled. [50]
A general observation made as a result of the visual and manual sorts of this study: the
easier it is to recycle, the higher the participation. Participation was high for white paper
(as each employee has a recYcle bin at his/her desk), ]_SO for aluminum cans(-each
employee must walk to the nearest bin to dispose of his/her used beverage cans), and
relatively low for cardboard (the site has only one bin designated for used corrugated
cardboard). (Reference 18 taik-S_ab0ut the optimal degr-ee o¢ residential source separation.
Theoretically, dozens of categories of waste Could be source_parated. As a general r-ule,
it was found that the less residents have to do to participate the more likely they are to
participate, However, the responsibility of sorting into categories will not be the overriding
consideration in the decision to participate. For resident|al programs, it was found that
four containers can effectively separate 70 percent of household refuse.)
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Viable Ideas and Suggestions
Following is a list of recommendations, ideas, and suggestions as a result of observations
made during the study, from the employee and company surveys, from a review of current
literature, from conversations with those employed at MSFC and others involved in solid
waste reduction and recycling. The recommendations are in no particular order. Where
feasible (and within the scope of the study), reduction in the waste stream and monetary
gains to be derived from implementing the suggestions have been included. The particulars
of implementing the suggestions have not been included. The option of constructing an on-
site IPC for the purpose of processing the recyclables on-site has been include in Section
5. Some office waste may be suitable only for composting.
lo A number of bins were found to be empty on two visual inspections conducted
during the study. In addition, Mr. Rick Hopkins of MDI, indicated those these bins
are normally empty or generally contain little refuse (I0 percent or less). These bins
are (refer also to Table 2):
Bin Size Collection
Bldg. No. Location (cu yds) (days/wk)
4189 north 2 2
4207 north 6 3
4471 north 6 5
4471 south 6 5
4471 south 2 5
4487 northwest 2 5
4551 south 2 1
4582 east 8 1
4626 south 6 1
4671 east 2 5
Archery Club south 2 1
In addition, it was also mentioned by the building manager that the bin for Building
4498 (8 cubic yards) could be removed or relocated to another building. This
building (actually three metal Quonset hut sheds) is no longer used. Garbage
contained in this bin is the result of drive-by drop-offs.
Although removal of these bins, reducing their size or reducing their scheduled pick-
ups may not reduce MSFC utility costs (MSFC pays the same regardless of amount
of trash taken to the Huntsville incinerator, as long as the maximum is not
exceeded), it may result in cost savings on the collection/hauling contract.
. It is recommended that more of the old corrugated cardboard throwaways be
captured from the waste stream. Table 3.7 lists 104 tons of (realistically) potentially
recyclable cardboard. Using a computed value of 0.95 [2] times a price of $105/ton
95
m[108] results in a potential amount $10,400/year. It is recommended that initial
efforts be concentrated at those buildings/bins that were found to have the largest
percentage of this commodity. This includes, from conversation with Mr. Rick
Hopkins [9]:
Bldg. 4650, 20 yard roll-off bin, normally 30% cardboard, emptied 6.5 times per
month,
Bldg. 4619, 20 yard roll-off bin, 80% cardboard, emptied 3.5 times per month,
In addition, the following list is of those bins, from the visual inspection, containing
30% cardboard or more and at least 30% full at the time of inspection:
Bin Size Collection
Bldg. No. Location (cu yds) (days/wk)
4200 north 2
4251 west 4
4471 north 8
4476 south 4
4482 south 8
4483 south 8
4487 west 6
4487 northeast 4
4492 east 6
4531 northwest 2
4539 northwest 2
4583 south 6
4596 northeast 2
4650 north 4
4650 west 6
4653 southwest 6
4655 north 4
4667 south 2
4671 south 4
4678 south 2
4707 east 4
4712 north 8
4727 north 4
4728 south 8
4752 south 4
4755 west 8
8023 north 8
HPD east 6
*during scheduled practice
5
2
5
1
1
2
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
1
5
2
5
3
3
2
5
1
2*
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5.
Since the above is based on only one visual inspection, before any action is taken, the
percent of cardboard present in each of the bins should be subjected to
confirmation; i.e., more inspections.
A concerted effort should be made to capture more of the white paper at certain
office buildings which the study revealed as ending up in the regular refuse.
Especially in evidence (during both the manual and visual sorts) was Building 4203.
The following buildings in the visual sort indicated an excess of mixed paper; i. e.,
30 percent or more of office paper with the bin 30 percent full or more at the time
of the visual inspection. Mixed office paper would include paper not suitable for the
white recycle bins. (It was not possible to visually determine percentages of different
grades of paper.) Because of this, these buildings should be further monitored for
excessive white paper before action is taken.
Bin Size Collection
Bldg. No. Location (cu yds) (days/wk)
4241 south 6 2
4249 east 6 5
4250 west 8 4
4312 west 4 3
4313 east 6 1
4347 north 2 1
4485 southeast 4 3
4487 southeast 6 5
4491 northwest 4 5
4674 south 6 3
4817 south 6 2
More important than capturing more of the waste stream is ensuring that the
recyclables have contamination levels within standards. Only one white paper BFI
recycle bin appeared to be above the one percent maximum outthrows, containing
a large amount of drafting vellum paper. One possible solution would be attaching
large labels to the BFI bins stating what is not acceptable.
Consideration should be given to constructing a specially designed lid for the
sawdust bin located on the south side of Building 4471, allowing the sawdust to be
discharged into the bin as needed while hindering the disposal of food and drink
waste, cardboard and wood. (Note: Attempts at educating employees at this building
has not been successful. This contamination could be the result of drive-by drop-
offs. Labeling the bin has been ineffectual. Refer to Photograph No. 2.) This
sawdust should make good composting material. Emptying the bin at compost pile
would be a problem to solve.
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Likewise, the 20 yard roll-off bin located south of 4471 could be modified to accept
flattened cardboard only to discourage contamination from drive-by drop-offs.
--_ : _ _= _ .... ' _ ..
Many of the MDI refuse bins are in poor shape: denied Or holes rusted through
along the bottom. Refer to Photograph I. In those containers that were nearly
empty, most contained 6-8" of water, indicating that the drainage holes are plugged.
It was discovered that a significant percentage of the employees would like to do
more recycling. An on'site drop_off center for employees, especially for th()se that
do not have city curbside service, would facilitate this. The center could be centrally
located, with drive-by bins. Not only will this increase the amount of recyclables,
but encouraging employees to do more home recycling should carry over into the
workplace.
Calls were made to two local firms [53, 54] that deai in Surplus office computers, to
determine if anything could be done to increase proceeds from Building 8025
auctions. (A tour of that facility indicated that the majority of excess equipment was
outdated computers, terminals, and computer peripherals.)
Yesterday's Computers of Madison, AL, is not interested in buying computers that
do not possess a 386 CPU chip. (Earlier generations are not salable. They have found
no market for old mainframes or dumb terminals.) Resale would depend on the
particular machine, but one should not expect to get more that 20 percent of the
original cost. Old model computers that this company cannot resale to individuals
are sold to a scrap dealer for 15 cents to 20 cents per pound. [53]
CompuWorks, located in Huntsville, reported that they receive a majority of their
machines from the MSFC auctions. Between 45.60 percent are not salable due to
rough handling. This rough handling is thought to be the result of moving the
machines around as they are being excessed--not through normal use. (It takes 14-18
months for a piece of equipment to be excessed during which time it passes through
numerous hands.) CompuWorks extracts the precious metals from these unsalable
machines and then turns them over to a scrap deaier. This company had offered a
proposal to the Boeing Company by which they would receive old computers,
monitors, printers, etc. in exchange for a $20-$30 credit towards a new purchase.
This should cut down on breakage, garner higher proceeds for these machines plus
eliminate the costly expense (estimated at $300 per item) of the excess process. (As
before, this company is not interested in all old computers--no mainframes, dumb
terminals, or Unisys machines.) [54]
In order to consider this suggestion and others, MSFC would need to initiate some
form of recordkeeping to keep a listing of the type, age, condition, and quantities of
equipment it processes for excess. No such records, other than auction proceeds, are
not kept. [15]
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14.
15.
16.
Investigate the potential to have restroom paper towels sold or given to a third party
for composting. Install electric hand dryers in office buildings, as possible and
affordable.
As an alternative to suggestion 10, install cloth roll-type towels for drying hands in
place of the existing throw away paper towels. Note: Employees may object to this.
A poll may indicate if employees would be receptive to this idea. As an alternative,
restrooms could be augmented with cloth towels and their use encouraged.
Give each employee his or her own coffee mug. Styrofoam coffee cups could be
eliminated or their use discouraged.
Encourage all housekeeping employees to do limited sorting, as needed, of employee's
trash and white paper receptacles, supplying them with needed equipment or extra
bins.
Consider adding more aluminum can bins. Having one bin only located by the soft
drink machines does not appear to be adequate; it is inconvenient enough to
discourage some employees from recycling their cans. (Refer to Suggestion 21, as
an alternative.)
Consider setting up individual magazine containers in select buildings; such as the
4200 complex of offices, the computer facility of Building 4487, the Graphics Area
of Building 4471, and Building 4250 (a sizable amount of magazines appeared in the
manual sort of this building). Presently, there is a magazine bin in building 4708--
the Boeing building. (Note: BFI does not presently pay for magazines. [20])
In conjunction with this, consider the use of separate stackable bins for central
collection places in building hallways. The combination of bins can be adjusted
depending on generation rates of each commodity making for a flexible system.
The
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
following are specific employee suggestions as a result of the survey:
• -i -_ _ _- -_ _ .......
Place a phone book recycle bin on each floor instead of the first floor only (Bldg.
4666.).[115]
Add an aluminum can bin on the second floor of Building 4487. [124]
Check if there is a laser cartridge recycle bin in Building 4203, fifth floor. The
employees here appear to be stacking the cartridges in the copy room. [127]
Verify that the graduate fellow in Building 4487, has her own white paper bin.
[1251
During the survey, the aluminum can bin outside the lunch room of building
4708 was overflowing. Unless this was a unique situation, another bin needs to
be added or the existing one replaced with one of more capacity. [130]
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18.
19.
There are three 20 yard roll-off bins for foam at Building 4707. They are monitored
and emptied when full by the MDI contractor--from one to four times per month
resulting in approximately 2000 cubic yards/year requiring disposal at the RSA inert
landfill. The raw ingredients for this foam (A and B components) are purchased and
the cryogenic insulation foam (MCC-I) is blended on-site. [141] Although beyond
the scope of this study, it is recommended that _ research the potential to
minimize this item by reducing its volume by dissolving or melting the foam
chemically or to research a possible recycle market..
The following are ideas concerning education of employees on recycling. Place
articles in the Marshall Star, discussing general recycling information. For example
include: recycling labels and what they mean, a list of products made from recycled
products, the global and regional impact to not recycling, ideas of how employees
can turn household "trash" into craft and other items. Discuss how employees can
augment their home recycling efforts. _or example, Wal-Mart, Kroger, and Brunos
now have bins for recycling plastic bags.) Explain how to dispose of old paint, where
to take old lead batteries, tires, and used oil, how to dispose of unused household
chemicals. ( Residents of Madison County can take paint, pesticides, batteries, auto
fluids, and household chemicals to the Huntsville Incinerator from 8-12 noon on the
first Saturday of every month and by appointment. If paint has been dried out, it
can be placed with the regular household trash for pick-up. [93] ) Let employees
know where they can take their commodities if they do not have curbside collection.
(BFI located on Commercial Drive has outside bins for cans, newspaper, plastic, and
brown and green glass. Refer to Photograph No. 14. They offer remuneration for
aluminum cans only, however. [5]) List local firms that buy commodities, minimums
that they accept take, and specifi¢,at!ons that must be met. Include charitable
organizations that collect commodltles, such as Community and Family Services [17].
Inform employees that extra recycle bins can be purchased from BFI for $1.00. [134]
Consider rotating posters. Rotating posters save money and keep interest up by
varying messages. Consider such items as EPA530-K-92-003, The Consumer's
Handbook for Reducing Solid Waste, as employee handouts. (Note: EPA's Office
of Solid Waste has a National Solid Waste Information Clearinghouse consisting of
a library, an electronic bulletin board, fax and hotline (800-67-swich) for obtaining
information on recycling and source reduction among other solid Waste topics.) [47]
Consider the option of handing over recycling operations to local charities. For
example, the army, lets the Community and Family Service volunteers recycle their
aluminum cans. These volunteers provide containers, which they empty and clean,
the transport and sale of the cans in return for retaining the proceeds for their
organization. [17] Many of these organizations may be willing t0 recycle a low
volume commodity that BFI finds unprofitable. Any change that increases
recyclables would be worth implementing even if MSFC sees no proceeds from it.
Such action would extend landfill life, conserve raw materials, add to MSFC's image
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as a "good citizen" of the community.
20. The company survey portion of the study revealed a number of commodities that are
being recycled at other companies and have potential at MSFC. These include:
Photograph negatives [112, 113],
Fluorescent lights [113],
3 1/2" computer diskettes [113],
Batteries [113],
Toner cartridges from copy machines [113].
21. Consider supplying each employee with a compartmentalized recycle box. (Refer to
[113].) Convenience is a major factor in participation rate.
Ideas Considered But Rejected
Ideally everything can be recycled or disposed of in an alternate manner to incinerating and
landfilling. However, many items cannot be recycled at a profit, be it small, or even at no
cost. [19] The following lists those ideas that were considered for MSFC, but were rejected
as being too costly or impractical for implementation at this time.
. Collecting mixed paper as opposed to white paper only. This would capture more
of the waste stream--not only nonwhite paper, but also more of the white paper that
ends up in the regular trash due to confusion of what is acceptable, or unwillingness
of employees to take the time to tear off report covers and separate out notebook
dividers. Under the present system no monetary gain would be realized from this
as BFI does not pay for mixed paper, although they do accept it.
It should be noted, however, that the market for mixed paper is improving. A plant
in Oregon, which opened in 1992, employing an advanced deinking process, accepts
low grade mixed office paper which it turns into pulp for producing a relatively high
grade copier and printing paper. Businesses that sell to this company can throw
virtually all their paper into one container: white and colored paper, third class mail,
magazines, catalogs, newsprint and corrugated cardboard, thus upping their
recycling rates to a 70 to 80 percent, per the referenced article. This plant pays
$110/ton for the mixed office paper, compared to about $i50/ton for high grade
paper. More plants are starting to invest in this new technology with the trend
being to accept more types of paper. [37, 52]
Indeed, Boise Cascade is scheduled to begin construction of a paper recycling plant
at its existing pulp and paper mill in Jackson, AL. When complete, the facility will
convert approximately 320 tons per day of mixed waste paper into recycled business
and writing papers. Feedstock will come from paper brokers and municipal and
commercial recycling programs within a 500 mile radius. (MSFC is approximately
101
85 miles away.) New technology will allow the company to process waste paper,
that was previously too dirty or otherwise couldn't be used, to make quality recycled
fiber. [33]
Ithaca College in New York collects mixed paper: white and colored paper, junk
mail, check stock, computer paper, copier pa_r envelopes with or wfthout windows,
file folders, magazines and textbooks. The paper is collected free by a paper mill in
containers which it supplies. The mill then sells toilet tissue back to the college,
offsetting this bill, by the paper collected. By accepting an expanded range of paper
type, the school has quadrupled its original recycling volume. [38]
.
.
.
(Note: Paper contaminated with food waste, carbon paper, paper combined with
plastic film, foil laminated paper, carbon paper, and brown paper sacks are still not
acceptable.)
Substituting air dryers in restrooms to replace paper towels for hand drying was
rejected. It was felt that this would meet with employees' objections as impacting
productivity by taking too long or not getting hands sufficiently dry. HoweVer, a
poll could be conducted to gage employee acceptance.
An idea to replace fountain drinks with recyclable canned soft drinks was rejected.
Fountain drinks are a nicety for the benefit of the employees and adds to worker
well being.
Although one of the companies surveyed reported an extremely high participation
rate as the result of mandatory recycling, the implementation of mandatory recycling
was rejected. As stated during the employee survey, if an idea makes sense and will
not impact productivity, the employees will accept it. All employees that were
surveyed during the study were positive on recycling, albeit some more than others.
All realized the need to recycle. Resistance came when it was viewed as too
inconvenient.
5 Instituting individual building incentives was rejected. The idea here would be to
reward those buildings or centers that recycle the most based on product used.
Although it has been shown that cash awards have been a very effective method of
stimulating participation [149], this idea is viewed as requiring too much manpower
and specialized equipment to segregate and weigh recyclables and trash on an
building-by-building or center basis.
. Collection of newspaper as a separate commodity, for resale or composting (with the
exception of including it in a drop-off center, or as a charitable, no cost program)
was rejected. The visual and manual sorts did not indicate sufficient quantity of this
item.
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Allowing employees to take home cardboard boxes and plastic ware for their use was
rejected. It is felt that the temptation for a few individuals to siphon off these
commodities would render it too problematic.
It is not recommended that MSFC take over processing and sales of scrap metal,
now being handled by DRMO. This option was evaluated since DRMO proceeds
go to the U.S. Treasury rather than being returned to MSFC. Although not directly
related to recycling, it was felt that if these proceeds went into MSFC coffers, they
could be used to improve and expand their recycling program. Conversations with
DRMO [21] revealed that such a facility would require approximately five acres
minimum (the DRMO facility includes 16 acres) and $500,000 to $1,000,000 in
capital investment. Expected selling prices per pound were obtained (with the
exception of AI Li as records for these commodities were not available). For those
six commodities where prices were available, commodities processed by DRMO for
MSFC during a six month period (see Table 3.5.b), were generously computed to
return $18,000. (Most of the expected sale prices were in the form of a high and
low. The high price was used.) DRMO makes a profit once processing costs are
deducted, but this is mainly attributed to their high volume justifying the facility and
full time employees.
However, of even more significance than the poor expected return on investment, is
the present ruling on disposition of these commodities. Not only does scrap metal
not qualify as a recyclable, but only when "metal" is procured with nonappropriated
funds (not from tax revenues) can programs receive resale proceeds. Therefore,
regardless of the method or agency used to dispose of the scrap metal, these receipts
must be returned to the U. S. Treasury. [21] (Note: It is anticipated that this ruling
will changed. [7].)
(In conjunction with this is an article that appeared in The Huntsville Times. In
1988, Congress approved what would become a $3.8 billion program for NASA's
Solid Rocket Motor program. The program was canceled in 1993. NASA was able
to offset the cost of terminating the program by selling as much of this equipment
as possible rather that declaring it as excess. Per this article, property declared
excess can be transferred to other government agencies. If it's sold then, the money
goes back to the U.S. Treasury, not to NASA. The agency has hired a professional
auction company and hopes to recoup 30-40% of $98.5 million invested in equipment
alone. During a two- day auction in MS, NASA made nearly $2 million on the sale
of plumbing, AC equipment, small tools, office furniture and other building supplies.
In addition, the agency is taking offers on giant lathes, boring machines and other
unique items. [Therefore, it appears possible--however unlikely-- to change current
rulings concerning disposition of proceed sales.I[29])
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Lessons Learned
As with any project, regardless of the level of preproject planning, not all goes as
anticipated. This section discusses those portions of the study that did not proceed as
originally planned, for a variety of reasons, and alternate activities that were then
substituted. : = _ ....
It was planned to compute quantities of potentially new recyclables from data obtained
from the visual sort, usingda_ from the manual sort as a check. :This was because each
bin was visually inspected, as opposed to manually sorting six bins only; the visual
inspections requiring less time and manpower. The volume for each commodity was
computed taking bin size times p|_-up schedule times percent full when emptied[9/, times
the percent volume that each commodity composed. This was done for each bin, then the
individual bin volumes were added to get a total volume for each commodity. Literature
publishes _-_...... "_ ........................... ': ........... ' .... i .... _ =............. _:_ .commodity densities [18]. However, It was decided that a more accurate density
could be obtained by weighing the commodities. This was done during the manual sort.
(For example, published numbers indicate that one cubic yard of fine paper or newspaper
would weigh 500 pounds. Theman_uaT_h indica[ed:tha_- _ coliec_e_,-o_ce_er or
newspaper, on average weighed 180 pounds per cubic yard. Unflattened boxes were
weighed and found to be about 8 pounds per cubic yard.) However, potentially new
recyclables computed in this manner resulted in dfiu_nr_ealls'_FtiEal|y high ndmbe_ _ The
yearly volume of solid Waste was computed from this same|isting. From this, an overall
density of 51 pounds/ cubic yard was computed using "truck" receipts (Table 3.6).
Similarly, a density of 67 pounds per cubic yard was computed for the si_x manually sorted
bins. These two numbers, which are in statistical agreement, indicate that the densities used
for the individual components are suspect. Note: A weight/volume for each of the bins was
computed as follows: ........
BIN DENSITY
Bldg. 4203 98
Bldg. 4250 90
Bldg. 4471 44
Bldg. 4666 46
Bldg. 4705 62
Bldg. 4708 40
pounds/cubic yard
pounds/cubic yard _ ! _ =
pounds/cubic yard
pounds/cubic yard
pounds/cubic yard
pounds/cubic yard
It was also planned to perform the visual inspections before their scheduled pick-up. It was
thought this would not only reveal percent volume of each component, but also percent full
when emptied. However, it was later learned that pick-ups for the MSFC buildings start
much earlier than thought--around 2 a.m. Therefore, the MDicontractor was contacted
for this information (very probably resulting in more accurate data then would have been
gleamed from the original plan). It was also discovered that a better estimate of the volume
composition of the bins could be made when the bins are around 30 percent full, as opposed
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w to being close to empty or to full. Therefore, a better plan would have been to inspect the
bins disregarding the pick-up schedule. This would have also reduced the time spent
performing this task by about 50 percent as the site was transversed numerous times and
numerous trips were made to try to schedule the inspections prior to each bin's pick-up
schedule. Also a different method of inspection may have revealed the presence of buildings
that contained bins that were not on the MSFC listing
It was suggested that a comparison be made of the visual and manual sorts to gage
accuracy. This was done (See Section 3.) However, this exercise has limited value as there
was no way to make a volume to weight conversion. The suggestion was made after the
manual sort was completed. At the time the manual sort was done, the overall volume of
each bin was noted, but not the percent volume of each commodity. Comparing these
volumes to the actuals would have provided a check (albeit a questionable one) of the
accuracy of the visual sorts. This would also have provided another method (again
questionable) of computing commodity densities.
Some information was not released for use or not received as expected: MSFC receipts from
recyclables processed at BFI, records from ISS (now City Environmental Services) on
MSFC tonnage sent to the Huntsville landfill prior to January 1995, a record of proceeds
from surplus equipment sales. Substitute data was used, which although not as accurate
as that requested, was considered adequate for the report.
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Date: 12/22/94
Employee Job Title:
MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Building Number: 4203 - Second Floor
Configuration Management Engineer -- Pace and Waite [116]
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1.
.
.
4.
.
.
7.
So
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes. I have not changed out the
laser cartridge in my printer but would recycle it. This recycle box is in the copy room.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes. The paper basket is small but adequate. However, the
instructions have been placed on the inside bottom and are partially torn away.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? I would call the number listed in the phone book under Recycling.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes for the phone books. Wouldn't know about picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, I'm aware of
all that pertains to me.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No.
(Author's Note: Two aluminum can bins are located by the pop machines and a telephone bin was
situated by the elevator, ~ 80% full.)
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Date: 12/22/94
Employee Job Title:
MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Building Number:
Program Analyst. [134]
4203 - Third Floor
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So
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes. I take my aluminum cans that I buy here home. We sell our
cans to Hinds Salvage. This pays for three months of trash collection at our house.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No, this is my own opinion. I feel
that I am well informed of what to recycle.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that biue |ine is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but noi all|gator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, I'm familiar
with the restrictions that apply to me. I use white post-its.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No.
(Author's Note: This employee is very positive on recycling. She bought an extra recycle bin from
BFI for $1.00. She suggested that the company eliminate excess pages between printing jobs and
to put bins by each prlnter. Both suggestions were implemented. She takes her excess pIastic bags
to Kroger. She also called around trying to find a buyer for hard plastic food trays but was
unsuccessful. )
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/22/94 Building Number: 4203 - Fifth Floor
Employee Job Title: Student Aide - part time in winter, full time in summer. [127]
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.
7.
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes. I have a white paper bin and feel the bin for the cans is
convenient. However, I'm not aware if there is a separate bin for the laser cartridges. I put
mine in the copy room.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? Possibly cardboard.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Yes.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I was aware of
restrictions on the yellow post-its and notebook dividers, but I've been removing the staples
from my white paper.. I would like to know where to take my laser cartridges.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to Nos. 6 and 7
above.
(Author's Note: There were four used cartridges in the copy room but no bin. There was a
telephone recycle bin located by the elevators. It was overflowing or ~ 140% full.)
3
MSFCRECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEESURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4708
Employee Job Title: Mechanical Engineer. [128]
.
o
4_
5_
o
7.
o
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to alL i
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes. I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cans is located by
the machines. For us, the Safety Monitor handles the laser cartridges.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) i am aware that I
can leave on staples and paper clips, and I know no yellow post-its. I was not aware that
white post-its are available. I was told that blue line cannot go into the white paper bin if
it containstoo much blue. I was also told that I could not put whitepaper in the bin if it
contains t0o much colored print, Therefore,: i Would say there is a need for education.
However, I am not interested in attending a meeting or film on this--no time. I would
suggest putting up posters.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to No. 7 above.
(Author's Note: A can bin and telephone book recycle boxes were located by the double doors for
this floor.)
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4708
Employee Job Title: Secretary - DLA [129]
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.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes. I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cans is located in
the hallway. I've only been here a couple of months and was not aware that the laser
cartridges were recycled.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? I would talk to the housekeeper who picks up the white paper.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) No need for
education. I'm aware of the restrictions that apply to me.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No.
L .
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MSFCRECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/22/94 Building Number: 4708
Employee Job Title: Welder - Boeing. [130]
le
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7.
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Most of our white paper is track
feed. ! deal mainly in blue prints. We don't dispose of any of these-.they are returned to
Engineering.
Do you havewhat you need to participate; |. e., a bin for y0_ white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? The aluminum can bin is located right outside the lunch room.
However, it is presently overflowing. (This is unusual and could be because of the time of
year). _ i = _ :....
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No. We deal almost exclusively with aluminum which we are
currently recycling. All our aluminum goes into the recycle bins unless it can be used here.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Cannot say.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No ........
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staPles and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and noteb_k dividers should not go in your white paper bin? ) No need for
education. The maintenance crew provides us with instructions.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to No. 2 above.
A can crusher would not be a good solution. We only have 10 minutes for our break--
wouldn't have time for this.
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4483
Employee Job Title: Transportation Assistant. [131]
it
.
.
.
So
.
.
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to the white paper and cans.
I don't have a laser printer.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The can bin is located by the coke
machines, which is adequate. I collect cans at my desk for a couple of days and then carry
them to the bin.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recydable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? Possibly newspaper. Possibly our own recycle bin for cardboard--
the crews buy cases for oil that come in cardboard boxes. Also many parts come in
cardboard boxes.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes for phone books. The soft drinks are served in plastic cups at company picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Yes. I am aware of some of the
employees in my department putting white paper in the regular trash. It appears to me that
if there is a question, our employees will put potential recydables in the regular trash.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) (See above.) I was
not aware that staples could be left on--I remove them. I am aware there are white post-its
but prefer the smaller yellow ones. I know not to put them in the recycle bin. I live in
Limestone County which does not have a recycling program. I would like to do more, but
am unsure how. People need to be educated on the impact to us, our environment, and our
children's future if we don't recycle now.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to No. 7 above.
Also, if you weren't so fussy about what can and cannot go in the white paper bin, more
would be recycled.
7
IMSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4666
Employee Job Title: Computer Programmer. [132]
.
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5.
$
7.
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
DO you have What you h_ t0 participate; i. e., a binfor_our white paper, convenient bins
for _ns and cartridges? ihave a white paper bin. 'l'he bin for the cans is not convenient.
I don't always recycle them because of this. It would be more convenient to have one in
each hallway or near office doors.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No. _ •
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recydable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No. _ _ : _;
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes for phone books. Have not noticed concerning company picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, I believe there
is a need to educate new employees and a need to inform people who to contact, if needed.
I did not know that staples and paper clips could be left on white paper. I knew yellow
post-its and dividers were not to go in the bin. I was not aware that there are white post-its
available for use. " :
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to Nos. 2 and
7 above.
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4666
Employee Job Title: Aeronautical Engineer. [133]
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Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to white paper and cans. The
Computer Service Group handles changing our laser cartridges.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. I very seldom buy soft drinks.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? I would ask the secretary.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No, most people are aware of the
program.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) No need for
education. ! know about staples and paper clips and not to place yellow post-its in white
paper bin.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No, I believe the
program is doing fine.
(Author's Note: The laser cartridge bin for this building is downstairs in the hallway.)
u
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MSFCRECYCLINGPROGRAM
EMPLOYEESURVEY
Date: 12/29/94 Building Number: 4666
EmployeeJob Title: Secretary.[115]
. Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
2. Do you have what you need to participate;i, e., abin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The bins for the cans and
cartridges (downstairs) are adequately located.
3. Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
4. Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
5. Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes to both. The bin for recycling the phone books is located downstairs.
6. Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Not really. Everyone seems to be
participating. People are aware of recycling because most are doing it at their homes.
7. Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I know what to put
and not put in the white paper recycle bin. I have white post-its to use and do not put
yellow ones in the bin.
. Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? It would be better to
have a phone recycle bin on each floor instead of on the first floor only.
(Author's Note: The laser cartridge bin for this building is downstairs in the hallway.)
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 Building Number: 4650
Employee Job Title: Engineer - Teledyne Brown. [117]
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.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to the white paper. I very
seldom drink soft drinks but would throw the can in the recycle bin by the coke machine
if I did. I use a dot matrix printer.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No, but I believe it would be fairly easy to find out if I needed to.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? Some magazines and some newspapers.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes to both. The aluminum cans are collected at the picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your whit e paper bin?) I leave in my staples
but did not really know if this was okay. I do not deal with blue line and have very little
vellum. I did not know it was not to go in the white paper bin. I know yellow post-its are
not to go in the bin. Did not know there are white post-its.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No.
(Author's Note: A phone recycle box was located in the hall.)
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MSFCRECYCLINGPROGRAM
EMPLOYEESURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 BuildingNumber: 4663
Employee Job Title: Technical Lead - INET. [118]
. DO you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
2. _: _o y0u]fave _ha'i you r_d to participate; i. e., a blh_foi_=youi: Wti|te paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The bins for the cans and
cartridges are adequate--their locations do not prevent me from recycling.
3. Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? Yes, Brenda Wade, our NASA contract contact.
4. Are You aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
5. Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes to the phone books, there is a recycle box in the hall. I was surprised at a picnic I
attended that there was not a separate bin for the aluminum cans.
6. Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Yes, there is a need for posters.
o Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I leave in my staples
but did not really know if this was okay. I know not to leave on yellow post-its and not
place dividers in the bin. Was not aware that there are white post-its available.
. Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Some of the bins could
be more conveniently located. You need to recycle cans at special events. There is a need
for information on home recycling, especially for those employees that live outside the city
and do not have curbside recycling. For example, I need to know what to do with my excess
paint. Right now I'm collecting it in my garage.
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Date: 12/30/94
Employee Job Title:
Recycling Committee.
MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Building Number: 4471
Appendix D Property and Supply Supervisor - MSI
[119]
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.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes to all. I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cans is
located by the coke machines. I do not mind walking that far to deposit my cans. My group
is responsible for recycling the laser cartridges.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? Yes, but I don't feel there are problems with the program. BFI is very
responsive when we call them to pick-up a roll-off bin.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? I would like to see everything recycled.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Yes.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, I'm aware of
the above, but we need to educate people on what to put into the bins and what not to. In
walking through the building, I see colored paper in the white paper bins and white paper
in the regular trash. Sometimes we have to separate the cardboard and wood in the
dumpster itself. I believe that dirve-by's contaminate our bins. Also, I see corrugated in the
regular trash due, I believe, to careless employees. We need to let people know the return
that Marshall gets from their recycling efforts.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? A bin for magazines
would probably do well in this building. We need a collection for mixed paper. Too many
rules about what to put in the bin and what not to discourages recycling. I would like to
see our own recycle center at the Arsenal. Check into incentives. It doesn't have to be
13
much: an in-house party or certificate for that group that does the best' Each center needs
to reap the benefits of their recycling as opposed to these moneys going into a general fund.
My department is responsible for recycling of the laser printers. We do not get back what
we buy. We constantly need to purchase 30% to make up the shortfall.
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 Building Number: 4471
Employee Job Title: Graphics Technician. [120]
.
.
o
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? I participate in recycling white
paper, but not cans. I don't buy many soft drinks, but I probably would not take the time
to walk down and deposit the cans in the bin. I do not change out laser cartridges.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cans is not
convenient.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? I would talk to my supervisor.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? Magazines--we receive a lot of computer magazines in my group.
.
.
1
.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes to the phone books-- there is a phone recycle bin by the coke machines.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? Yes, more should be written about
the program and recycling in the Marshall Star
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Was not aware that
staples could be left on. I was aware of the restrictions against yellow post-its and notebook
dividers. I was not aware that there are white post-its.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to Nos. 2 and 6
above.
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MSFCRECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEESURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 BuildingNumber: 4471
Employee Job Title: Administrative Assistant II. [121]
1.
o
g
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
_ _: : = ...... : _L
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your w_hite paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cartridges is down
the hail. We save our own cans here in the office--one of our office personnel collects them
in a box. I don't know what she does with them, however. _
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? Shirley Wright,
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No. =
5. Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes.
6. Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
7. Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white:paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I was not aware that
staples Could be left on, I was aware-or t_he restHcti6ns against _eilow post-its and notebook
dividers. I also know that white post-its are available.
8. Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 Building Number: 4410
Employee Job Title: Training Manager for NASA. [122]
w
X.
u
1
o
.
.
7.
B
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to the white paper and cans.
I do not use a laser printer.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. The bin for the cartridges is in the
hallway, so it's convenient enough for me.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes to the phone books. The aluminum cans are collected separately at company picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I was aware that
staples could be left on and not to put yellow post-its and notebook dividers in the recyde
bin. I did not know that white post-its are available.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? We also need to
concentrate on waste minimization.
z
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MSFCRECYCLINGPROGRAM
EMPLOYYESURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 BuildingNumber: 4487 - Second Floor
Employee Job Title: Engineer. [123]
o
o
.
.
3.
.
7.
o
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to the white paper and cans.
I have never changed out the laser cartridge on my printer.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. I generate very few aluminum
cans. I put these in the white paper bin also. : _ _ ...... : +÷
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No, but I don't believe it would be too hard to find out.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No, I deal almost exclusively with whitepaper,
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes, to the phone books. I haven't been to a company picnic in a while.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No, not unless there is a change
in the program.
Is there a need for education? _xamples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, I am aware of
those items that apply to me. However, I was not aware of there being white post-its.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No, but if there are
other items that can be recycled, then they should be. Don't, however, get too authoritarian.
If it's easy and makes sense, people will participate. Don't yell at people if they screw up--
we have other priorities.
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Date: 12/30/94
Employee Job Title:
MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Building Number: 4487 - Second Floor
Computer Engineer. [124]
n
L
L
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.
o
7.
o
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to the white paper and cans.
Someone else is in charge of changing out the cartridges
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, I have a white paper bin. I usually stack my pop cans at my
desk. There is only one bin located downstairs. There needs to be an aluminum can bin on
the second floor also.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? We receive computer sale magazines and deal in colored paper.
One or two bins in the hallway for magazines and colored paper might work here.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes, to the phone books. I don't go to the picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? For some things.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes to the staplers
but only because I asked. I knew not to put yellow post-its or heavy paper in the white
paper bin.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to Nos. 2 and 4
above.
= =
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MSFCRECYCLINGPROGRAM
EMPLOYEESURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 Building Number: 4487- First Floor
EmployeeJobTitle:
[125]
Fellow in the Graduate Program. (Employed at the Arsenal since August.)
.
.
.
.
.
.
7.
.
Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? I recycle my white paper. I do
not have a printer.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? I do not have a white paper trash bin at my desk. I haven't been
able to ask the custodian for one since I'm not at work when the paper is collected.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? No.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
c011ected for recycling? _Not at work.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes, the phone bin is in the hall. Cannot say about company picnics,.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? See answer below.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) Yes, there is a need
for education as I was not aware that each employee should have a white paper recycle bin
at his or her desk.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? Refer to No. 7 above.
Also, I believe you need to educate people on what can happen if people don't recycle.
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MSFC RECYCLING PROGRAM
EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Date: 12/30/94 Building Number: 4663
Employee Job Title: POCC Administrator - New Technology. [126]
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Do you participate in NASA's recycling program; i. e., do you place your white paper,
aluminum cans, and laser cartridges in the proper bins? Yes to all.
Do you have what you need to participate; i. e., a bin for your white paper, convenient bins
for cans and cartridges? Yes, ! have a white paper receptacle. The bin for the cans is
located in the central hallway.
Do you know who to contact if there is a problem or if you have questions or suggestions
for improvement? Yes, Brenda Wade, the NASA Administrator.
Are you aware of having an abundance of potentially recyclable materials that are not being
collected for recycling? No, I feel we are doing all we can. We keep any excess cardboard
boxes as our employees use them for travel and to send reports, etc. to Washington. We
have some magazines and colored paper, but not enough to fool with. We have paper bins
by the fax machines. A lot of paper is generated during SIMS but everyone here appears
to he recycling it. We also reuse our manila folders.
Do you get proper service for seasonal items, such as for telephone books and at picnics?
Yes for the phone books. Can't comment concerning company picnics.
Is there a need for more promotions and advertisement? No.
Is there a need for education? (Examples: Did you know that blue line is white paper but
vellum is not, that staples and paper clips can be left, but not alligator clips, that yellow
post-its and notebook dividers should not go in your white paper bin?) I am aware of the
rules that apply to me so I don't believe there is a need for education.
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve the program? No.
w
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: Fort Rucker
Contact: John Clancy (334-255-9505) [95]
Date: 01/17/95
L
u
! -
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The recycling program under the direction of John Clancy at Fort Rucker presently recycles the
following items:
* PET plastic
• HDPE plastic
• tin cans
• aluminum cans
• corrugated cardboard
• glass
° newspapers
• computer paper
• white ledger paper
o steel cans
Fort Rucker has a Recycling Center with thirteen employees. Although Mr. Clancy is unsure
of the total amount of recyclables that they process, there are over 1500 residences, plus offices and
other buildings at the site. The residences have curbside service of recyclables. The contractor who
collects the recyclables, separates the cans and plastics, but not the glass. Glass separation (by color)
is done at the center and requires one full time individual. The center also includes drop-off bins.
Newspapers are collected in this manner. Cardboard boxes, plastic containers and steel cans are
collected at the mess halls. The city surrounding Fort Rucker does not presently have a curbside
recycling program. They do, however, have drop-off bins for the residents. Fort Rucker picks up
and processes these recyclables along with the base's. The center has one baler that is used to bale
paper, plastic, and cardboard. It operates continuously with one bale produced every 35-40 minutes.
(Paper bales are 2000 pounds.) The center would like to buy a new baler capable of outputting a
bale every 3-4 minutes as the present system can barely keep up with the supply. The center also
has its own tractor, trailer and truck dock for pick-up and delivery to buyers/dealers. Fort Rucker
solicits requsts for bidgs monthly for each commodity and sells to the highest bidder. Presently they
sell their corrugated and paper to Alabama Fiber of Mobile, their glass to GDS and their plastic to
K&W of Troy, Alabama. They feel that they get the best price for their product by collecting and
baling themselves, in addition to paying for their labor and equipment. The recycling program at
the fort is voluntary. Per Mr. Clancy, only about 30% of the offices and 50 -55% of the residences
actually recycle. The center will provide anything, within reason to facilitate their recycling efforts,
but the employees must request it (bins, containers, etc.) An aluminum can bin can be provided for
each office, if so desired. Mr. Clancy would like to see incentives incorporated to boost
participation, but, so far, this has not been done. There is a major problem at the base with
commingling and contamination in spite of labelling of bins and boxes. The base landfills its solid
waste at $20/ton.
RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: Boeing Aerospace; Huntsville, AL [96]
Contact: (Would prefer not to give.)
Date: 01/04/95
Boeing Aerospace currently has approximately 2000 individuals in its employ. Presently the
company recycles white ledger paper, aluminum cans, and magazines. Each employee has a white
paper recycle box at his/her desk. Aluminum can bins are located in the break areas. It is
estimated that 90% of the employees recycle their white paper. Less recycle cans due to the relative
inconvenience of these bins. Boeing has a contract with BFI for their recycling program. The
program is voluntary. The company is involved in recycling to be good citizens and not for
monetary gain.
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
• COMPANY SURVEY
Intergraph Corporation; Huntsville, AL
Mr. Harlow Fikes [97]
Date: 01104/95
tti.]
u
The Intergraph Corporation presently recycles the following items:
office paper (white paper and envelopes)
printer's mix (glossy paper)
corrugated cardboard
aluminum cans
laser cartridges
scrap metal
plastic reels used in printed circuit boards
Each employee has a folder at his/her desk for excess white paper. It is believed that there is
over 80% participation in recycling paper. The recycling program at the company is voluntary.
One reason given for the high involvement is the relatively young age (average age: 34) of the
employees. The paper, cardboard, and cans are sold to a local buyer. The laser cartridges are
handled by a company in Huntsville. A call is placed for pick-up with each full palate of cartridges
with the proceeds going to charity. Scrap metal from the machine shop and from construction
activities are sold to a vendor in Decatur. The company does not recycle leaves/grass, magazines,
or cafeteria waste. They investigated the possibility of recycling Styrofoam, but rejected it. (Note:
There is a chemical that can be poured on the Styrofoam to shrink it.) The company does, however,
purchase CFC-free foam. The company does not make money on its recycling program, per say,
due to extra labor involved. However, they do feel that they save in reduced landfill and incinerator
tipping fees and fewer garbage hauls. Most of the company's solid waste is sent to the incinerator.
u
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANYSURVEY
Company: CocaColaBottling Co.; Huntsville,AL
Contact: JohnWilkinson (533-9450)[98]
Date: 01104195
The local CocaCola Bottling companyhasa very aggressiverecyclingprogram. It is
estimatedby Mr. Wilkinson that 95% of their waste is recycled. (The company is classified as
residential not commercial based on this.) The following items are recycled:
• white paper
• aluminum cans
• cardboard
• plastic bottles
• glass
• truck oil and freon
• high compact (plastic rings)
• shrink wrap
For November 1994, 23,320 pounds of aluminum and 39,000 pounds of cardboard were
recycled. Their recycling program is mandatory: each employee is required to participate is pa d
of hls/her job requ|rerneht as =specified in the Employ_ Handbook. Job stations are inspection to
ensure compliance. However, there seems to be little resistance. It does not appear to impose a
large burden ont he employees. Only the break room has special containers. Each group setsup
its own program as it desires.
White paper only is utilized at the facility. There are no post-its nor colored paper
generated at the plant. There are no magazines to speak of. The company does not rake its leaves
or grass. The do not feel this impacts the aesthetics of their facility. (The company has an in
perpetuity beautification award given by the city.) However, any excess trimmings are taken to the
Huntsville Botanical Gardens.
All their recyclables, with the exception of the high compaction and shrink wrap, are handled
through BFI. BFI sat down with them and helped them set up their program when it was getting
started. BFI empties and crushes their aluminum cans; rejects are deposited full or half-full in the
bins. In addition, the company has a modified MRF located at their dock where they do a final sort
to ensure no contamination of commingling and have a cardboard compactor and tilt top for white
paper.
Mr. Wilkinson believes that BFI is the way to go for smaller operations. The markets are
too volatile and labor too intensive otherwise--it is not cost effective unless you're in this business.
Disney World attempted it and failed. No they use a private contractor. (Note: One advice given
to them: switch from plastic cups top recydable aluminum cans for serving soft drinks.) It's also
better not to be to concerned about making money. Coca Cola receives revenue for their aluminum
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| :i cans and cardboard only. (Note: They are doing well with their program due to the high price--59
cents per pound--that they are presently getting for aluminum.) He also believes you need
commitment from upper management. Per our discussion, Mr. Wilkinson does not feel it's feasible
to recycle restroom towels: too high a potential health risk and no end user.
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JRECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: Maxwell AFB and Gunter AFB
Contact: Chris Christenson (334-953-5691) [99]
Date: 01/17/95
Mr. Christenson oversees the recycling centers for both Maxwell and Gunter Air Force Bases.
The bases recycle the following items (although not all under Mr. Christenson's purview):
• mixed office paper including magazines
• colored ledger
• computer paper
• aluminum cans
• corrugated cardboard
• newspaper
• three colors of glass
• PET and HDPE plastic
• tin cans
• yard waste
• laser cartridges
• phone books
• tires
• used automotive oil
• bones and fat for the mess halls
• scrap metal
Presently the centers are manned by (free) inmate labor. The inmates have a week trial period.
Normally, if acceptable, they remain at the facilities 6 months to one year. However, the centers are
soon to be torn down and the recycling program is going to be contracted out. Mr. Christenson
believes this is to make the program easier to fund. The program is voluntary. There are
approximately 3500 °einl_ioyees at Maxwdl, _ _i_ (]unter. The est_-7=_natedreside_ nt parti_cipation
is 50 - 60%. The employee participation is estimated at 70 - 80%. These facilities are academically
oriented with 25 - 30 schools at Maxwell and about 15 schools at Gunter. Mr. Christenson believes
this contributes to the high participation rate. The biggest problem is in educating new
employees/housing occupants. Also, the amount of recydables that are processed lead to a hectic
schedule. The centers operate Monday - Friday. If more than three days of processing are missed,
large back-ups occur. There is not a problem with commingling or contamination. The bases are
also trying to "procure smarter"; i.e., no colored paper. They use to separate out and sell their
white paper as a separate commodity, but found it to be too labor intensive. Sixty to seventy tons
of paper are recycled per month. Maxwell has a new compost facility, outdoor, with three
windrows. The base is composting their yard waste, crushed pallets, and manure from the riding
stable. Laser cartridges are shipped to New Hampshire. The base received $3,000 last year from
this program. Some cartridges slip through the system when the employees send them back in the
box supplied by the manufacturer. The recyclables are sold to the highest bidder. Presently there
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4.a are nine contracts. They run for various lengths of time. The base transports the plastics to the
buyer. All other commodities (under Mr. Christenson's oversight) get picked up. The operating
cost of the facilities is approximately $150,000. The bases reap an avoidance cost (in reduced refuse
fees) of $30,000 -$50,000. Due to the tripling of cardboard prices in the last three months, the
program will only now start to show a profit. There is one incinerator for hospital waste, all other
refuse not recycled is iandfilled.
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: Teledyne Brown; Huntsville, AL
Contact: Ed Breland (726-1000) [100]
Date: 01/17/95
The recycling program at Teledyne Brown involves the following items:
white ledger paper
computer paper (both white and green bar)
mixed paper
aluminum cans
corrugated cardboard
phone books
scrap metal
Presently there are approximately 2000 employees at the company (down from 4000 a
few years ago). Every employee has a blue (paper) recycle bin. The company recycles
about 500,000 pounds of paper per year. The company has an in-house recycle center.
Each employee has a two can system: one for regular trash, the second for paper. Every
night the janitorial staff takes the collected paper to a staging point (usually a building
entrance). (The janitors can sort, but are under no contractual obligation to do so. They
have, however, been insiructed to pick out any paper soiled with food stUffs.) Thepaper
is then picked up the next morning. Two individuals spend a portion of that day sorting
the paper. The company receives a flat rate from BFI, higher than their normal contract
because of the high quality (little or no contamination) of the product resulting in BFI
usually being able to send the material straight to a mill. In addition, BFI uses the
Teledyne Brown Center to train their (BFI) new employees on sorting. Grass and leaves
are stockpiled and used as mulch around shrubs and trees. It is decayed but not composted
matter. When a load of cans is ready, the company calls around to local buyers for the best
current price. Proceeds from the sale of aluminum cans is funneled into a charity fund.
The proceeds from the recycled phone books (5,000 recently) go to two elementary schools,
which the company sponsors. BFI credits the company's dumpster charges from the
proceeds received from their recycled paper. Although no money is received from mixed
paper, the company goes to the expense of collecting and sorting it. Savings to Teledyne
Brown comes from cost avoidance. They have been able to return ~ 60% of their
dumpsters for a savings of about $35,000 per year. They concentrate on roll-offs, with a
$500 per load dump fee. Those pallets that can not he reused, are broken down to save
dumpster space. Excess furniture is also broken down to retrieve all metal that can be sold
as scrap. (Scrap metal is sold to Miller & Son locally.) The company investigated cafeteria
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Lu waste, but could not find any recycling potential here. They explored the possibility of
recycling Styrofoam, but found it would be too expensive. (Note: It is Mr. Breland's
understanding that Intergraph eliminated the problem of Styrofoam cups by providing each
employee with his/her own coffee mug.)
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: ADS Environmental Services; Huntsville, AL
Contact: Toni Fortson (430-3366) [111]
Date: 02/23/95
The recycling program at ADS Environmental Services involves the following items:
white ledger paper
aluminum cans
laser printer cartridges
corrugated cardboard
phone books
solder
magazines, both slick and newspaper type
The company here in Huntsville employees 125 people. (ADS has offices throughout the
U.S.) The company has a recycle committee plus two subcommittees (for awareness and
manufacturing). The company has an environmental policy which is contained in the
employee handbook and is also posted in the building. The company l_resident stands
behind and promotes the program. The building contains what are called "recycle
centers." Each employee is responsible for depositing his/her own paper and cans into one
of two 90 gallon containers in the centers. These commodities are recycled through BFI
which charges ADS a small fee. ADS does not receive any proceeds from these items. The
company recycles their laser printer cartridges. Recharged cartridges _t them $39,00
versus $75.00 for a new one. There is one 55 cubic yard bin for _r:dboard boxes. This
commodity is picked-up by ISS. Each employee is responsible for breaking down his boxes
and placing outside his office for the cleaning crew to put in the recycle container. ADS
does not receive proceeds for this commodity. The company recycles its solder by selling
to a local scrap metal dealer. One of the employees, personally, takes the solder to the
dealer, earning about $500/quarter. The vendor that supplies the company with cable, takes
back the smaller spools. Once per year, the company conducts a silent auction in which
employees can bid on surplused computers. Those left over are sent to local vocational
schools. ADS has implemented a number of actions to minimize their waste. They have
ceased purchasing individual packets of sugar, etc. and now use canisters. This has reduced
waste and is less costly. The coffee machine utilizes paper cups, but the employees are
encouraged to use their own mugs. They've asked the employees to produce double-sided
copies. The company ships a lot of product. They have switched from Styrofoam to foam-
in-place for packing. This has resulted in a savings of $35,000. The company uses fax post.
its, eliminating the full first page that accompanies each fax. ADS is presently looking into
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Nrecycling their electronic scrap. They have discovered that one vendor sells items such as
these to Third World Countries for processing; such as extraction of precious metals. Also
Ms. Fortson referred to a company in Bynum, AL, Haynes of Haynes, reputed to be a
"complete" waste recycling operation for possible recycling of "unique" items.
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: The Huntsville Times; Huntsville, AL Date: 02/17/95
Contact: Jim Stoltz (532-4000) [112]
The recycling program at The Huntsville Times involves the following items:
white newsprint (no ink)
printed newsprint
brown wrapper
corrugated cardboard
AI/Mg plates
negatives
The Huntsville Times sells its white newsprint, brown wrapper and corrugated
cardboard to Huntsville Recycled Fiber. Printed newsprint is sold to a company in
Florence, AL that uses it to make cellulose insulation. The AIfMg plates are sold as scrap
to a company located in MO. The camera department at the Times, processes negatives at
the facility to recapture the silver. The negatives must be fairly recent to do this. The
company does not have a separate program to recycle the aluminum cans. However, a
number of employees do this on their own.
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: TVA; Knoxville, TN
Contact: John Homa (615-632-3564) [113]
Date: 02/17/95
m
M
n
The recycling program at the Knoxville TVA office involves the following items:
white paper
fluorescent lights
aluminum cans
magazines, books, newspaper
HDPE and PET plastic
corrugated cardboard
phone books
laser printer cartridges and toner copy cartridges
3 1/2" computer diskettes
negatives
batteries: D cell and pager
TVA employs about 6,000 people. In addition to the Knoxville office, there are offices
in two other cities. The Knoxville facility consists of two buildings, twelve floors each. Each
employee has a three-part rebox container, about the size of a trash can. Normally, one
compartment if for "wet" items, the second for white paper, and the third for aluminum
cans. But each employee can decide what items to recycle. For example, an employee can
collect glass or plastic, if so desired. In addition, each employee has a single compartment
rebox that he can use for recycling or storage. Each employee is responsible for taking
his/her trash to a "recycle center." There is one such center per floor. This is done about
once or twice per week. (Note: TVA does not receive proceeds from recyclables. Most are
give to "handicapped" organizations who will often collect the items themselves. But what
TVA has been able to accomplish is the elimination of custodial jobs. Thus saving money
in this fashion. Plus the company, by the nature of its business, is interested in conserving
energy through the use of recyclables.) A vendor from Canada picks-up the batteries.
This company pulverizes them, puts the batteries into a furnace to reclaim the metals. TVA
has noticed that they are also receiving a significant number of batteries from homes.
When the fluorescent lights first start to dim, they are given to the Partners in Education
program for use in area schools. Those that are completely spent, but whole, are given to
a vendor to recycle. Broken lights are sent to the TVA Muscle Shoals office to dispose off.
Mr. Homa is not sure what Muscle Shoals does with them. TVA has eliminated restroom
paper towels. (A stack is kept in the Vending area, however, for employee use.) Instead
13
TVA has installed air hand dryers. ($300/dryer.) This has resulted in a $2200/yearsavings
plus conserving storage area which is a premium at their buildings. The company
investigatedcompostlng restroom towels,but discoveredthat other organics,such as food
waste, is needed for cocomposting. Mr. Homa stated that he has heard there is a vendor
that will retrieve paper towels for recycling. The company recycles Nos. I and 2 plastics.
The are looking at the feasibility of recycling their film piffle. Mr. Homahas heard of a
company in North Carolina that will take it. The company does not have cafeterias, but
where applicable has resorted to installing milk dispense_to eliminate small milk cartons.
Magazines, books, and newspapers are recycled as mixed paper. However, TVA is
presently renovating their buildings to allow separation of these items. The company is
planning on having a separate recycle center downstairs for further separation of
commodities. Phone boo_ are give to ihe Partners in Education program. Funds from the
books go toward Special Education programs. In addition, TVA reclaims silver from
photograph negatives. TVA recycles its laser printer cartridges. In addition, the vendor
that services the copy machines, recycles tl_e toner cartridges. (Although not certain, it is
believed these are recharged.) (Note: TVA does not always know how its commodities are
recycled. Many of its contracts stipulating recycling, but each vendor is allowed to process
these items as he wants.) There is a company in CA (202-489-25_) that will take the 3 1/2
inch computer diskettes that are obsolete or damaged, for recycling. Mr. Homa has heard
of a company in Oregon that recycles computers and peripherals. (Note: He receives a lot
of information such as this through, the National Recycling Coalition.) Bell Canada has
developed a recycling program, which they market.) An additional note: Mr. Homa,
Project Manager for Customer Relations, is available for presentations on recycling.
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RECYCLING PROGRAMS
COMPANY SURVEY
Company: The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Contact: William Hoggle (334-348-5950) [114]
Date: 02/20/95
The recycling program at The University of AI, Tuscaloosa involves the following items:
mixed office paper
aluminum cans
newspapers
computer paper
corrugated cardboard
Information was received describing the recycling program at the university. A
university graduate student analyzed the university recycling program in 1993. An update
of the data he collected along with program specifics were received from the university and
are summarized here. Recycling collections(involving 54 buildings) totaled 186 tons and
represented 9.7% of the total campus MSW. Cumulative collections since the beginning of
the program in 1990 have totaled 604 tons. Avoided costs to the county incinerator totaled
$3,342 in 1993 and $10,880 since the program's inception. (Author's Note: This incinerator
has since been closed down, per communication with ADEM. [94]) Landfill costs increased
from $18/ton to $22/ton, in the spring of 1994 indicating the potential for more savings with
a reduction in the MSW. There is a downward trend in total solid waste attributed, in
part, to source reduction activities. The university is considering expanding the program
to the remaining 46 buildings on campus. They are also considering a change from mixed
paper to white ledger. White ledger composes 75 percent of the mixed stream and is a
higher value commodity. The university introduced recycled letterhead and are involved
in testing new container designs as the result of a gift from the AL Soft Drink Association.
Scholarships were awarded to two students as a result of the Mountain of Cans competition.
This competition collected 2,520 pounds of aluminum cans in 1994.
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Laws and Regulations on Recycling
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wExecutive Order 12790 of October 31, 1991
Federal Agency Recycling and the Council on Federal
Recycling and Procurement Policy
WHEREAS, this Administration is determined to secure for future genera-
tions of Americans their rightful share of our Nation's natural resources, as
well as a clean and healthful environment in which to enjoy them: and
W_._..AS, two goals of this Administration's environmental policy, cost-
effective pollution prevention and the conservation of natural resources,
can be significantly advanced by reducin 8 waste and recycling the re-
sources used by this generation of Americans: and
_-[EREAS, the Federal Government. as one of the Nation's largest genera-
tot-s of solid waste, is able throu8 h cost-effective waste reduction and recy-
clin 8 resources to conserve local government disposal capacity;, and
WHEREAS, the Federal Government. as the Nation's largest sin_e con-
sumer, is able through aiTn'mative procurement practices to encourase the
development of economically efficient markets for products manufactured
with recycled materials:
NOW, THEREFORE, I. GEORGE BUSH. by the authority vested in me as
President by the Constitution and the taws of the United States of America,
including the Solid Waste Disposal Act. Public Law 80-272, 79 Stat. 997. as
amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"),
Public Law 94-,580, 90 Stat. 2795 (1976). hereby order as follows:
PART 1--PREAMBLE
w
1
EO 12780 Title 3--The President
Section 101. The purpose of this Executive order is to:
{a} Require that Federal agencies promote cost-effective waste reduction
and recyclingof reusablematerialsfrom wastes generated by Federal Coy-
eminent activities.
(b}Encourage economicallyefficientmarket demand fordesignateditems
produced usingrecovered materialsby directingthe immediate implementa-
tionofcost-effectiveFederal procurement preferenceprograms favoringthe
purchase ofsuch items.
(c}Provide a forum for the development and study ofpolicyoptionsand
procurement practicesthat will promote environmentally so_d-and eco-
nomicallyefficientwaste reductionand recyclingof our Nation'sresources.
{d] Integratecost-effectivewaste reduction and recyclingprograms into
allFederal agency waste management programs in order to assistin ad-
dressingthe Nation'ssolidwaste disposalproblems.
{e}EstablishFederal Government leadershipin addressingthe need for
efficientState and localsolidwaste management through implementation
ofenvironmentallysound and economically efficientrecycling.
Sec. 102.Consistentwith section6002(c){I)of RCRA (42 U.S.C.6962(c}(1]},
activitiesand operationsof the executive branch shallbe conducted in an
environmentallyresponsiblemanner, and waste reductionand recyclingop-
portunitieshallbe utilizedto the maximum extent practicable,consistent
with economic efficiency.
Sec.103.Consistentwith section°8_)02_c)-{2)0irRCI_A:{42U.S.C.6962{c)(2)],
agenciesthatgenerateenergy from fossilfuelinsystems thathave the tech-
nicalcapacity of using energy or fuelsderived from solidwaste as a pri-
mary or supplementary fuel shall use such capabilityto the maximum
extentpracticabl.e. ......_: :
..... 2--D mONS ......
For purposes ofthisorder:.
Sec.201."Federal agency" means any department, agency,or otherinstru-
mentalityofthe executivebranch.
Sec.Z02."Procurement" and "acquisition"are used interohangeablyto refer
totheprocessesthroughwhich Federal agenciespurchase products.
Sec.203."Recovered materials"isused as defined in sectionI004(19}and
6002{h]of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C.6903{19}
and 6962(h}},as amended.
Set:.204."Recycling"means the diversionofmaterialsfrom the solidwaste
stream and the beneficialuse ofsuch materials.Recyclingisfurtherdefined
as the resultof a seriesof activitiesby which materialsthatwould become
orotherwiseremain waste, are divertedfrom the solidwaste stream by col-
lection,separationand processing and are used as taw materialsin the
manufacture of goods sold or distributedin commerce or the reuse of such
materialsas substitutesforgoods made of virginmaterials.
Sec._. "Waste reduction"means any change in a process,operation,or
activitythatresultsin the economically efficientreductioninwaste materi-
alper unitof productionwithout reducing the value output of the process,
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Executive Orders EO 12780
operation, or activity, tekin8 into account the health end environmental
consequences of such change.
PART 3--_OLID WASTE RECYCLING PROGRAMS
Sac. 301. Recycling l_'o_ms. Each Federal agency that has not already
done so shall initiate a program to promote cost-effective waste reduction
and recycling of reusable materia]s in all of its operations and facilities.
These prosrams shall foster (a] practices that reduce waste $eneration, end
Cb) the recyclin 8 of recyclahle materials such as paper, plastic, metals,
glass, used off, lead acid batteries, _end tires and the compostin8 of orsenic
materials such as yard waste. The recyc//n8 prngrams implemented pursu-
ant to this section must be compatible with applicable State and local recy-
clin8 requirements. '
Sac. 302.. ConLroctor Opemt_,_f Fom'lities. Every contract that provides for
contractor operation of a Government-owned or ]eased facility, awarded
more then 210 days after the effective date of this Executive order, shall
include provisions that oblisate the contractor to comply with the require-
manta of thi s Part as fully as thoush the contractor were a Federal agency.
PART 4---VOLUNTARY STANDARDS
Sac. 401. Amendment o[ OM_ CitcuJar No. A-IZ9. The Director of the
Office of Manngement and Budset ("OMB") shah amend, as appropriate,
OMB Circular No. A-119, "Federal Participation in the Development and
Use of Voluntary Standards," to encourage Federal agencias to partidpate
in the development of environmentally sound end econondcegy efficient
standards end to encourage Federal agency use of such standards.
PART 5--PROCIYREMFJCF OF RECOVERED MATERIALS
Sac. _01. Adoption of A[_'mTotJ've Procurement Programs. Within 180 days
after the effective date of this order, each Federal agency shall provide a
report to the Administrator of the EnvironmenteJ Protection Asency taBard-
in8 the Asency's adoption of an aIFn'mative procurement prosram: such pro-
grams are required by section e002(i) of RCRA {,12 U.S.C ege2Xi)). Within 1
year of the issuance of this order, the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency shall report to the President ragardin8 the compliance of
each Federal agency with this requirement.
Sac. $¢L Annual Review of Aj_irmatYve Procu,,ement _ In accord-
ance with section 6002(i) of RCRA (42 U.S.C 6962(i)), each Federal agency
shall review annually the effectiveness of its affirmative procurement pro-
gram and shall provide a report regardixw its findings to the Environmental
Protection Agency end to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. begin-
ping with a report covering fiscal year 1992. Such report shall be transmit-
ted by December 15 each year. Reports required by this section shall be
made available to the public.
PART 6--RECYCLING COORDINATORS AND THE COUNCIL ON FEDER-
AL RECYCLING AND PROCUREMENT POLICY
Sac. 601. Federal Recycling CoordinatOr. Within 90 days after the effective
date of this order, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency shall designate a senior official of that Agency to serve as the Fed-
eral Recyctin 8 Coordinator. The Federal Recyclin8 Coordinator shall review
end report annually to OMB. at the time of agency budset subm/as/ons, the
3
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actions taken by the agencies to comply with the requirements of this
order.
s.c. De /gn  io o/R. Ycn.8 god ysafierthe
effective-dateofthisorder,the head of each Federalagency shalldesignate
an agency employee toserve as Agency RecyclingCoordinator.The Agency
Recycling Coordinatorshallbe responsiblefor:
(a) coordinating the deve]oi_inent o}r__age_cy waste reduction
and recyclingprogram that complies with the comprehensive implementa-
tion plan developed by the Council on Federal Recycling and Procurement
Policy:....................:. ..... : . : _i__.....
(b] coordinatingagency action to develop benefits,costs,and savings
data measuring the effectivenessofthe agency program: and
(c}coordinatingthe development of agency r-ep0Rsrequiredby thisExec-
utiveorder and providingcopies of such reportsto the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency.
Sec. 603. The Council on Federal Recycling and Procurement Policy. (a) A
Council on Federal Recycling and Procurement Policy is hereby established.
It shall comprise the Federal Recycling Coordinator, the Chairman of the
Council on Environmental Quality, the Administrator of the Office of Feder-
al Procurement Policy, and the Agency Recycling Coordinator and the Pro-
curement Executive of each of the following agencies; the Environmental
Protection Agency. the Department of Defense. _ the General Services Ad-
ministration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the De-
partment of Energy the Department of Commerce, and the Department of
the Interior. The Federal Recycling Coordinator shall serve as Chair of the
Council.
{b} DuHes. The Council on Federal Recycling and Procurement Policy
shall: - =:_ =--
{1)identify,and recommend, toONfl3,initiativesthai-willpromote the
purposes of thisorder,including:
(A) the development of appr0priateincentives1o encourage the
economically efficientacquisitionby the Federal Government of products
thatreduce waste and ofproducts produced with recycledmaterials:
('B}the development of appropriate incentives to encourage
activeparticipationin economically efficientFederal waste reductionand
recycling programs: and " "
{C) the development of guidelines for cost-effective waste reduc-
tion and recyclingactivitiesby Federa]agehcias__:_:=_:.:_i:
....{2)review:Federal:agency'-specifi'cat-ions::andsmndardsand recom-
mend changes that willenhance Federal procurement of products made
from recycled and recyclablematerials,takinginto account the costsand
the performance requirementsofeach agency: _: : :
{3)collectand disseminateFederal agencies'informationconcerning
methods to reduce wastes, types of materials that can be recycled,the
costsand savingsassociatedwith recycling,and the currentmarket sources
and pricesof products that reduce waste and of products produced with
recycledmaterials:
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Exacutlve Ord1_rs
(4) assist the development Of cost-effective waste reduct/on and recy-
cling programs pursuant to this order by developing guidelines for qency
waste reduction and recycling prosrams and by identifyin8 long-range 8oals
for Federal waste reduction and recycli_ programs:
(S) provide meaningful-dat_a--to measu_ the effectiveness and
progress of Federal waste reduction and recyc]in8 prosrams:
(6J proud e S'u/dance and assistance to the Agency Recycling Coord/-
nators in setting up and reporting on qency programs: and
(7] rev/ew Federal asency compliance with section 103 of this order.
PART7--W,m'ATXON
Sac. 701. This order/s-intended oniyto improve the internal management of
the executive branch and shall not be interpreted to create any right or
benefit, substantive or procedural enforceable at law by a party aSa/nst
the United States, its officers, or any other person.
_ Section 502 and Part 6 of this order shall be effective for 5 years
only, beg/nnin 8 on the effective date of this order.
See. _. This order shall be effective immediately.
GEORGE BUSH
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Executive Order 12873 of'October 20. 1993 =
Federal Acquisition, Recycling, and Waste Prevention
WHEREAS. the Nation's interest is se_ when the Federal Government
can make more ef_deht-_e-_tural resources _ ml_,_,_
and preventing waste wherever possible;
tm
m
m
WHEREAS, this Administration is determined to stren_ the role of the !
Federal _Government as an enlightened, environmentally conscious and ill
concemed c_summ';
WHEREAS, tho Federal Government should--AJxrou_._ _cot___-e_ve waste
prevention end recyclin 8 activities--work to __ cspacity' i
and smye u a model in this regard for private and other public insfltu- n
fions; and
, the m of recycled-_tn-d ml_'onmentally pro-retable pr_cts
ces by the Federal C.,overmnent can Spur private sector develop-
numt of new _logies and use of such products, thereby _eatin8 busi-
ness and employment opportun/tles and enhancin 8 regional end load
economies and the national eeo_e_ay:, _ _ _ J
 ow. a
me u President by the Constitution and the htw8 of the United States of
America, lnclud/n 8 the Solid Waste Disposal Act, PubLic Law 89--272, 79
Stat. 997, as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
("RCRA"), Public Law 94-580, 90 StaL 2795 as amended [42 U.$.C. 690i- m
6907). and section 301 of title 3. United States Code, hereby order 8s fol-
lows:
.... m
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secttm 10_' ConsistentWiththe demandsot eaidency end cost effective-
ness, the head of each Executive _ncy shall incorporate waste prevention
and recyclin 8 in the agency's daily operations and work to increase and ex-
pend markets for recovered materials through greater Federal Government
preference and demand for such products.
Sec. 10z. _,.n_,ent with policies established by Office of Federal Procure-
ment Policy (' OFPP") Policy Letter 92-4, agencies shall comply with exec-
utive branch polities for the acquisition end use of environmentally pref-
erable products end services and implement cost-effective procurement
preference programs favoring the purchase of these products and services.
Sec. 103. _ _r creates a Fed_ _.n_mental Executive end estab-
lishes hish-level Environmental Executive positions within each agmlcy to
be responsible for expediting the implementation of this order and statutes
that pertain to this order.
pAm'_
For purposes of this order:.
See. Z01. "Environmentally pre_c, able" means products or services that
have a lesser _ reduced effect on human health end the msvimnment when
compared with competing products or services that sm_e the same pu_-
pose. This comparison may consider raw m_ _qu_timc production,
menuficturins, pa_ distribution, muse, operation, n_inte_mlce, or
dispomd ot the product or service.
S_. 202. "Hxecutlve agency" or "q_=y" means an Executive _
defined in 5 U_q.C 105. For the purpo_ of this order, military depart-
ments, _s defined in 5 U.S.C 102, m covered under the auspices of the
Department of Defense.
Sic. Z03. '?o_mum_ material" means a m_d _ _,ished product
that has served its/mended use and has been discarded for disposal or re-
covery, hav/n s completed its life as a consumex item, "Pmtconsumor mW
rlal" is a part of the broader catei_-y of "_Iscover_ matm-lal".
Ssc. 204. "Acquisitima" means the scquir_ by contract with appropriated
funds for supplies _ services (includins construction} by e=d for the use
of the Federal Government through purchase or lease, whether the supplies
or services am _edy in existence or must be created, developed, dem-
ammtted aud evaluated. Acqu/sit/m_ begins at the point when qjsucy
m established _t includes the dmcriptton of requimmmuts to sat-
isfy qency needs, solidtation and selection of sources, award of contrscts,
contractt4nm.,_._ contract performance, contract administration snd those
technical-.,dmmagement functionsdirect]),relatedto the process of ful-
agencyi by contract.
_.. _. "Recovered mterials" mmms wute materials and by-products
which have been recovered or diverted from solid waste, but such term
does m include those materials end by-products generated from, snd c_n-
manly reused within, an oristnal manufacturing process (42 U.S.C. 8903
(19)).
,fmc. 206. "Rocyc]abillty" means the ability of a product or mater/a] to be
recovered from, or otherwise diverted from, the solid waste stream for the
purpo_ of recyclins.
L_
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See. 20'7. "Recycling" means the series of activities, includ/_ cotlecti_.
separatic_ md processing, by wh/ch products or other materials ere recov-
ered from the solid waste suesm for use in the form of rsw materials in
the man_ of uew products other than fuel for: produdng heat
power by combust/o_
See. 20S. "Wute prmmnticm." also known u "sou-ca reduction." means
any chang,, in the design, man_ pm',dm_ m"use of materials or
products (including pa_ to reduce their mount _ toxtdty before
they become munidpal solid wute. Wute pmvCtton also dim to the
mussof producu matarl ............ _..........
w,m,e being g,mm'at,,d th,mush waste prevent/on, mcycl/ng, m' purcbas_
n,cyc.led and mmvironm_tally pre:_0mble products.
including capital coB, installatiml cos_ operating costs, maintenance
corn and disposal coma discounted ov_ the lifetime of the product.
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zss.._q.ffe Cycle A_ly_." _ the compr___.e_ve _-.,.,,_,,-___ of
• product s en_ and economic effects throughout its lifetime/n- I
_hid/n8 new _ extraction, tmnsport_o_ manu_w:_udn8, use, and
S,c. sin. r,,dm_ J_a,v'__ 2_r,,cu,u've. (,,) A F',,dm,d ,m,,v/mumemud
_mcuttw ,hail be dmiguatsd by the Pms/dm_ and ,h,dl be _ wit]_
dm ,_v/ronm,mud Protect/m, Agency ("gP-A"1._'liib_ ,m,,v/rm_,mtal
_xecut/ve _ tekn all m_tam _ to ensure that the sl_a_ies cmn-
ply with the requiraments of rids arder msd shall senerate au mmual report
to the Office of M-,,,_,,,.,,,* and Budget ("C_dB"). st the time of agency
budget mbm/sstous, an the actions talum by the qenciesto comply with
the mqu/mmmts of this order. In auryins out Ids c_har functfmss, the Fed-
ersl Envinmments] Executive shall consult with the DLmctor of the White
House _ _m Environmmn_ Policy,
Co)_ A minimum ofbur [4) full time staff pemm_ sre tobe pro-
videdby the agm_m _ below to amim the FederalEn_ Ex-
ecutlve.,,,.-ot whom shallhave expedenm in __,. _ and
progmn _ _ o_ whom shall __tn procumm_t
pl_:ed .- follows:
- (1) a m_tattw _ the Dopsrtment of Defense 8hall be dee.a/led
for not lem than oue yeer snd no more th_ two yes_
(2) a representative from the Genend Services Adm/nistmtion ("_,_A')
slmll be deeded f_ not less thau om y_r msd no mm'e titan two ymmc
yesrsnd no more than_ ymrs;_
(4) a _ta_ve _ _e other agency detmnlned by the Federal
Environmental Executive shall be detailed on a rot_m_i besis fur not
mm_ thQ _e ymr.
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(c) A_on. Agencies am mquemd to mako their mrvlce,, pm_
sonnel and fscilities avs/lable to the Fmimal Env/nmmmtal Executivs tn
the maximum extent pnct/able for b _ of _z:ttom _mda.
tb.is order. _
shau(d)Co_ and Work _roupz. Tho Fedend Env/ronmental Executive
es_bl/sh com_tteu and wmt groups to idmst_, sss_s, aud rec-
ommend actions to bo taken to fulfill the _ _m. and Initia.
tlvm of the FederalEnv/ronm_l Exsc_/vo.As thou cm_,nadtt_
work:group,am Q',_ted._ m nxpm,_,Nito demisnmteq_praIpr/m:
parsonnel In thom of procu,rms_ and scqu/sittou, standards and speci.
ficat/ons, electronic cmnmm_, _ _mst, wash' pmvant/on,
and _ and others as hurled to mff snd wock ms the ln/tl_ves of
the Executive.
(e) Du_es. Tho Federal EnvL,',_-,-,*-I E_dn_bm, in cmsu]tst:Loawlth
the _ EnvLrn-m,m*-I I_VN,
(I) idanti_ end recommmd isztt/atlws for Sovammm_-w/de imFle-
_tm_ _wiu prmnoto,]__ oftl_ m'dsr._ .-
ordsr and a_ _ to m:mmss tb. m:qu/sitloa d mcy-
l._t.tins m_._=II_ e_d.._ kdni wmmln_._k_ .mqO, md
wmtmedicl, mclrWoSm._ m_! _ _ within inch qlm-
cy:. mini , -'
(c} tho d._lo_t or. _ _ nakt_ mximm mm d roll.hi.
(s) collect and dJsmnina_ /nfonMii,,., .m,.._.,,._ny
methods to _ w_te...-_.._-], that cambe reclrcl_ corn and mmvinsm
m...x=_t_d with wutm _ md _cycl/_ -,,_ c.mat md_t mur_
of products that aro envizonm.ema] _ pm_umblmcwprodu_ with
mmsdals;
o,
(4} coord/nate approprlm _-wlde educmtlo_ m_l
_r m_mc/u.
ii
_tve date of tlds order, the hind of inch _mcut/ve de_pamnm_ and major
procurln_ sf_y sludl desi_ am A_mscy _nvinmmenml _xecu_ive kom
mm_ b_ m"ba_rm_ wl_ a_ev_ _ a lmml ,., low_ tb_ m tbe Dol_ _
Assistant ,S,_=,at,_,_;level or equtnlm_ Ths ASency Envimnmmtd _mns-
wi!!.be  oc. .
(a) comdi_ttns all mvlnmmeutal proFsms In tbs ,ram o_ procununent
,rod aoqutsition, standards and _ review, facilit/_ m-,,%o_,.,mt.
waste prevant/ms and _ and losiJt/cs;
{b) particil_t_,S- in the _ dmmlopmeut of a Fedmal phm to:
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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serv/ces, promote new technologies, improve a_ about-federal, el-
forts in this area, and expedite esency efforts to procure new products
identified under th/a order, _=
(2) establish incendvu, provide guidance and coordlnm appropriate
educational programs for agency employees;,_
th/s ordec,
(c) reviowin8 asency programs i'd acquisitions to emure compliance
with this order. _ _ ' __ - _ _ i
._r _amn_ R__m_ _o _vm mocemmn mommu
.s_ 4o_. Ac_ar_Uon Plazmms, h developl_ phe_ androS,, work ,ta.te- i
merit., _dn_tion., or other product d,_:r/pUons, qendm shall consider
the follow/rig factors: el/m/nation of virgin matsdal mqu/xemeats; um ot re-
covered matertab; reuse of product; life cycle am; _ty:, m,e of ea-
vinz.mentsUy preferable pn>ducts; waste psmmuttms (tnclud_ toX/city m- m
duction _ eliminat/on); and _ d/spoad, u eppmpd_. TItaN
tons should be considered in acqu/sitton plannins fro'all ;nucununmsts and
in the en/uatton end award of contracts. ,,, app__ Pmsmm end sc-
aSency _ develop aud implement aflimmt_ _ prosn._ in
,c_rdan_ with RCRA section S00Z (42 U.S.C S_) and this ordw. ASm-
_ _ t_t _Q_,_ll_ _ _ lmp_ md
mon/tmin8 of afflnnativo procummo_ prosrmns mro _ botwom the
pro_mn psnmnnal and procun_mt _ F_ tlmpmposm_ ofallFUS-
d_,m rode pummm to this ox'dE, gPA, in mnmltmlm with mah othm'
Fedml _ Mappmprlm. dall _ to _ m_
benefits, consistent with price, performanm and availabU/ty com/demtians.
and shall m't}ustbid. solicitation guideltnm u ucem_ _n ordm"to accom-
pU,htht,So,d.
_t_d _A s./d,_ itmm _ by _ .smcy. F_ mwSy de.-
_n_t_i item, m shall n_ tl_ Intmal pmsm_ within _ yser
fromthedm _PA deslsnmd the_ ttms_:-_::y_:::_=:..._.
crete end cement _.,-,-_-_ fly ash; (U) recyc_ paper prod.c_ O/i) m-
refined lubrlcat_ al_ (iv) reumd _ and {v) _ m_.:.,._ m-
covered materlak: and fur all fut.m 8uidellm items, qenctm shall ensure
that _ ammmUve procummam pmsmms_require that _00 percent
their pu,-cham, of products mN_ or m0m_ the _'A su/dsl_ m_. dar_
unl_, wrltt___ b ;_-ov_d_lthat_ ____Ot m cam-
l_ltivdy withi_ a mommbk time hmne. dora not meet a_ pm_
Ibrmmsoe stand_ds, o_ is only awehble et ms unmasmmble _.
(c) The Agency Suv/mnmeuUd _mcuUvm win trm_ aSenCiOr
of de_,d m'ASu_dett.eitemsad report_te., ___ _s_c_
_idelineitemsto the Fedend En_tal .l_v_ _ En_.,
mental Executiv_ will be required to jmmy to tbe Federal Envinmm_uu
Executive as to why the item(.) have not been pmchamd o¢ sulmdt a p/an
m
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for how the ,q_enc/e, baend to Increue tbe/r pun:b_m of the designated
item(,).
(d) Agency aflh'mative procummmt progmm_ to the maximum extent
practicable, shall encoursse that:
(I) documents be transferred electrmsic_y,.
(z) all govmmnmt docummm prlnt_ lnmm_y be, printed double-
sided, and
(3) a_tmcts, grants, and cooperative egmmnents issued alter the ef_eo
tire date of this order include lZOV/Sio_ that mqu/m documents to be
printed dmsbh_ded ms recycled paper roaming m'ezmedln 8 the standards
•effect/reda_ ofthisorder,thehind d inchBmcmflvs qpmcy _ has not
implemented an afllnnat/ws promumnmg paxqFam shall Gmmut that the d-
_m_l.ve _m_t _ h_ bean emblisbed mad is being impb-
mm_tect to tim maximum eklem
SK. 404. _ecuonic Acqu/_on System. To mdum warn by el/m/riming
unnecessary paper tnaumcttom in tim _ proce_ msd to fmtmr sw-
curare dam collm:t[ou and mportJn8 d affmsclm pun:hams d mcyclmi am-
tent and mw/ronmentally pmfen_ produms, the _ branch will im-
plemmt an electron/c _ system cmmistmst w/th the n_mm, m,4s-
tions adopted as a result of the Naflmud _ lhndsw.
sin. sp / meom.  roau  , pem saturates.Wh,,mam,U-
mcattom, product dmcdptiom md sumdsrds to ealumm Finial! procm_
mint o_ products made from _ _ or that m m_v/ron-
m_taUy pr_m_le. When conws_in s to • Camm_c/sl Itmn Dm_dption
{CID}, m .hall _ that mv/mmmmml _ ha_ bsm cons/d-
and that the _D meets or exceeds the _mvirmmmm_y p_sble mt-
ter thegovernment.peciacsumorproductdma/ ou. Age m
mportannually ou _ cumplisnm with rids mctiou to the l_m'al _uvi-
_tal l_m_tive for [m_lxm_im into the snnusl _imrt to _ m-
_ m:Um 30_ of th_ ml_.
in a spociacatiou, standa_ or _poduct dmcrlptioa, the l_odml
memtal Exncu_ve shall request that the B_vtmnmental Executive of the per-
clnemt esency 8dvim the Federal Env/mnnmntsl _xecut/ve u to why the
l_catl_ mnnot be _ or _ • plms fa_ _ it within 60
Co)If-, eeency isabletorevisean lnamsistm_ spm:ifimttm but cannot
do .o wtth/n eo day=, it t_the n__ o_ that _mcy's Em_u_!
Kxecutive to nt_lte_ tud tmplemeat the plan for mvtsh_ it.
See. 502. Designation o[ Items that Contain lbcovemd _rte_t_. In order
to mq_lite the process of d.,,d_,a_.g items that am or c_ be made with
mcovm_i _ EPA shall _ a mw
. proc_ fee d_sr_t_ th_
items in sccordance with RO.A tact/an eoo2(e) 8s follows. (s) I_A shall
11
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iuue a Comprehensive Procuremmlt Guideline cmltainjn 8 dmd_ ites_
that are or can be made with recovered snateriL_ _:_
the Federal .ys ..... of this order
and shall be updated snnually after publicstion far _,_-_,,,,, to include ad-
ditional items. _ :..........
s_m
m
m
mm
m
m
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(2) Once items contatni_ recovered mstertab have been deslSnsted by
EPA thzoush_ new p:oce_e_ab_ _pUr,u m ___ in
..compliance wsth RCRA section 6002, _ shall modify their afltrm_
uve .,proc_rmnent programs to rmtuim that, to the mmdmum extent prsc-
ucame, mmr purchsses of products meet ar exceed the _A suideline
m...,d_ds. unl_ written _t_cstiou is _.,idat thst • _ _ []
svaname competitively, not aw_lsble within a rNsomd_ _ _, _ mmeet
  o bl pr p t. p.rfo .. o, '- -, --price.
Guideune required by section 502(a) of this arder_ _-A-_ _- _r
pubfic..comment in the Yedmd nqimr P.omvm_ Matadal Addmry
NoticetsJ mat present the rand_of _ mstm_ c_mmst lmmls within
which the designated recycled __ z These levels _a
n
chang_ in madmt conditions. _ - .
Sw.SOS.c.._mmc,, ,'rm-m._mmm_y _ _ In,ccordmme
this _ler, meA sm_U_ Su_hnm dd_-_ _plm that
m_:unve esenciee should use in making d_ex_stn_ for tho prefemnm am
,no purchase of envtmnmenudly preferable products..
[a)r'mpo-a su_m,n=,hartbe_ m,,pubnc_ _ _ _.d.
_Ststm. w_thtn ZS0 da_s _br the eaectt_ dm of this order, and
be updated after pubiic ,-_,-,-,-*; as ne_mu-y, _. To the mkmst
, _PA may lmse ,_Idittonal guidance far public comment on how
pies can be applied to specific product
issued by EPA., Executive _ Mx,dlusa _ p_Incfpk,s, to tlm maxl-
mum extant practicable, in i_ and purchasi_ m_r_mmstal_
appropriate.
S,c. SOt. bflafmum.Content Stond_'d :[or_ and _ Paler.
lowing mm_um msterisls contentsumdardswhen pmchm_ or
the _ of prim_ andwn_ua p_pa:
(m) For high speed copier paper, ofbmt paper, forms baud, computer
printout psper, cmbonlmm pew, fllo t)ldmm, 8nd widte worms mnm]opu,
the minimum contmlt standard _ be no Jeml thlr. 20 pelt:mlt
partamsum_ materials _ lkoanlm' s_ 1994. This minimum am.-
t_t s_udard _dl be lncreued to 30 pe_mt be_,,,,d_ m Dm.nber _,
1998. _.........
(b} For oth_ uncrated _ and wr/tlng pal_, inch u wrltlns msd
office peper, book paper, cb4_0u fiber paper, msd c0w_ _
content standard shall be SO pmumt _ _ _ 20 pee.
E
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cent postc_ast_a_ matm-Ja_ be_anJng oB _ 31. 1994. T]_s stand-
ard sha]] be increued to 30 pe_c_at beginnl_ a= _ 31, 1998.
(c) As an alternative to meet_ the .tsudsrdJ in ,ect/o_ S04(a} and to}.
for a]] printing and wriUn 8 pape_ the min/znum cant,_t stsndard shall be
no lea _ s0 percent recovered materi_ that ,re a w_ mater/a/by-
product of a fin/shed product other than a paper or textile product which
would otherw_ be d/spo.sd of/ha _ a. detenn/ned by the St_
in wh/ch the bcillty is l__t_...
(1) "r_ dectJd_ not to procu_ recycl_l conts_ prtnttnS and wTitinS
paper meet/_ the .tands_ q_tfied tuth/, section shall be bssed ,olely
cm a determination by the coutrsct/_ officer that a satidscto_V level of
axnpet/flon does not ex/st, that the items are not avsilsb_ w/th/n a res_a-
able time period. _ that the available items fail to meet _
_andsrds estab_ by the sSency ar sre o,ly available at a
__. p_.
{2) Each _ should implemmt waste prevention techniques, as
specified ia ,sctioa 40Z(d) of tlds order, so that total mnual expend/tur_
for recycled cont_mt prtnti_ and wrlth_paper do not exceed current an-
nual budsm for p_p_' product_ u me.su_ by awr_ .nuu_l expend/-
tu_s, adjusted for inflation based on the Omsumer Price Index _' other
,u/table/nd/c_. In dmrm/n/nS a ts_etet b.._d_ bfor_md wrlt_S
PaPer. a_nciu may take into account such _o_ _, esnployw incmsms
or _ nNeSency _ ,tstuto_ _ md episod/c _ unique _-
quin_ent. (o-8., cecum).
(3) r_b_ turn.truly, .!! _ mk_ _Uctt_o_, _ the
cam of prtutinS md wri_S _p_ _ .ink bid. i'm" paper with
postconsume_ material _ recovwed waste material as ds,,crlbed in _sction
S04(c}.
SOS. _on of Br_tne_ Spe_co_oa_ and Standards. _ General
Services Admintmatl_m aud other Federal a_encies ere directed to identify,
unrelatedevaluate and revise _ e_ any standards m"
to _ that pm,e_ b,,mm m the p,sd,a_ d pap_ o, p,pe_ prod-
ucts made by p,od,_Io,, _ ,bat =lai,,,_ _ ofbaSnf, il _-
product_ This nalu_o_ shall include a review of _
qu/remen_ _ C.,_ shall c_nple/e the n,view and n_...m_ of _uch q_:l-
ficatl_s within six months sth_' the effective date of th_ order, and
consult closely with the Jo/nt C_mmittm o_ Prtnt_ dud_ inch
The GSA _ aim compile shy _ea m' mm'kat mutlm that may be
to .ccomplhh the objectives of th_ prov/sio_.
Within 18o days a£ter the effective date of this order, s6_ctm shall lmpls-
me_t the _A procurement _ide]Ines for rs-reflned lubrlcadn_ oil snd m-
tread _u. -_--
(,) Commod/ty _ .hall _ revi,/o_ to _ form-
refined oil and _rmd fires, and develop and i_sue spec/flcati_ _or tire
re,read/nS .ervtcl u commodity m,m_m _U tske a/_=a_ve ,_q_ to
procure the_ items in _ with RCRA m:flon 6002.
(b) Once them _tem. become _ flwt maus_ _dl take a_a-
five stsps.to proctue them items in ecmrdm_ w/th gCRA ,.scrim 00O2.
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tio_ tn__ tute of Standards end Technology ("ImIST% _ WJ_li_ a
rl_ er deemed to be anvtr_,,,,,,_i!y la'eferable. NIST shall work with I
EPA. _ and other imbue and privale '___ ,++,.,,1,.,., _ conduct i
appropriate life cycle analy._ to psher informmi(m that will md_t al__-
ciu in making selections of products mini _ that am m_taily
prefen_+ Is.+............. +.++++_+_+++ +_ +
th_ results, and recommendatiom for meng methods +umlrelated q:mx:i-
flcsUons for u_ by Executive _ and _ interested _
avoid dupUcatim with mdsttn 8 turin8 prolFan_
PARrI---_GEi_ _2q.8 _ID _ _ _-[]
mlJd_ prevene.on tnd a _,1 far mcycUnS to be achiev_ by the yem"
tgos. Those goals ,,.h,n be submittsd to the Federalm,,vlmmmen_ Execu-
tive within leo days citer the _ dete of this ordw. lq_q_mWm_ m- iuent_ then 8oa_ shtUbe mport,dbytheqeectm totheYedmdeavUou-
mental Executive for the ,.,,-uai repod q.mtfl_ la _ctinu SOl at this
order.
s,,+. ol m,h+.-m,,,.+- i
ronmento_ _ Productl. _ _ Itdve to m the poro.
cummeat of products that am anvaromnm_ preferable m"that am made
with recovered materiel_ and mt em_md lpxl$ to maximize dm nmaixr of
s_. era. m.+_, of _.p+_ _mii_,_-_+ x.u+_
m+d m+iciancy ('+PCI_'_ will requmt thlt the laspeaom lmeocu-
to e_.ue their compliance with this o__. ++?+_+,
701. Contrmm_r Operuted Fociliffa. Contracts that provids f_ur
tot operation of a govm'mmmt-o,mmd or Immsd _ility, _ _ the
eFmclive dete of thls order, shatl _ +provislormtl_ _ tlm _m-
tractor to comply with the requimmm_ of this ordm' within _ mope of
it, operations,xuad,UtmU.to emextent pm=ttmd_bp__ _ _ _o-
_y k,.,+tb_,.,,_ __m,,=, _ b,,,.m,m_ ++
sec. 7ez. Pea/Pro_ Acqu_on and _ageme_ Withtu 9o day_ _m'
the effective date o_ this onter, and to the extent permitted by law and
where eceaomtcaUy feasible. _xecuttve qencise dudl m _mp _.ll_ _
with the provt_ons ofth_ ordm' in the_ mini mm=lpmm_ ot+__:
endly ewned and lea_ ,pa_ C.,SA mi ether _e_ve _Im thaU
include envtzonmantal and _ provisions ta the _l,_.__..tto. of
allleased space and in the _ ofnew federal_ :i_:
w
n
i
S_ _o_ J_m_on o[ P.m--_._i-_--d_ after the el_cmm dm of this
order,theAdministrator of G_X shalldevelopa le_xlative _ Pro'+
riding author£ty for Executive agancise to mUdn a _haze of the _
from the sale ofm_ m:om_ thnmllh _ c_wtm __
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_and .p_:i_s the eUsib_ty m_trmen_, _ the mater_ b_
Ser.. 704. Model Pac_ty Procures. Each Executive department and major
procud_ agency shall establish model facility demonstration pro_ams
that include comprehensive waste prevention and recycll_ programs and
mnphnsize the procurement of recycled and environmentally preferable
p_ and services _ electrenlc data interchenSe (EDI)system.
Ssc. _ lqecyc//ng Pro_uu_. Each Executive agency that has not alrudy
done so shall initiate a program to promote cost effective waste prevention
and recycli_ of reusable materials in a]] of its facilities. The recycling pro-
implemented pursuant to this section must be compatible with ap-
plicable State and local recycling requirements. Federal a&_mcies shall also
consider cooperative ventures with State and local governments to promote
recycling end waste reduction in the community.
PARTS---AWare ......
See. sol. Agency Awards Prosmm. X Sovemmeut-wide award will be pre-
sonted annually by the White House to the best, most innovative program
implementing the objectives of this order to give greater visibil/ty to these
efforts so that they can be/ncorporated government-wide.
See.. SOZ./nterna/Agency' Awards Progrm_. Each agency shall develop an
internal agency-wide awards program, as appropriate, to reward its most in-
novative environmental pro_uns. Winaers of agency-wide awarde will be
eIig/ble for the Wh/te House award prognun.
PARTI_p._,A'm_ Lmm'A_ON_O mPU_EN'rATmN
Sec. 901. Executive Order No. 12780, dated October 31, 1991, is hereby re-
vo]_L
Set:. 902. This order is intended only to improve the internal manaSement
of the executive branch and is not intended to _eate any rlsht m"benefit.
substantive _ procedural, enforceable at law by a party a_Inst the United
States, its asencim, its officers, o_ any other person.
Set. 903. The policies expressed in this order, includin 8 the requirements
and elements for effective asency affirmative procurement prosrams, shall
be implemented and incorporated in the Federal Acquisition Regulation
_AR) within 180 days after the effective date of this order. The implemen-
tation language shall mist of providing specific direction and guidance
on agency programs for preference, promotion, estimation, certifica'imz, re-
viewin8 and monitoring.
Sec. m4. This order shall be effective immediately.
WTLLL_,_J. CLmTON
THE wI4rFE HOUSE,
O_ober _, _3.
= :
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§ 6962. Federal procurement [SWDA
(a) Application of K.etion
Except as provided in subsection (b) of t_s se_
tion, a procurink _en_s]_iI_comply-_ the
quirements set forth in-this _n-_d any regu]a-
_ons issued under this section, with respect to any
purchase or acquisition of a _ment item
where the purchase-price- o_-_em _coeds
$10,000 or where the quantity of such _ or of
functionally equivalent,items poJ_hased or aequh_
in the course of the preceding fiscal _ was
$10,000 or more. "_
(b) Pn_L-emem md_et to olJ_r law
_-Any procurement, by any _ agency,
which is subject to re_datiom of the
under section 6964 of this title (as promul_ted
before October 21, 19'/6, under comparable
sions of prior law) shall not be sub_J_e-i'e-
quirements of this section to the extent that such
requirements are inconsistent with such regu]a-
tlons. _..... _ : ....
(1) the speemedin a,pp.esble
lines prepared pursuant to subsee_n (e) of this
section, each procuring agency which proeurea any
items desipatod in such guidellmm shall procure
such items composed of the highest percentage of
recovered materiak practicable (and in the _ of
paper, the highest percentage of the posteonsumer
recovered materiak referred to in subsection (hX1)
of this section practicable), consktent wi_ mm_h-
ing a sat_sfsctory level of_m-peWdon, considering
such guidelines. The decision not to procure such
items shall be based on. a determination that such
_ment items-- • _ _ "
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(A) are not reasonably available within a rea-
sonable period of time;
(B) fail to meet the performance standards set
forth in the applicable specifications or fail to
meet the reasonableperformancestandardsof
the procuringagencies;or
(C) areonlyavailableatanunreasonableprice.
Any determinationunder subparagraph(B)shall
be made on the basisof the guidelinesof the
NationalInstituteofStandardsand Technologyin
any case in which such materialiscoveredby
such guidelines.
(2) Agencies that generate heat, mechanical, or
electricalenergyfrom fossilfuelin systemsthat,
have the technical capability of using energy or
fuels derived from solid waste as a primary or
supplementary fuel shall use such capab_ty to the
maximum extent practicable.
(3) After the date specified in any applicable
guidelines prepared pursuant to subsection (e) d
this section, contracting officers shall require that
vendors:
(A) certify that the percentage of recovered
materials to be used in the performance of the
contract will be at least the amount required by
applicable specifications or other contractual re-
quirements, and
(B) estimate the percentage of the total materi-
al utilized for the performance of the contract
which is recovered materials.
(d) Speelflcmtfons
AllFederalagenciesthathavethe responsibility
for drafting or reviewing specifications for procure
ment items procured by Federal agencies shall--
(1) as _'ensly as possible but in any
event no later than eighteen months after Novem-
ber 8, 1984, eliminate from such specifica_ons--
(A) any exclusion of recovered materials and
(B) any requirement that items be manufa_
tured from virgin materials; and
(2) within oneyear after the date of publication
of applicable guidelines under subsection (e) of
this section, or as otherwise specified in such
guidelines, assure that such specifications require
the use of recovered materials to the maximum
extent possiblewithout jeopardizing the intended
end use of the item.
(e) Guidelimm
The Administrator, after consultation with the
Administrator of General Services,the Secretary of
FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
Commerce (acting through the National Institute of
Standards and Technology), and the Public Printer,
shall prepare, and from time to time revise, guide
lines for the use of procuring agencies in complying
with the requirements of this section. Such guide-
lines shall--
(1) designate those items which are or can be
produced, with recovered materials and whose pro-
curement by procuring agencies will carry out the
objectives of this section, and in the case of paper,
provide for maximizing the use of post consumer
recovered mater/als referred to in subsection
(hX1)of this section;
(2) set forth recommended pmcticos with re-
spect to theprocurementof recoveredmaterials
and itema containing such materials and with
respect to certification by vendors of the percent-
age of recovered materiak used,
and shall provide information as to the avagability,
re]stive price, and pa_ornmnce of such materials
sad items and where appropriate shall recommend
the level of recovered material to be contained in
the procured product. The Administrator shall pre-
pare final guidelines for paper within ode h_dred
and eighty days after November 8, 1984, and for
three additional product categories (including tires)
by October L 1985. In making the designation
under pazugmph (1), the Administrator shall consid-
er, but is not limited in his considerations, to--
(A) the availability of such items;
(B) the impact of the procurement of such
items by procuring agencies on the volume of
solid waste which must be mmte_ stored or
d posed of;
(C) the economic and technological feasibility
of producing and using such items; and
(D) other uses for such recovered materials.
(D IWo_ummentot Nr_
A procuring agen_ shall, to the maximum extent
practicable, manage or arrange for the procurement
of solid w_te management services in a manner
wkich maximizes energy and resouree recovery.
(z) Eaeeuttve Off_
The Office of Procurement Policy in the Execu-
tive Office of the President, in cooperation with the
Administrator, shall implement the requirements of
this section.It shall be the responsibility of the
Office of ProcurementPolicytocoordinatethispoli-
cy with other policies for Federal procurement, in
such a way as to maximize the use of recovered
resources, and to, every two years beginning in
17
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1984,reportto theCongressonactionstakenby
Federalagenciesand the progress nmde in the
imp]ementation of this section, including agency
compliance with subsection (d) of this section.
(h) Deflnltlons
As used in this section, in the case of paper
products, the term "re_vered n_terla]s" includes-
(I) postconsumer materials such as---
(A) paper, paporboard, and fibrous wastes
from retail stores, office buildings, homes, and
so forth, after they have passed through their
end-usage as a consumer item, including:, used
corrugated boxes; old newspapers; old maga-
zines; mixed waste paper, tabulating cards;
and used cordage; and
(B) all paper, paperboard, and fibrous wastes
that enter and are collected from municipal
solid waste, and
(2) manufacturing, forest residues, and other
wastes such as-
(A) dry paper and paperboard waste generatr
ed after completion of the papermakingprocess
(that is, those manufacturing operations up to
and including the cutting and trimming of the
paper machine reel into smaller rolls or rough
sheets)including:,envelopecuttings,bindery
trimmings,and otherpaper and paperboard
waste, resulting from printing, cutting, form-
ing, and other converting operations; bag, box,
and carton manufacturing wastes; and butt
rolls, mill wrappers, and rejected unused stock;
and
(B) finished paper and paperboard from ob-
solete inventories of paper and paperboard
manufacturers, merchants, wholesalers, deal-
ers, printers, converters, or others;
(C) fibrous byproducts of harvesting, manu-
facturing, extractive, or wood_.utting pro-
cesses,flax,straw,tinters,bagasse,slash,and
other forest residues;
(D) wastes generated by the conversion of
goods made from fibrous material (that is,
waste rope from cordagemanufacture, textile
mill waste, and cut_gs); and
(E) fibers recovered fxom waste water which
otherwise would enter the waste strean_
(I) Proem_nnent pfo_nun
(1) Within one year after the date of publication
of applicable guidelines under subsection (e) of this
section, each procuring agency shall develop an
affirmative procurement program which will assure
,q_Faw.tamStm_ I_ [d.--tS
42 § 6962
swna ieoo2
that items composed of recovered materials will be
purchased to the maximum extent practicable and
which is consistent with applicable provisions of
Federal procurement law.
(2) Each _five procurement program re-
quired under this subsection shaH, at a minimum,
contain--
(A) a recovered materials preference program;
(B) an agency promotion program to promote
the preference program adopted under subpara-
graph (A);
(C) a program for requhdng estimates of the
total percentageof recovered material utf_zed in
the performance of a contract; certification of
minimum recovered material content actually uti-
lized, where appropriate; and reasonable vm4fica-
tion procedures for estimates and certifications;
and
(D) annual renew and monflor_ng of the effec-
tiveness of an agency's affirmative procurement
progranL
In the case of paper, the recovered materials prefe_
ence program required under subparagraph (A)
shall provide for the maximum use of the post
consumer recovered materials referred to in subsee-
_n (hX1)of this section. ..... -
(3) In developing the prdenmee program, the
following options shall be considered for adoption:
(A) Case-by-C_e=_o_'y_Development: Subject
to the limitations of subsection (eXIXA) through
(C) of this section, a policy of sward_ contracts
to the vendor offering an item composed of the
highest percentage of _ materials prae_
cable (and in the ease of paper, the highest pe_
eentuge of the post consumer recovered materials
referred to in subsection (hX1) of this section).
Subject to such limitations, agencies may make an
award to a vendor offering items with less than
the maximum recovered materials content.
(B) Minimum Content Standards: Minimum re-
covered materlak content spec/ficat/ous, wh_h are
set in such a way as to assure that the reeoverod
matin'isis content (and in the case of paper, the
content of post eousumer matermls referred to in
subsect_j_ (hXl)of thk section)requiredisthe
maximum avagable without jeopardizing the in-
tended end use of the item, or vtolal_ngthe limita-
tions of subsection (eX1XA) through (Q of this
section.
Procuring agencies sh_] adopt one of the options
set forth in subparagraphs (A) and (B) or a substan-
t_ly equivalent alternative, for inclusion in the
affirmative procurement prognm_
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PART 2d6--SOURCE SEPARATION
FOR MATERIALS RECOVERY
GUIDEUNES
Sec.
246.100 Scope.
246.101 Defla4'domL
subaa, e--a'ec_Tmmen_md
gecemmended PIOCecklm
_ Hhrb-srade paper recovery.
346.300-1 _mmen_
34d_00-2 l_ded lx_eedur_ _h-
Srsde psper recovery fl_ emaLler of-
rices.
Ro_mmended Iroceduree: Market
study.
94a._100..4 Recommended procedures: LeveM
of Nl_rLCion.
_._0-6 Recommended procedures:.Meth-
ode ofseparaUon and collec_oa.
246.2Q0-.6 Recommended Zm_edureJ: S_r-
24u0o-v aecom.=en-"&,W--_
portA_ion.
346.2004 Recommended l=_cedures: Cost
analy_L
246.300--0 Recommended procedures: Con-
CZl,Ct,8.
40 CL:R(_t 1(7-1-94 |cl_
348.200-10 _mmend_ _nre_ _bUc
l_orn_on and _uc_Uon.
346.301 _n_ m_ reoo_r3,.
346.201-1 Reqalrement_
346.301-3 Recommended procedures: News-
print r_overy _ _mtUer residen_L!
faclllUes.
346.301-3 Recommended procedures: Glum,
can. and mixed l_ger migration.
246.201-4Recommended N'ocedm'u: Market
.md_.
_M._01-_ ltecommended _x_dure_ Me_h-
oc_ of SepL_aflon and collection.
24_01-._ Recommended _'oeed_'es:
por_Uon t_ marker_
346.301-? Recommended procedure,s: Cce_
analysU_
346.301-8 Rocommended _ocedu_e: Con-
tract,8.
_18._01_ Recommended _'oceduree: Public
infornmt, ion and educa_on.
24M._0_ Cm'ru_tod container recovery.
• le._-I Kequlrement,.
24_20_-2 Recommended lrocedures: Cot..
rus'stod container recovery fl'om 8mailer
conunerci_ facfllt_w.
_4S._1 Recommended l_ectures: Market
sUldy.
_18._..4 Recommended l_edures:. Me,h-
ods of sepe.ra_lon and 8tor.afo.
P._ommended l=_cedurw: Trsn_
por_Uon.
• _._-_ Ba_xmunended procedures: Cost
_-'/ Recommended procedures: Er,,ab-
].lshment of _ con_'acr,.
Reeva]u_on.
APPia_Ix TO Parr _I_ B_-
OGItAP_Y
AUT_O_ _C_ 1008 and 0004 of the _d
Wam___uamen__
source _nN_on and _ _
a8 amen_ (_ U_ IO?, 144).
sovec_ 41 FR lm_, Agr. _ _ unlem
or_erw/m nor_d.
i=4_ioo Seop_
(a) These gu:ldelinu are applicable t,o
the sour_ separa_on of rusidenCial.
commercial, and ins6itutJonal solid
wut, es. Explicitly ezaluded are mininS".
s4rr/cultur_, and industrial solid
wut_s: _ous w_t_c alud_es: con-
stxuction and demollUon wutes; lnfec-
tfous wastes; clsm/fled waste.
(b) The "Requirement" sections con-
t_tned herein delineate m/n/mum ac-
clons for Federal agenc/es for the re-
covery of resources from solid wute
through source separat/o_ Pu:maant to
section 211 of the Solid Wute Disposal
19
[]
_mc_e_ _ Agency
Act. U amended, and Executive Order
11752 section 4(&). the "Requirement"
sections of these glaideline8 are mafld_-
tory for all Federal aKencie8 t_.t gen-
er&te solid waste. In addition, they are
recommended to State. interst_to, re-
8_onal. and local governments for use
in their act_vitte_
(c) The "Recommended Pr_dures"
sections are presented _o surest ac-
tions or preferred met_hods by which
the objectives of the requirements can
be realize. The "Recommended Proce-
dures" are not m_d_tory for Federal
aKencies. ,
(d) The Environmental Protection
Agency will render technical ass_st.-
ance in the form of sample cost ans_y-
sis formats, sample bid specifications,
implementation fuidance documents
and other sutd_ce to Federnl agencies
when request_l to do so. puremmt to
section 3(d)l of Executive Order 117_
(e) Within one year after the effec-
tive date of these eutdelines, scencies
shall make a final determtns_on as to
wl_t actions shall be taken to adopt
the requirements of these ftuldelines
and shall, within two months of such
determination, 8utnnlt to the Adminls-
tre_r a schedule of such sctionL
(f) Fedend agencies that make the
detormdnatlon not to source
' §346.101
ties which will be affected by these ac-
ttons lncludLnf a brief description of
how such facilities will be _ected. |(fit) An _ insupport of the ac-
tion chosen by the M, ency includi_
technical datL market etodles, and
policy comdder_tioos used in SZTtving U
at such a detsrmina_on. |
In coverine the points above, asencies
should make every effort to present trio
forln_on succinctly in a form emdly
understood, but in sufficient de.J1 so L
_u_ the fact.s lnfluencinf the dec/-
sion not to source ml_rato for mate-
rials reoove_ are clear.
(2) The above report abaU be suknlt-
tsd to the_i_iiii-_'a_r U soon es
poIlble after a final alrency deter-
mins_on has been made no_ to adopt
.the ruqulrements of the_ zuldelince,
buc in no case later than _-_
a/ter such final detonnfus_on. The Ad-
mLntsUwtor will ind_ce_ to the sa_ncy
his __s_aa with
the q_cy_s _on, lncludin¢ Ms
rmu_n therefor. "
(3) Implement, a_Ion of set/one that
would lZ'e_ude som'm _on for
m&.tm, ts_s msovery sha/l be deferred.
for sixty days where _ess/ble, in order
to S,/ve the Aa_mtnJs'_ra,4:m' ,,.,, o_of
Cuntt_y t,o tees/re, analyse aud reek
the _mLly_ and r_onale used iT, maX-
ln_ t_t determination. The Admints-
tr_tor shall publish notice of the av_fl-
_bility of this report to the senend
public in the I_DmtAL R_nmm. The
followin_ are considered to 13o valid
reasons for not sour_ sopara_in_ under
individual facts and circumstances: in-
a_ility to _ Lhe r_ovea_d
duo to lack of market,, and[ costs 8o uno
reasonably high as to render source
sol_ration for m_tertal8 recovery eco-
nomically lmprscticable.
(1) The followln_ pointu are to be cov-
ered in the report_
(i) A de_cr/ption of altern&tive ac-
tions conside_ with emphas/s on
those altsrn&t/ve_ which involve source
separation for mstorials recovery.
(fl) A descrtp_ion of ongoin_ actions
which will be continued and new ac-
tions taken or proposed. This state-
ment should identff_r all agency faciU-
clarification of ths &boys reqmrsd r_-
as described in H241.200-1, 2t6.201-1, i_ port,.
make &variable to the _ re]_'t requ/red by |M&1OO(f) oos_erns
an action for which an Enviromnent_l
Impact Stmmon_ (ELS) tt required by
the Ns_ional Environmontal Polfey
Ac_, tJu_ the report be circulated to-
sether wtth the m.
(g) The report req_Lred under
1246..100(e) and (f) _ be-ma_e On
forms to be _bed _ tJ_eadmtn_
tnm_ by notice in the F_ RIO-
m_L
[41 t_t leS_ AW. _8. lS_ u amended s_ 47
FR _ Aus. _ 198_
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As used in these 8ufdelines:
(a) _ so/kl _aste mesns the
solid waste ths_ is _era_d by the
rearin_ of animals, and the produemz
and harvost_ of crol_ o_ Cree_
(b) _ means a machine used to
com_ solid wute_ _ ma_-
rials, or recoverable _ with or
i
i
i
i
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without binding, to a density or fl'om
which will support handling and trans-
por_cion as a n_teri_ un/t rather
than requiring a disposable or
reuse_ble container. This specifically
excludes briquetters and stLtionary
compaction equipment which Is used to
compact mzteriLls into dispomLble or
reuseable conCa/ners.
(c) _ c_ means & large con-
taJner that can either be pulled or
ed mechanically onto a service vehicle
or empt/ed mechan/cally into a service
vehicle ........
(d) Cla,_jted Wa_e means waste m_-
terl_ that has been g/yen security
claselflc_tion in accordance with 50
U.S.C. 401 and Executive Order 11652.
(e) Colkct/on means the act of remov-
ing solid wast_ (or m_ which
have been separated for the purpose of
recycling) _om a cen_l s_a-84re point.
(f) Comm_c/al atab_ means
stores, offices, reer_n_, wsamhouses
and other non-manufacturing activi-
ties.
(g) Commem_ _ wa_e means all
types of solid wast,am pnerLted by
stores, offices, re_au]rante, warehouses
other non-manufacturlng act/vl-
_/es, and non-lrocesslng wastes such aa
office and packing wastes eenerated at
indusUlAl facilities.
(h) C_ arid demo/ttton waste
means the waste building materials,
packaging, and rubble resulting f_m
construction, remodeli_, repair, and
demolition operations on pavemente.
houses, commercial bufldin&m and other
sta'ucture_
(i)C " z_hh_e me_s a
collection vehicle which'ha_ two or
more comparCmente for placement of
solid wastu or recyclable materials.
The compamnente may be within the
main truck body or on the outside of
that body as in the form of metal
racks.
(J) Corrugated co_hn_.r w__F_ means
discardedcorrugated boxes.
(k) Corrugate/bor means ac0nta_ner
/or S_)ds which ts composed of an inner
fluting of mrm-lal (corrugating me-
dium) and one or two outer liners of
material (linerboard).
(l) Federa/ [acff/_ means any build-
Lug. lnsteJ_tlon_ structure, la_d, or
public work owned by or leased to the
Federal Government. Ships at se_ air-
40C_ Ch. l (7.1-9a
craft in the a/r, land forces on maneu-
vers, and other mobile faciliUes are
not considered Federal facilitiem for
the purpose of these guideline_ United
States Government ins_Cions lo-
cated on foreign soft or on land out.de
the Jur/sd/cUon of the Un/ted Sta, t_
Government are not considered Federal
facil/Ues for the purpose of these
S_/delinse.
(m) Food wa_e means the ort_m/c
res/dues generated by the handling,
sto_, sale. _el_r_tion. cooklng, and
serving of foods; commonly called rar-
bege.
(n) Genera_o_ memzs the act or
us of producing solid was_.
(o) /ff_h-_ra_e paper means letter-
head. dry cow l_pen, mJacollanecus
business forms, stationery, typlz_
p_I_r, tablet shsem, and computer
printout l_Por and cazde, commonly
sold as "_hite ledger," "oomputer
WintOut" and "tab card" erade by the
w'_stel_l;er industry.
solid waste pne.-ated by ind_trts.l
(q) l_eedou._ _ means: (I)Equip-
ment, lnst_ments, utm=ils, a_d
fomltas (auy subetenoe _ m&V bar-
bor or transmit i_hogento oreanim_)
of a dispoeable _ _nn the rooma
of l_tiente who sam _ted to h_ve
or have been d/aSn_M_i as h_v/n_ •
communicable disease and mu_t, there-
fore, be isolated as requ/red by public
hea_th N_,ene,/e_ (2) labor_tory w_stes.
such as p_tholog/csl spec/mens (e.e.
tiesues, specimens of blood elemenr_,
excreta, and Nore_/ons obt_tned _rom
p_tlenta or lsborst_y animals) and
disl_ble fomttes _'_end_nt thereto;
(3) sureical olx,mtin_ room p_holo_c
specimen_ and dts_oes_le fomitam a_-
tendan_ thereto and afmflar disposable
m_terta_ from outpatient areas and
emer_enoy rooms.
(r) _/t_fona/ _o//d wa_ means
eclld wastes generated by educ_Ctonal.
health care. correctional znd ocher in-
sti_ov=l fa_dities.
(s) Mtniz_ _ means residues
which result fl-om the _tion of ntw
mat_dals from the earr_
(t) Post_ waste (PL'NV3means
a n_terial or product that has served
ite int_.nded use and h&s been _ed
w
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for disloyal or recovery _ter
throufh the hands of • fln_ consumer.
(u) P_le re_m, rce8 means
rials Chat still have useful phymca£,
chemical, or btoloCcal properties after
§24+_0-4
wMtes: _udeem conscruc_ +_ _ dem-
olition w_ce_ infectious rote+.
(cc) __mmns the set+
Ung aside of recyclsble n_ceriais
theft" poLnt of &,_era_Lon by _e gener-
serving theft- original purpose and can, a_or. _._._._o_
therefore, be reused or _ecycled_dr-_ (dud) _ect/_z_z means a clear and
same or ocher purposes. ";. _t4_ dmcrI-l_on o_ the t_chn]cal
(v) P_covery means the process of ob-
taintnl materials or ener_ resources
flrom solid waste.
(w) P_c_ nm_ means a mate-
rial that is used in place of s primary,
raw or vir_n material in rnanufs_t_r-
_ng a product.
(x) _ycl|_ means the proce_ by
wh/ch recovered m_terlals axe trans-
formed into new produc_.
(y) P.e_denflnl soUd u_de means the
wastes generated by the normal activi-
ties of households. Includin_ but not
limited to. food w_ste_, rubb/sh, aahe_.
and bulky wastes.
(z) _ co_cflon means collect...
lng recyclable m£l_n'hi_ which hive
been sepaxzted at the point of gener_
tton _nd kee_n_ those m_tertals se_
rate from other collected solid waste in
separate compartments of a single col-
lec_on vehicle or through the use of
separate collection vehicles.
(a_) _e means the accumulated
sem/I/qu/d suspension of settled sol/ds
depos/ted f_m wast_waters or other
flu/ds In tanks or bu/ns. It does not _n-
clude solid or d/ssolved m_ter/al in do-
requirements for _ pa_ducts or
servlce_ iden_tfyln_ the z_dnlmum re-
.qu_remenm for _Ii_' _ _e-
t/on of materials and equ/_ment n_e-
U_xy for all acceptable Woduct. In
nneral, spee_caU.ons are in the form
'of written d_mn'Ip_om_, dmw/n_.
prints, commercial desieu,stions, induS-
cry st_lsrds, mud other dm_-lp_ve
(e_) S_oZiozm_ _ meanS_ •
powered machlne wh/ch is des/shed Co
coml_ct solldwaste or recyclablere&-
and which _ stationary
when inoperation.
_tnment of _olid wm_ a4rt.m-
t/on and l_lor to collectlon for ul_/-
mst_ recovery or disposal.
(a) Wr_ _ mssm a raw ma-
tarlal used in numufact_ue _ h_
been mined or _ and has not u
yet becume.& Iz_luct.
IS4e_O0 m_b-m.m_ papm. meownT.
me, tic sewage or other significant pol-_.......==_=-=-.+-_+-+_-:
lutancs in water ,su as stir, |_N4.SO0-1
dissolved material fn irri_tton return
flows or other common ws_a_r polluX-
sm_
Cob) _ol/d wa_e means _.-bace,
reigN, sludge, a_d othea, dlscsrded
solid m_ Includln_ solid ware
m_teria]s resulting _m industrial,
commercial, and as_/cultur_
aUons, and from eommun/ty act/_t/es,
but does not include _olld_or d/_olv_d
m_terl&ls in domes_c sewage or other
s/gnlflcant POllu_Lnt, s _ w&_r re-
sources, such u stir, dissolved or sus-
pended solids in industr_ was_ew_t_r
effluents, d/ssolved m_ter/s_ in/rr/_-
Uon return flows or other common
water pollutanm. Unless specifically
noted otherw/se, the term "soLid
waste" as used In these gu/deltues shall
not include m/n/rig, aSTtCUltUral, and
Indus,/a/ solid wastes: hssardous
_h-_ade _ _Tn_ bY o_flce
facilities of over 1{}0 mMc_ workers
shall be _ at th_ source of ram-
eraflon, mpar_tely collected,and sold
for the purpo_ of recydl_.
IS4aSOO.-S n+eomm_m,l_l pmeedffimm
p_ma. rwovm"y tbom
The recovery of h/Sh-_d_ paper
_eneraf_ bY office facfl/fles of less
than I00 offlce workers should be/nves-
t_ted in confo_ with the fol-
lowin_ recommended la_cedures and
implemented where femflbl_.
An /n_on of msrkets should
be made by the orpntz_on r_on-
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§ 246_00_
stbls for the sale of recyclable mate-
rials in each Federal agency and should
include at a minimum'.
. (a) .!den_tifytn_ potential purchasers
of the recovered l_per through stand°
ard market research techniques;
Co) Directly contacting buyers, and
determining the buyers' quality specl-
flcations, the exact types of paper to be
recycled, potential _a_.nsportation
acreements and any minimum quan-
tity criter_ and
(c) DetermtnJ_ the price that the
buyer will pay for the recovered paper
and the wlllingne_ of the buyer to _n
a contract for purchase of the paper at
& guaranteed minimum price.
J _8J00-4 Recommended
of ,eparatio_
A two-level separation is rec-
ommended for most facilities. Th£s sep-
aration should consist of (&) high-_rade
wasAepaper aud Co) all other waste. Fa-
cilities that produce isle enough
quantities of waste computer paper and
cards to make their separation in_ &
separate catei¢orycost effective maw
choose to implement three levels of
sepsratioz_ (1) Computer papers, (2)
other high_rade papers, (3) all other
wastes.
to maximize recovery of high value
material in an economically feasible
manner. While the two-wastebasket
sTstem and centralized container sys-
tem have been implemented with suc-
ce_ in isolatedinstances, dAr_ indicate
that, on the whole, these sysl_s have
experienced high levels of contaunina-
tion, low levels of participation, and
low revenues. The deak-top system ha.
been designed to minimise these prob-
lems.
(d) The ]_'ec_e method of separation
and collection used to implement the
desk-top systmn will depend upon such
things as the physical layout of the in-
_vldual facility, the ease of collection"
and the projected cost effectiveness of
mdng various methedJ. The rec-
ommended desk-top system is ca:Tied
out in the foUowtng manner.
(1) Workers are to depoelt high-_rade
l_per into a desk-top _ay or other
dNk-top holder to be supplied bF
the agency. This holder should be de-
• lgued in auch a way as to prevent it
holding contaminants, such as food or
beverage containerL
(2) At the omce worker's convenience
or when the tray is filled, the worker
carries the paW to & convententl7 lo-
cated bulk container within the office
area. This large container should be lo-
.... cM,ed in an aa'eL the worker _quent8
I_ B_ommen_ ps'ocedurm in the normal course of busme_
Methods of espe.mtton and coffee-
tion.
(a) Systems designed to recover high
grades of office paper at the source of
generation, i.e., the desk. are the
desktop 8ysten_ the two-wastebasket
system, and the officecentralized con-
tainer systen_ -;
Co) With the desk-top s_stem, reey-
clsbls paper is placed by the generator
in a container on his desk, while other
waate is placed in a wastebe_ket. With
the two-wastebasket _stem, recycl_
ble paper is placed by the _enerator in
one desk-side wastebasket, and all
other waste is placed in another. In the
cen_rallze_._ system,
containers for the collection of
recyclablesare placed in centralized Io-
cations within the office areas of the
bufldtng.-Nonrecycl_ble waste is placed
in desk-sdde wastebaskets.
(c) The recommended system is the
desk-top system because itis designed
(3) In location_ where computer cards
and/niutouts are to be collectedsepa-
rately,the receptacle for the_ wastas
should be near the computer terminal
or in some other lo_tosl, con_any lo-
csted piace.
(4) Collection of the high-grade paper
f_m the bulk containers in the office
area should be performed by the _ul-
to_ or _ iI IIIIrI_III.
The _pnber of locstlons and the _-
quency of collection of these contain-
em will be determined by office size
and maintenance staff capa_ty.
(e) Mixed paper and 8ome high-_ade
office papers have also been recovered
for recycling by hand-picking in an l_
d/vidual buflding's _n-ash room or at a
centralized facility serving several
butldtn4_ With these bail-pick:Ins, sys-
tems, recyclable waste is not seperated
at the source of eeneration, but Is
mixed with other waste in the usu_
manner and removed to a centralized
23
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locat,/on where re_rehd_e Ira.per _8 able the fac/llC_' to det, ermLne the. mo_
_cked ou_ of the m_nd wssW by hs_L cost effec_ve meChb_of_mplemenCtn_ B
Facm_e8 m_y chocme _ use _d_ me_h- _he requirement of this psr_
od of"h/gh-lrrade paper recovery/f i_ Ls
shown by _ w be economieLl_V j S_..o Reeommended proeedure_
preferable co source mpsraUo_ __.... _._
8¢omI_ purchue of the recovered mLterlsls,
Among the alternatives for pilaf such bids heine sol/c/ted in conform-
s_ors_ are on-torte bs/I/n_, the use of ance wl_ _dd£ut pn_dures
stationary compac¢_m, or 8_rs_o _ _shed for the t,'e_onsible agency. Con-
co_ted boxe_ or normal waste con- tract_ should/nclude t_e buyer's quill-
ta/ners. Stored pa_er should be pro- 'ity spec/flea_on_ qu_n___ and
tect_sd _ fire, Inclement weather, portaflon_en_t_;_Yzarantee th_
_hett. ,,--d vand,,_lsm, the m_ter_ w_ _ _ for one
jz4e_0o-7 Recommended peoeedurw
._._:,_= +, ..-_ ....
TTans_on_ market may be
suppl/ed by the _an/1/ty, by a _a_va_e
hauler, or by the purcha_r. Co_ec_on
year or more. and L _Lnteed rural-
mum purchase i_/_.
dm,,_ Publl,o hsformation
of the recycl_ble _ should be on & -A __:-+_::_weIl-exe_u_
rea_l_, estabLtshed schedule, public information and educat/on
lZ4e_oo-s lh_eom_.=_l,,d ia-oeedm',_
Cost ansl_d_
After poce'nCfl_ marke_s b_ve been lo-
cated _out _dor to _flth_on of forms/
b|dWn_ procedures), pre_nLuary doter-
n_na_ons of va_ous separs_on meth-
ods, stors_, and _8port_on costs
have been made, and estUnsted ton-
nase8 of both recoverable h_h-sTade
paper _nd ru/dutd soHd wute have
been eetab_nhe_ an _ shoed be
_ram _ the Justiflc_cfon,
me_hod_ and level of separ_on
shoed be conducted to _form _ mo-
Urns om__ there
oooper_on tn sepsrsth_ the/r waste.
Th£s pubt4c Luform_on and educs_on
prosram 8houdd p_ede the
and con_nue on _ resqflar bs_s for l_
dur_o_ ..........
|_4e_01 _ matezhds reeov.
conducted wh/ch comp_re_ the co_8 of tory.
the presenC waste collec_on and d_ -._...... _....
po_ system _dth the proposed se_
re.ted systen_L At & mizdm_m, r.he
study should /nclude all ci_l, oper-
atLu_ and overhead costs aad take _o
account cre_ for revenue _om paper
8sJee and savings _om d_vert_ recy-
cled m_terb_ _om d£spomd. Poten_
cos_ _ upgrade col}ec_on and d_-
posal prsct/ces Co comply wiCh EP&'s
GuideUne_ for the _tor_e &nd Collec-
t/on of Rea/denfla], Commerc/_ and
Ins_tution_ Solid W_stes (40 CI_
243) and 'rhel'm_ Proce88_ &rid
D_ponal Gufdeline_ (40 _ parts
lind 241) 8houdd be _cluded f_ the amd-
yshs. In formul_l_lng a separ_lon sys-
I_m and ewdu_tin_ its co_Cs, every ef-
fort should be made to use _JfltorLsl
and waste coUec_on resource_ efll-
cden_y. Th/s coec analysts should
I s4e.SOl-I Requirement.
Se_on of _ed _ _ the
source of rea/d_t_-_er_/on In c_u-
_une_/on ,rich _i_i_-_-_on _
be ca_ed out aC all flw_es _ wh/ch
more th_ 500 flun/_es re_de, and the
_ewsp_per8 sh_oe sold for the put-
pose _ re,c_..
l_ta_l-! ]beoanended lzoeedm
• The recovery of newsp_c generated
by re_denthd flw_flea of less than _00
flunflles should be ,nves_8_ted in
conformance with the foUowLu_ recom-
mended p_edures and _n_emented
where fes_ble.
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!244L2014 Reeommended proeedur_
Glam, e_a, md mb_ pal_, sepm.a-
t/on.
In areas where markets are available,
it is recommended that; glass, csz_ and
mixed paper be separated &_ the source
of generation and separately collected
for the purpose of recycling.
|24&201..4 Reeommended pa'ecedurm:]_u-lu,t stud_.
An invesrJ_tlon of markers should
be made for each material by the orea-
nLzatton responsible for sale of recycla-
b]e materials in each agency and
should include a_ & minimum:
(&) Identlfying potential purchasers
of the r_overed material throt_h
stan_da_ _marke_ re_are_ techniqueL
(b) Directly contacting buyers Lnd
der_rmtnfng the buyers' qu&Lit'y spec/-
flca_lonm, potential transportation
agreements and any minimum quan-
tity criteria.
(c) Determ/ninlr the prices that the
buYer will pay for the recovered mate-
rial and the wfll_em of the buyer to
sign a contract for the purchase of the
materIL/ .at S_nteed minimum
pr/ceL
| 24&201--5 Recommended
Following separation within the
home. any of the following methods of
collection may be usech
(&) Mar_lals may be placed at the
curbside by the resident and may be
collected fl_m each household usL_
separate trucks or ¢ompe_men_lsed
vehicles.
Co) For multi-family dwel_in_ sepa-
rated n_ter/ala may be placed in bulk
containers lecated outside of the build-
ing and collected by ln-ucks dts_tched
to collect reoyclables.
(c) Collection stations may be set up
&t convenient locations to which rosi-
dents bring recyclable_ These stations
should provide separate bulk contain-
ers for each item to be recycled. The
size and type of conr,_tner will depend
on the volume and type of material col-
lected, the method of transportation to
be used in hauling[ the materials to
market and ",,hefrequency of removal.
40 CH_ Ch. I (7-1-94 Edlllon)
Recoaded
t s4a_ol-6 mark proeedur_
Transportation to n_ket,, may be
supplied by the _ctltty or the commu-
niter ireneratin_ the waste, by a pr/vs_e
h_der, or by the purchaser.
I_U01-7 Reeommuded pro_dur_
Cost an_lyzb,
After potential m_ekets have been lo-
(bu_ prior to initiation of formal
bidding procedures), preliminary deter-
minations of v_rious separation me,h-
ods, storage and t_wnsportation costs
have been made, and set_mm_l ton-
naG_s of both recoverable materla_
and res/dual solid w_ts have been es-
tablished, an _ should be con-
ducted which compares _ costs of the
present waste collection and d_pesal
system with the proposed sesre_r_cl
sFstema. At & minimum this study
should include all ospir_Ll, oper_tinlr
a_zd overhead co_ts and take into a_-
count credits for revenue f_m paper
sales and avinsz _ divertin_ recy-
cled materlal_ _m disposal. PotentILl
costs to uperade collection and dis-
poal practices to comply with EPA's
Guidelines for the Storas_ and CoUe¢-
tion of Residen_tLl. Commercial and
In_titutione3 Solid W_ (40 C'I;'P.]peat
_13) and Thenna; _Procese/_r and Land
Dispes_ Guidelines (40 _ parts
241) should be included Ln the &ns.li-
y_. In formulaClnlr & separate collec-
tion system and ewLlULtin_ its costs.
every effor_ should be made to use idle
equfl_neut and u_dsr_ collec_on
manpower to reduce separate collec-
tion cost_ This coet analysis should
enable the facility to determine the
most coet effective method if Lmple-
menti_ the requirements of this part.
I2K.NI4 knnended procedurec
Cmatrae_
Formal bids should be requested for
Imrchnse of the recovered n_,terlals,
such b/ds beinf solicited in conform-
ance with bidd/nz procedures eets3_
lished for the responsible Jurisdiction.
Conrd_cts should include the buyer's
quality specifications, quantity and
_ransportation a_eements, & euaran-
_ee that the ma_Lal will be _pM
for one year or more and & gummntsed
m_imum purchase price.
m
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Envkoemee_ _ Ag_w_/
j_l.2o]._ Reeommm_ed ps_edm_
Public imbrmation mad edueatiaL
A well oreanizod and weU execu_
public information and education pro-
gram exl_aintng the _a_tiflca_on,
goals, methods and level of sel_rzCfon
should be conducted Co inform and mo-
tival_ householders and to secure _hetr
cooperation in sel_ra_ug their waste.
This public information and educal_lon
should wecede the program
and conUnue on & regular basis for it8
duration.
J_ Cornered eo=tain_ _eov-
ery.
J Z4e-W:-! m_zmm_
Any commercial esl_blishment een-
er_ 10 or more tons of waste cor-
rugated containers per month sh_
sepazately co!lec_ add 8ell this
rill for the purpose of recycling.
|U2 Recommended lz_eedw
_ _asiler _ faeflltimL
The recovery of corrugated contain-
ers flrom commercial facilities genera_
§2_-6 |
JZ4_.ZO_.4 Recommended _proeedurem
Methods ot mSpmmtion and
The me__e_:_d _wfll depend
upon such vaa_bles a8 the physical
layout of the individual generating fa-
cility, the rate a_ which the corrueated
accumulates, the s_o_e csZzct_ of
the facility, and the projected c ost-ef-
fect_venmm of u_u8 the varfous meth*
ok. All of the followin_ mzeeur_d
modes of separaCton and sUzm4re ln'e-
suppoee tht.t the corrupted boxN will
bo aecmnulated &_;& _tral iocaUon in
the facility after their content_ are re-
moved and tJzzC the bozu are
(-) ]_de_ :o_ various _: Cor-
ruested boxes are plsced In baler_ and
comlmcted tn_ bales. These bales may
be stored inside or outside of the faeflo
l_y. _ bales should _ _t_ted _n
fire, inclemen _ we_t,her, theft, and van-
dslism.
Co) Statio-n/_t7 compactors or b_lk
oon_tnem: _ bozee are
9laced in _ a_tionary compactor or
bulk con_zfners outside of the facflfty.
The containers should be wotected
ftmm fire, lnclement_westher, theft and
|
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Lug lea8 than 10 to_s per month should | __46._0:_ Reeo--m--_-,_ _ l
be lnvestteated in conformance with __- |
_he fonowin_ recommended _ur_ __ market may be
and implemented where feasible, supplied by either the _lllty, & _a't-
IZ_._Z..8 Recommended pt.ocedure_
Mark_ mtd_.
An lnvesl_ation of marketa should
be made by the oreaniz_tlon respon-
sible for sate of recyclable.material in
each Federal a4ency and should include
a_ & mintmun_
(a) Iden_ potential purchasers
of _he recovered corrugated rJ_ough
standard market nmmr_ technique_
Co) IZrec_ly con_ccin_ _u.ven and
der_tnin_ the buyers' qusll_y specl-
flcations, potential transporr_on
a_reemen_s and any minimum quan-
_ty c_ter_
(c) Determlm_ t_e _r_ce th_ _he
buyer will I_Y for the recovered cor-
rupted and t_he wfllinsuess of r_e
buyer to sign _ con_z_ct for purchase of
Uae paper a_ & gusa-anteed minimum
price.
rate hauler or the purchaser. In facili-
ties to which _ _deiivered from
centa_ warehO_, corrupted may
be backh_uled by deliver_ trucks to
the central facility and baled there for
delivery to & user.
J_ B_eOmmmd_ Zm_dm_
After po_entia_ markets h_ve been
identified (but _l_r _ init_tion of
torm_ biddt_), in[[mins_ _Cer-
_on_ of vartou separ_Uon mel_la-
ods, s_'a_re and transportaZton coe_8
h_ve been me.de, m_ld est.imated _-
n_4_m of both recovarable m_tel.iLl a_d
residu_ solid waate h_ve been estad_
liahed, an _ should be cmxlucted
wh/ch eoml_xes the eost.s of
_esen_ waste collecUon and dtsposal
systmn wtth _he proposed segre_d
systems. At L minimum, _he s_l,y
should include _!1 capital, o_tn_
m
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Lud overhead costs And _ke into ac-
count credits for revenue _om p_per
sales and sLvings f_'om diverting recy-
cled m_teris_s _rom disposal. Potential
cost8 _o upside collection and dis-
pom_ practices to comply with EPA's
Ou/deHnes for the Storace and CoLlec-
t/on of Res/den_/al, Commerc/a] and
Ins_tu_onal Solid Wastes (40CFR part
243) and ThermAl Procesaing and I_nd
Disposal Guldellnem (40 CFI_ psr_ 240
and 241) should be included in the anal-
ysts. This coet analysis should enable
_he facil/ty Co determine the mos_ cost
effective method of /mplementing
these eutdelines.
_Y_e_0_-7 Recommended prooodur_
F_tablkhment of _ oontraet,
Formal bids should be requested for
purchase of the recovered msterlals,
such bids being solicited in con-
formance with bidding procedures es-
tablished for the resl_nalble agency.
Contracts should include _he buyer's
q_lity speclflc_Uons, _-ansportation
agreements, a _aaran_ee that the
ter/al will be accepted for one year or
more and a _ant_ed m/n/mum pur-
chase pr/ce.
I S/&=(_ _h,evalu_tion.
Appm_nr TO PART _48--Rm_OMMm_ED
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_o_ U.S. Government Prlntin¢ Offle_
_p.
Paper Sr_ck Conserva_/on __e
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s_/_u_e, Lilt. Public_io_ New York. New
York. 12 p. ,._
Ens_neer_ Inc. An_ys/s of sour_
ra_e collection of recyclsble solid W_
coflec_lon cen_e_ studle_ Envlronmentej
Project/on Public_on _W-_c_ U._ Za-
vironment_l PTo_cUon Agency. 1974. _ il.
(Dis_a_buted by NaUonLi "l_echnLca]
maUon Service. 8p_tngfleld, Vhlr_n_, sl
PB-_9 T/6.)
SCS En_neeru. Inc. Analysis or source
r_e collect/on of recyclable solid
office bulld_ns_. U.S. Environmental 1_
r_c_on Anncy. l_q_L Cro be d/s_/bu_ bF
Spadn_fleld, Vir_nlL )
Ensdneera. Inc. Analys/s of _ource _
rate collect/on of recyclable solid wut_
_l_.rat, e coUect_on 8_d/em. En_'onmental
Protee_/o_ Publ/ca_/on SW-_L U._L Ea-
vtronmenr_! Protect/on Agency, I_L IM
(Dist_lb_d by National _hn/c_l Infer.
n_/on Service, Six'in.aid, V/r_ln/_ u
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Appendix D
Photographs
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Appendix D
Photographs
MDI refuse bin located on south side of Building 4471 indicating poor condition of
many of the bins: dents, rusted out around bottom.
"Saw dust only" bin located on south side of Building 4471 indicating the presence
of nonsawdust items. A special lid constructed over the top of the bin may eliminate
this problem.
Photographs 3 - 8: Huntsville Recycled Fiber Processing Center
Front entrance.
Truck scale. Also used by individuals dropping off recyclables in personal cars.
Interior showing baler with conveyor.
Interior showing stacked bales of paper.
Bales stacked on exterior asphalt pad.
Trucks delivery recyclables subsequent to being weighed. Once recyclables are
unloaded, the trucks are weighed for a second time.
Photographs 9 - 14: BFI Processing Center
Exterior of building showing front offices and front-end loader.
Three-sided canopy showing loose cardboard waiting to be baled.
Canopy for processing aluminum cans.
Exterior asphalt pad showing roll-off bins, trucks, and stockpiling of loose
commodities.
Commingled commodities.
Drop-off containers.
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